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Introduction
1 Infectious diseases and Pasteur-Koch heritage
In the late XIXth century, scientists discovered that microbes can be the cause of
diseases. The establishment of this “germ theory of diseases” 1, opposed to the
“spontaneous generation theory” took an important turn in 1857 with the work
of the French chemist Louis Pasteur. Pasteur discovered that, while yeasts were respon-
sible for alcohol production during fermentation, wine and beer could be turned sour by
another type microorganism (Pasteur 1857). Pasteur was convinced that these living mi-
croorganisms were the cause of liquid putrefaction, and not arising from putrefaction as
taught by the “spontaneous generation theory”. He also had the intuition that the same
reasoning could apply to human, animal and plant diseases. Using a now famous experi-
mental design (see Figure 1), he demonstrated in 1861 that the microbes responsible for
liquid putrefaction were present in the air and that they could be killed by heating the
liquid (Pasteur 1861). These findings stroke a fatal blow to the spontaneous generation
Figure 1 – Copy of Pasteur’s drawings of “swan-necked” flasks. These flasks were
made by Pasteur to refute the spontaneous generation theory. Pasteur boiled some broth
into these flasks to sterilize it. The swan neck allowed air exchanges between the outside
and the inside of the flask, but prevented the entrance of dust and airborne microorganisms
which deposited by gravity in the lower section of the swan neck. Using this design,
Pasteur showed that the broth remains intact until the swan neck is broken. Then,
airborne microorganisms can enter the flask and colonize the broth. This experiment
demonstrated that life cannot arise by itself inside the broth.
1. Words in capital letters in the text are defined at the end of this section.
1
theory, and participated to the initiation of reflections about the role of microorganisms
in diseases. Later on, Pasteur conducted some work on silkworms, showing that pe´brine
disease, causing at that time disasters in the french silk industry was in fact due to a
microorganism that could transmit from diseased to uninfected silkworms.
Figure 2 – Louis Pasteur (left) and Robert Koch (right) Photography by Paul Nadar
and Wilhelm Fechner. Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/
index.php?curid=422990 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Robert_Koch.jpg
In the meanwhile, the German physician Robert Koch worked on the cause of anthrax
in cattle and sheep. In 1876, he isolated a bacteria from infected animals, and established
for the first time the link between a specific microorganism and a specific disease (Koch
1876). Later on, Koch discovered the microbes that cause tuberculosis and cholera (Koch
1882). Now deeply convinced that some diseases were caused by microbes, he defined
in 1882 four rules that he suggested to be strictly followed to demonstrate that a mi-
croorganism was the cause of a disease: (1) The organism must be present in every case
of the disease. (2) The organism must be isolated from a host with the corresponding
disease and grown in pure culture. (3) Samples of the organism removed from the pure
culture must cause the corresponding disease when inoculated into a healthy, susceptible
laboratory animal. (4) The organism must be isolated from the inoculated animal and
identified as being identical to the original organisms isolated from the initial, diseased
host (Lerner et al. 2006b; Lerner et al. 2006a).
The Pasteur and Koch heritage, together with the work of many other scientist from
the XIXth century, led to a dogma, associating one microorganism to one disease. It
allowed a huge jump in the understanding of infectious diseases, their epidemiology, as
well as medical care and prevention.
2
2 Heterogeneity in infections and consequences from
the pathogen point of view
The “germ theory of diseases” and Pasteur’s and Koch’s work basically described in-
fections as interactions between one host and a single pathogen. This classical model of
single-species infection was criticised in the early years of the XXth century (Evans 1976).
Scientists realised that infections could also be the consequence of several (sometimes
many) different microorganisms and that some diseases could not be understood without
taking into account complex multi-species interactions. I will use the term “heterogeneous
infections” to designate these complex situations where a community of microbes all to-
gether contribute to the exploitation of a single host. Heterogeneous infections can arise
in several distinct ecological situations discussed below, and in all cases, pathogens that
are embarked in these communities may interact with many different microbes. Their
pathogenicity, their transmission, and many of the traits that make them pathogens are
most probably affected by these interactions. This is the phenomenon this thesis aims at
surveying.
The understanding of heterogeneity in infections can be critical from a clinical point
of view, as it can increase or moderate the detrimental effect of pathogens on their hosts.
However, since the focus of my work is the pathogen itself rather than the host, I will
try to describe in the following lines the several forms of heterogeneity in
infections and their consequences from the pathogen point of view. I will
mostly focus on what happens during the course of one infection. The term “pathogen
populations” will thus refer to the populations of pathogens inside one host, during an
infection, and not the population of pathogen at the ecosystem level.
2.1 Heterogeneity in the biotic environment of the pathogen, or
inter-specific heterogeneity
Multiple infections: several pathogenic species or strains can infect a given
host
The most intuitive way by which infections can be heterogeneous is when a host is
infected by several pathogenic species at the same time, producing some inter-specific
heterogeneity. A nice example of such multiple infections has been described in the field
vole, Microtus agrestis. Telfer et al. (2010) showed that at least four different pathogens,
including virus, protozoan and bacteria, can co-infect a host and interact with each other.
For instance, they demonstrate that individuals previously infected by the bacterium
Anaplasma phagocytophilum are more susceptible to infections by the protozoan Babesia
microti. On the other hand, individuals that are previously infected by the bacterium
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Bartonella spp. are less susceptible to Babesia microti infections. This mixture of facilita-
tion and protection effects most probably result from direct or indirect (e.g. mediated by
host immune defenses) interactions between pathogens inside the host body. The ability
of a given pathogenic species to be transmitted cannot be understood here without taking
into account the presence or absence of other pathogenic species inside the host.
Multiple infections may also involve different strains of a single pathogen species,
rather than different species as in the previous example. In this case, the coexistence of
closely related pathogens (strains or isolates), probably sharing the same ecological
niche, implies potentially strong competitive interactions. This is documented, for in-
stance, for the agent of the rodent malaria, Plasmodium chabaudi, where a single host
can be infected by several parasite strains at the same time. These strains, with different
levels of virulence, have been shown to compete with each other inside their host, as they
all exploit the same resources: red blood cells (Bell et al. 2006).
Multiple infections can have several evolutionary consequences for pathogens. The
most commonly assumed is that it should select for higher virulence in pathogen species
or strains (Alizon et al. 2013). In the example of Plasmodium chabaudi cited above, strains
that were able to more efficiently exploit red blood cells (i.e. with a higher virulence),
reached higher densities when co-infecting a host with a less virulent strain (Bell et al.
2006). A positive selective pressure should thus act on these more virulent strains,
while less virulent ones are counter selected as they are less efficient during multiple in-
fections. The selective pressure that result from competitive interactions between
pathogens are predicted to lead to the evolution of various strategies, such as niche di-
vergence or production of interference molecules to prevent competition (see Mideo 2009,
for a review).
Interactions with the host microbiota
Pathogens may not only encounter other pathogenic species during host infection but
also a potentially diverse microbial community. Indeed, each single host individual shel-
ters a huge amount of microorganisms, essentially non pathogenic microbes, called the
microbiota. Pathogens that infect a host therefore do not colonize an empty environ-
ment, and their interactions with the host microbiota need to be taken into account to
understand infectious processes and the evolution of pathogens (Beliza´rio et al. 2015;
Stecher et al. 2008).
The most complex and studied part of microbiota is that of the digestive tract of the
hosts. Consequently, most studies of interactions between a pathogen and the microbiota
of its host concern pathogens that pass through their host gut during their life cycle. For
example, the human enteric pathogen Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium (S. Tm)
needs to outcompete its host microbiota in order to invade the digestive tract. In the lab,
mice with their native microbiota are resistant to colonization by S. Tm. Contrarily, mice
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that have a reduced intestinal flora are susceptible to colonization. Using a metagenome
analysis, Brugiroux et al. (2016) identified the functions fulfilled by the members of the
mouse native microbiota that were essential for protection against S. Tm colonization.
Doing so, they were able to reconstruct a minimal bacterial community that provides
protection once established in germ-free mice. Here, the protective effect of the gut
microbiota against pathogens arises from a wide range of functions fulfilled by multiple
microorganisms.
In some cases however, specific members of the host gut microbiota can have a direct
negative effect on pathogens through the production of deleterious molecules. It is the
case for example for Enterococcus mundtii, a bacteria found in the gut of the lepidopteran
Spodoptera littoralis. The symbiont E. mundtii secretes an antimicrobial peptide into
its host gut lumen. This peptide selectively kills opportunistic pathogens such as E.
faecalis, but does not affect the resident gut flora (Shao et al. 2017). The specificity
of this antimicrobial molecule toward a pathogen could suggests some strong selective
pressure from pathogens on members of the host microbiota.
On the other hand, the host microbiota can have a beneficial impact on pathogens. For
instance, the virulent potential of the entomopathogenic bacteria B. thuringiensis have
been highly debated (see for example Raymond et al. 2010). B. thuringiensis produces
a toxin that, when ingested by an insect, is responsible for intestinal wall perforation
and subsequent insect death. The actual cause of host death have been thought to be
the gut paralysis and associated feeding cessation that are observed in insects after toxin
ingestion. However, a recent study showed that when insects do not control the gut
microbiota (RNAi-mediated silencing of an immune gene), the lesions induced by B.
thuringiensis allow the passage of bacteria through the intestinal barrier associated with
a significant enhancement of host larvae mortality (Caccia et al. 2016). This septicemia
enhanced by the host microbiota is thought to be in part the cause of insect death. Here,
the host microbiota may have influenced the evolution of B. thuringiensis virulence factors
that can be costly, and potentially useless in this case.
2.2 Heterogeneity in the pathogen population during the course
of infection, or intra-specific heterogeneity
Within-host evolution
Heterogeneity can arise within the pathogen population itself, transforming a clonal
infection into an assemblage of several pathogenic sub-populations (see Didelot et al. 2016,
for a review). The simplest mechanism that cause this intra-specific heterogeneity is the
accumulation of mutations while pathogens multiply in their host. These mutations, can
allow adaptive evolution of pathogens during infection. An example of such host
adaptation have been shown in Burkholderia dolosa, which can opportunistically infect
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humans suffering from lung fibrosis. Lieberman et al. (2011) showed that B. dolosa strains
acquire within their host, and after the initial infection event, mutations in genes involved
in resistance to antibiotics, which are usually administrated to patients suffering from lung
fibrosis. They moreover found evidences of positive selection acting on genes that may
undergo oxygen-dependent regulation, which could be crucial for the adaptation of free-
living bacteria to the cystic fibrosis lung where oxygen availability is reduced. These
findings suggest pathogens adaptation to a new ecological niche during infection. In
some cases, within-host adaptation can be accelerated by a global increase of mutation
rate, through the loss of functionality in DNA repair systems. For example, in some
strains of B. dolosa, mutations into genes involved in DNA repair are associated to an
excess of mutation, in the case of infection of a host with lung fibrosis (Lieberman et al.
2014).
Within host evolution can also be accelerated by horizontal gene transfer
events, which allows exchanges of complete genes and functions between bacteria. For
example, Stecher et al. (2012) showed that infection by S. enterica serovar Typhimurium
promotes some bloom of Escherichia coli in the host gut, and that these blooms are as-
sociated with an increase of horizontal gene transfers via cell conjugation between S. Tm
and E. coli. Here, infection can potentially promote the spread of virulence or antibiotic-
resistance factors from pathogens to commensal bacteria. In any case, mutations and
horizontal gene transfers initially bring some genetic diversity in the pathogen popula-
tion, but the persistence of heterogeneity on the long run will depend on selection.
Phenotypic heterogeneity and immune evasion
While mutation events produce random variations at the scale of the whole genome,
some mechanisms produce variation on specific genomic regions. One of them, quite com-
mon in bacteria, is phase variation. Phase variation is defined as a genetic or epigenetic
mechanism resulting in a high rate of reversible phenotypic variation during the course of
infection (van der Woude et al. 2004). One example of such phase variation is described in
Borrelia burgdorferi, the agent of Lyme disease. The bacterium possesses two plasmids re-
sponsible of gene conversion events on genes encoding for antigenic motifs. These
conversion events, associated to duplicated genes transpositions produce a large number
of distinct antigenic motifs, probably through modifications of surface proteins (Embers
et al. 2004; Labandeira-Rey et al. 2003). This specific case of phase variation, called
antigenic variation, allows the pathogen to escape its host immune system by producing
a large diversity of antigenic motifs.
This escape of immune system through phase variation can also be mediated by epige-
netic mechanisms. In Salmonella enterica, the modification of the O-antigen subunits of
lipopolysaccharides present at the cell surface is involved in intestinal persistence in the
mouse model. Indeed, modifying this O-antigen by the addition of some sugars allows to
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escape the immune system. These additions of sugars are mediated by the gtr operon,
which expression can be switched ON and OFF by DNA methylation (Garcia-Pastor et al.
2018).
Phenotypic heterogeneity, division of labour and bet-hedging
In many bacterial species, phase variation does not allow immune evasion, but rather
produces phenotypic forms which lack key pathogenic functions (van der Woude et al.
2004; van der Woude 2011; van der Woude 2006). The fact that a sub-population of
the pathogen which cannot accomplish the infection by their own are generated during
the course of an infection can seem paradoxical but is well understood in the human
pathogen Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium. This bacterium infects the digestive
tract and breaches the gut wall of its host. It then colonizes lymphoid tissues, establishes
into phagocytotic cells that carry them to the spleen and other systemic tissues. During
its life cycle, S. Typhimurium exhibits heterogeneity in the expression of some genes (as
described above). These differences in expression are stochastic (i.e. not triggered by
environmental cues) and produce phenotypic heterogeneity.
A. B.
Figure 3 – Phenotypic heterogeneity can lead to the division of labour in clonal
groups. This function of phenotypic heterogeneity manifests in infections with Salmonella
enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhimurium, used as an example here. A. Phenotypic het-
erogeneity can lead to interactions and the division of labour within clonal populations. For a
genotype that expresses two different phenotypes (blue and green cells), individuals that express
the green phenotype do not continue to grow but do produce a resource (orange) that promotes
the growth of the blue phenotype. B. S. Typhimurium exhibits phenotypic heterogeneity in the
expression of the virulence locus type three secretion system 1 (ttss-1 ), which encodes a multi-
protein secretion apparatus. This leads to a division of labour between ttss-1 OFF and ttss-1
ON subpopulations. The ttss-1 ON subpopulation invades host tissue and causes inflammation
but suffers a reduction in growth and survival. The ttss-1 OFF subpopulation benefits from the
inflammation and proliferates. Figure and legend adapted from from Ackermann et. al (2015)
In the gut of the host, this heterogeneity consists mainly in the existence of two
sub-populations: a slow-growing subpopulation of S. Typhimurium that expresses a viru-
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lence gene (ttss-1 ON) coexists with a fast-growing subpopulation that is phenotypically
avirulent (ttss-1 OFF). Cells with virulence functions induce inflammation mechanisms,
which contributes to kill commensal bacteria in the digestive tract of the host (Kaiser
et al. 2012). The avirulent form of S. Typhimurium, which do not pay the cost of ex-
pressing virulence factors, multiply without suffering from competitive interactions with
the commensal bacteria, thanks to the virulence factors produced by the avirulent form
(Figure 3a). Phenotypic heterogeneity allows a form division of labours where two
subpopulations of the pathogen fulfill different functions (Figure 3b). The functional spe-
cialization of these subpopulations provides a competitive advantage to S. Typhimurium
against other bacteria inside the host.
A. B.
Figure 4 – Phenotypic heterogeneity can promote persistence in fluctuating envi-
ronments. These function of phenotypic heterogeneity manifests in infections with Salmonella
enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhimurium, used as an example here. A. A genotype that
expresses two different phenotypes (blue and green cells) can persist in an environment that fluc-
tuates between two states (light blue and light green) in which only individuals that express the
matching phenotype can survive. B. S. Typhimurium exhibits phenotypic heterogeneity in the
expression of the flagellin gene fliC, and this allows this organism to persist in an environment
that fluctuates between favouring flagellation (fliC ON) and selecting against it (fliC OFF).
Here, fliC regulation allows to escape caspase-1 inflammatory response that is only effective in
some of the host compartments Figure and legend adapted from Ackermann et. al (2015)
A second form of heterogeneity is described in S. Typhimurium after it has crossed
the intestinal barrier of its host. It switches ON or OFF the expression of the flagellin
gene fliC with a low probability and independently from environmental cues (Ackermann
2015; Stewart et al. 2011). This results in mixed population of flagellate and unflagellate
cells. Flagellate cells are able to migrate toward nutrient sources but are suppressed by
the host immune system in some compartments. Thus they only perform well in the
tissues where these defenses are down. On the contrary, unflagellate cells can resist the
host defenses but cannot migrate to reach nutrient sources (Figure 4B). Unflagellate cells
are advantageous when the pathogen reach specific compartments. S. Typhimurium thus
need to cope with a fluctuating and unpredictable environment as it migrates through
different tissues of the host. The ON or OFF switching of the expression of the flagellin
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gene fliC with a low probability and independently from environmental cues (Ackermann
2015; Stewart et al. 2011) can thus be interpreted as a bet-hedging strategy. This
strategy consists in simultaneously producing different phenotypic forms, each adapted to
a different type of environment. Doing so increases the chance that one of the phenotypic
forms performs well in the current environment (Figure 4A).
2.3 The specific case of vector-borne diseases
In the above lines, we saw that contrarily to what was assumed by Pasteur and Koch,
infections are often interactions between a host and a complex assemblage of organisms
inside this host, potentially including non pathogenic microorganisms, several species
and strains of pathogens, and several phenotypic forms of a given pathogenic strain. To
make the picture even more complex, we must pay attention to the particular case of
vector-borne diseases. These pathogens interact with another protagonist, the vector,
which brings another source of heterogeneity in infections. Here again, I will not focus
on differences that can exist between several vectors individuals, but rather discuss the
implication of microbial community heterogeneity in the specific case of vector-borne
diseases.
From the pathogen point of view, vectors can usually be seen as obligatory intermediate
hosts. Consequently, all forms of heterogeneity described above can potentially apply in
the vector environment. To my knowledge, few studies have investigated the role of
phenotypic heterogeneity and within-vector evolution in vector-borne diseases. However,
an increasing number of studies concern the role of vector microbiota in the transmission
of human diseases. It has been shown for instance, that mosquito microbiota influences
vector competence to the transmission of the human parasite Plasmodium falciparum.
In particular, members of the mosquito microbiota could reduce the vector colonisation
by P. falciparum through competition for resources, immune priming, and production of
secondary metabolites (Cirimotich et al. 2011; Weiss et al. 2011; Dennison et al. 2014).
On the other hand, some bacterial taxa from the vector microbiota could have a positive
effect on P. falciparum colonization, as showed for Enterobacteriaceae in Boissie`re et al.
(2012)
The same kind of observations hold for the agent of Lyme disease, Borrelia burgdorferi
and its tick vector, Ixodes scapularis. Narasimhan et al. (2014) showed that the alter-
ation of the tick gut microbiota altered in return its intestinal peritrophic matrix. This
peritrophic matrix being essential for B. burgdorferi colonisation, dysbiosed ticks are less
colonized by the pathogen. Here again, the vector microbiota plays a crucial role for
pathogen transmission.
In the two examples cited above, members of the vector microbiota can probably be
transmitted together with the pathogen. They can potentially play a role in the infectious
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process, and interact with the pathogen. Although studies on the role of vector microbiota
on pathogen transmission are increasingly conducted, very few have focused on role of
vector microbiota in the infectious process within the host.
3 Xenorhabdus-Steinernema complexes: combination
of multiple heterogeneity levels
3.1 Entomopathogenic nematodes-bacteria pairs
Xenorhabdus and Photorhabdus, two closely related bacterial genera, belonging to
the Enterobacteriaceae family (γ-Proteobacteria), are mutualistically associated with ne-
matodes from Heterorhabditis and Steinernema genera, respectively. These nematodes,
which have a very similar life cycle (see section 3.2), are found in soil where they infect
a wide variety of insect larvae (Peters 1996). Due to their large distribution around the
world and their potential interest in pest control, entomopathogenic nematodes, and their
bacterial symbiont have been the object of many studies.
This work is focused on the Xenorhabdus bacterial genus, which includes several
species, associated with several Steinernema nematode species. A tight co-evolution be-
tween Xenorhabdus and Steinernema species is supported by the fact that the Xenorhabdus-
Steinernema symbiosis is very specific: nematodes of a given species only ”allow” one
species of Xenorhabdus to colonize their gut. Some close relative species from the Xenorhab-
dus genus can be artificially re-associated to non-native Steinernema species, but the ben-
efit (see section 3.2 for details) they bring to the nematode is usually much lower than
that brought by the native symbiont, and they cannot be transmitted by the nematode
descendants (Sicard et al. 2004b; Chapuis et al. 2009). This specificity is permitted by
a complex molecular dialogue between the two parts of the symbiosis which as been well
described in X. nematophila-S.carpocapsae (Heungens et al. 2002; Goodrich-Blair 2007;
Chaston et al. 2013). Surprisingly, this specificity of association does not seem to result
from co-speciation events, as suggested by the low relatedness of the two taxonomic struc-
tures of Xenorhabdus genera and their host nematodes (Figure 5 Boemare (2002) and Lee
et al. (2010)).
3.2 Xenorhabdus-Steinernema life cycle
Only differentiated L3 larval stages of nematodes disperse in the soil. These infective
juveniles (IJs) are protected by both L3 and L2 cuticles, the later obstructing their mouth
and anus which prevent them from feeding, but allow them to persist inside the soil (Sicard
et al. 2004a). These IJs are colonized by an almost clonal population of Xenorhabdus in
an intestinal receptacle (Martens et al. 2003). The IJs disperse in soil until they find a
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Figure 5 – Multi-locus cophylogeny of nematode species from the Steinernema genus,
and their symbiont from the Xenorhabdus genus. Coloured squares represent different
strains of the same Xenorhabdus species. Each Steinernema species are linked to their
native symbiont strain. Nematode phylogeny is based on one nuclear, 28S rRNA, and
two mitochondrial genes, COI and 12S rRNA. Bacteria phylogeny is based on the 16S
ribosomal gene, and two housekeeping genes, serC and recA. Figure from Lee et al. (2010)
larval insect host to invade (Figure 6.1). They usually penetrate the insect larvae through
natural openings like mouth and anus. Within the larvae of the host insect (e.g. Galleria
mellonella or Spodoptera sp. in lab conditions), nematodes perforate the intestinal wall
and releases their Xenorhabdus symbionts into the insect hemolymph (Figure 6.2) (Sicard
et al. 2004a; Snyder et al. 2007). The bacteria grow to high densities into the extracellular
matrix of the host tissues (Sicard et al. 2004a), reduce the host immune response through
haemolysin production, which targets the host hemocytes (Vigneux et al. 2007), inhibi-
tion of antimicrobial peptides production (Park et al. 2007) and phenol-oxidase activity
(Crawford et al. 2012). The insect host dies of septicemia in approximately 24h (Dowds
et al. 2002; Richards et al. 2009). Xenorhabdus then produces enzymes which degrade
insect tissues to provide nutrients for the nematodes (Caldas et al. 2002; Chen et al. 1996).
Nematodes perform several cycles of reproduction within the insect cadaver (Figure 6.3).
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When nematode number becomes high and nutrients are limiting, Steinernema juveniles
re-associate with Xenorhabdus and differentiate into non-feeding IJs. The IJs finally dis-
perse into the soil in the search of a new host (Figure 6.1). For simplicity purposes, IJs
of Steinernema will be designate as Xenorhabdus vector, although they also have a role
to play in killing the host.
3.3 Xenorhabdus nematophila, a model species
Among these bacteria associated with entomopathogenic nematodes, Xenorhabdus ne-
matophila have been extensively studied because of its particularly high virulence toward
many model insects (McMullen et al. 2017; Ogier et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2017). More-
over, Steinernema carpocapsae, its nematode vector, can be experimentally deprived of
its symbiont (Sicard et al. 2003). These aposymbiotic nematodes are of great interest to
perform re-associations with other strains or species of symbionts, and investigate evolu-
tionary questions. For example, the interaction between X. nematophila and its vector S.
carpocapsae can be considered as mutualistic because, first, the bacteria cannot survive
more than a few days in the soil unless they are carried by a nematode (Morgan et al.
1997) and, second, symbiotic S. carpocapsae (i.e colonized by X. nematophila) have a
much higher reproductive rate than aposymbiotic nematodes (Sicard et al. 2003). This
later observation might be attributed to (1) a more effective inhibition of the insect im-
mune system, (2) a better nutrition of the nematode in the insect when associated with
X. nematophila (Richards et al. 2009) and (3) a protection against ’enemies’, by pro-
ducing antimicrobial molecules that could eliminate microbial competitors encountered
in soils or in insect cadavers (Singh et al. 2015), or dissuading insects from feeding on
its insect-host cadaver (Zhou et al. 2002). On the other hand, some studies have shown
that the survival rate of the IJs decreases when they are associated to X. nematophila
(Emelianoff et al. 2007; Emelianoff et al. 2008a). It suggests that nematodes experience
a survival-reproduction trade-off which is induced by the symbiosis, and which probably
has shaped the co-evolution between the two partners (Chapuis et al. 2012).
The fact that we can produce aposymbiotic IJs of S. carpocapsae, that we can repro-
duce the whole life cycle of S. carpocapsae-X. nematophila pairs in lab conditions, and
that the whole genome of X. nematophila F1 strain has been sequenced (Lanois et al.
2013) makes X. nematophila a very convenient model species. Moreover, several aspects
of its biology that I will describe further make it very interesting to study heterogeneity
in infections.
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1In soils:
- Nematodes disperse in soil
- Carry a symbiotic bacterium:
Xenorhabdus
2
In insect alive:
- Nematodes pass through intestinal wall
- Release bacteria in hemocoele
- Bacteria multiply and kill the host
3
Insect death
IJs emergence
from the cadaver
Adults
Eggs
L1L2
L3
L4
IJs
In dead insect:
- Bacterial multiplication
- Nematode reproduction
- IJs re-association with the
symbiont
Figure 6 – Life cycle of the Xenorhabdus bacterium carried by its nematode vector Stein-
ernema and infecting the insect host Galleria mellonella larvae usually used in laboratory
experiment. IJs stands for infective juveniles, which are specific L3 stages that did not
lose their L2 cuticule.
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3.4 Heterogeneity in Xenorhabdus-Steinernema infections
Intra-specific heterogeneity
X. nematophila isolated from the symbiotic nematodes found in soil has the particular-
ity to adsorb bromothymol blue. Therefore, it forms blue colonies when it grows on agar
containing this dye (Figure 7). When these blue colony-forming cells, referred as group 1,
are grown in in vitro culture, a second form of X. nematophila called group 2 may appear
after several days of incubation (Figure 7). This group 2 form produces red colonies on the
same culture medium (Akhurst 1980). Group 2 cells also present many phenotypic differ-
ences with group 1 cells: they have a reduced antimicrobial (Akhurst 1980), proteolytic
and lipolytic activity (Thaler et al. 1998), and a reduced production of flagellar filaments
(Volgyi et al. 1998; Givaudan et al. 1996; Givaudan et al. 1995). Although group 2 are
usually obtained in in vitro cultures, Akhurst (1980) reported that these phenotypic vari-
ants of X. nematophila could also arise during insect infection. These phenotypic variants
have been known and studied for the past four decades, yet the molecular mechanisms
responsible for the production of heterogeneity, as well as their implication during host
infection and re-association with the vector, are not fully understood. I will try in the
first chapter of this thesis to bring some answers to these questions.
Figure 7 – Group 1 (blue) and group 2 (red) colonies of Xenorhabdus nematophila obtained
by plating a stationary phase culture on solid medium containing bromothymol blue
Another type of intra-specific heterogeneity that will not be further developed in this
thesis but deserves to be mentioned, is the fact that several strains of X. nematophila
can infect a host at the same time. Indeed, multiple nematodes should enter the in-
sect, as Steinernema reproduction is sexual. To cope with this intra-specific competition
within hosts, Xenorhabdus species produce some toxins that can kill unrelated strains of
the same species (Hawlena et al. 2010a). In several species of Xenorhabdus, including
X. nematophila, these spiteful interactions between unrelated strains due to bacteriocin
production benefit kin, i.e. closely related cells, but reduce the combined virulence of com-
peting strains (Vigneux et al. 2008; Bashey et al. 2012). Moreover, these anti-competitor
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abilities have been shown to trade-off against nematode reproductive success (Bertoloni
Meli et al. 2018). This trade-off, together with the fact that in nature, non-inhibiting
isolates can be found in high frequency, suggest that there may be two different strategies
for pathogen success: one competitive strategy, which would be favored in competition
with sensitive strains, and one reproductive strategy, favored in a non-competitive con-
text (Bertoloni Meli et al. 2018). This context-dependant fitness supports the idea that
intra-specific competition, associated with an heterogeneous environment, may maintain
diversity in the pathogen population 2, and highlights the role of intra-specific competition
in mutualism evolution.
Inter-specific heterogeneity
Similarly, several species of Xenorhabdus can infect one host at the same time. Bashey
et al. (2013) showed that these inter-specific interaction of Xenorhabdus can favor higher
virulence, or stains that are able to produce bacteriocin as described above. However,
Xenorhabdus is also able to produce a large number of antibiotics that affect bacterial
competitors from other genus (Singh et al. 2008; Singh et al. 2015; Park et al. 2009).
This suggests that interactions with other bacteria may be a strong seclective pressure
for Xenorhabdus. Indeed, the bacteria have to multiply and stay for around ten days
inside an insect cadaver, were multiple competitors can develop. These competitors can
potentially originate from the soil, but also from the insect microbiota, and from the
nematode microbiota. It have been commonly assumed that producing these antibiotics
was a way for Xenorhabdus to dominate the bacterial community inside insect cadavers.
In the second chapter of this thesis, I focused on the bacterial communities that can be
found in insect cadavers.
2. Here I mean the population of pathogens in a given environment, opposed to the term “pathogen
population” within one host
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4 Objectives of the present thesis
Chapter 1: A role of phenotypic heterogeneity in Xenorhabdus
nematophila infections? In the first chapter of this manuscript, I investigated
the potential role of the generation of phenotypic variants of X. nematophila during infec-
tion. The first part brings some answers about the genetic mechanisms that generate these
phenotypic variants. I then investigated the potential adaptive value of these phenotypic
variants during X. nematophila life cycle.
Chapter 2: Microbial communities during X. nematophila infec-
tions In the second chapter, I investigated the composition of microbial communities
during X. nematophila infections. First, we developed an experimental procedure that
allows to modify the gut microbiota of lab-reared insect in order to mimic soil-dwelling
insects. We then used these insects colonized by a relevant set of microorganisms to de-
scribe the microbial community composition inside insect cadavers at the time-point of
the re-association between X. nematophila and its vector.
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Glossary
Adaptation: A trait that has been fixed by adaptive evolution, i.e. because it conferred
greater fitness to its carrier.
Adaptive evolution: Changes of a trait frequency in a population due to natural
selection (i.e. different from evolution due to genetic drift). We will use the phrase
”adaptive evolution” as an equivalent to Darwinian evolution.
Antigenic motifs: Any external structure of a cell which can be recognised by a host
immune system.
Bet-hedging: Evolutionary strategy where different phenotypes are produced indepen-
dently of environmental cues, which increases the chance that at least one phenotype
will perform well in one state of a fluctuating environment.
Division of labours: Evolutionary strategy where individuals within a group specialize
in certain tasks to benefit the whole group.
Ecological niche: The set of biotic and abiotic conditions that allows the persistence
of a given species.
Fitness: The average number of gene copies transmitted to the next generation.
Gene conversion: Homogenisation of homologous regions from two DNA strands that
initially contained different alleles. As a result, the recipient strand carry the same
allele as the donor strand.
Germ theory of diseases: A XIXth century theory claiming that microbes can be
the cause of some diseases, and not their consequence, as taught by the spontaneous
generation theory.
Horizontal gene transfer: Exchange of genomic material between two bacterial
cells from different strains/species.
Host: Here refers to any multi-cellular organism that can be colonized by microorgan-
isms.
Metagenome: The set of all the genomes of the cells from a bacterial population.
Microbiota: All microorganisms associated to a host at one time point.
Pathogen: Here refers to microorganisms (virus, bacteria, protozoans) which have a
detrimental effect on a host.
Phase variation: A stochastic and reversible change of phenotype in bacteria, caused
by a genetic or epigenetic mechanism.
Selective pressure: Any cause for an organism with a particular trait to have a fitness
advantage (positive selective pressure) or disadvantage (negative selective pressure).
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Spontaneous generation theory: Theory according to which living beings could
arise from inanimate matter.
Symbiont: Microorganism living in close association (positive, negative or neutral) with
a macroorganism.
Trade-off: Constrains (e.g. physical or physiological) that make it impossible to invest
resources in two life-history traits at the same time. Trade-offs usually result in a
negative relation between those traits. From an evolutionary perspective, they can
lead to a compromise that consists in intermediate values of traits, or conversely to
specialization, with the possibility that specialists coexist in populations.
Virulence: The reduction of a host fitness induced by a pathogen.
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1 A role of phenotypic heterogeneity inXenorhabdus nematophilainfections?
Cells of Xenorhabdus nematophila that are isolated from nematodes usually form blue
colonies when plated on agar containing bromothymol blue. After a prolonged in vitro
culture, or injection in insects of these blue colony-forming cells, some cells forming red
colonies appear. Compared to blue cells (primary variants) red cells (secondary variants)
lack motility, and have a reduced production of enzymes and antimicrobial compound
(Boemare et al. 1988; Givaudan et al. 1995; Boemare et al. 1997; Volgyi et al. 1998; Forst
et al. 2002). I will call group 1 and group 2 the cohort of variants whose phenotypes
correspond to that of primary and secondary variants historically described.
Several terms have been used so far to name this production of different phenotypes:
phase variation, phenotypic variation, phenotypic switching, phenotypic heterogeneity.
Most often, different scientific communities use different words. For the present work,
which is at the intersection of microbiology and evolutionary biology, I chose to use the
term phenotypic switching to designate the production of different contrasted phe-
notypes, called phenotypic variants, which results in phenotypic heterogeneity
in a bacterial population, without any prior on the mechanisms involved.
In fact, in Xenorhabdus, the mechanisms responsible for the production of phenotypic
variants have not been fully understood, although some clues about the implication of
the lrp gene have been showed. Lrp (leucine-responsive regulatory protein) is a global
regulator of expression in X. nematophila, and lrp mutants exhibit a phenotype similar to
that of group 2 phenotypic variants (Cowles et al. 2007). Moreover, a constant expression
of lrp suppresses phenotypic switching (Hussa et al. 2015). Although lrp is pointed out
in the production of phenotypic variants, the exact molecular mechanism remains to be
elucidated.
Apart from the molecular mechanism that allows the emergence of these variants,
their potential role in X. nematophila life cycle also have to be clarified. It is probably
not a way for X. nematophila to escape the host immune system. Most of the genes
whose expression differs between group 1 and 2 cells are indeed expressed long after host
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death (Jubelin et al. 2013). Moreover, both group 1 and group 2 cells are able to kill
their host when injected into the insect (Volgyi et al. 1998). The reduced activity of some
genes in group 2 variants have been shown to be detrimental to the nematode, however
group 1 and group 2 are both able to re-associate with nematodes and group 2 have been
shown to be preferentially carried by nematodes when a mixture of the two groups was
injected into an insect (Sicard et al. 2005; Richards et al. 2008). All these findings are
somehow contradictory with the fact that nematodes freshly sampled from the wild have
never been reported to carry group 2 variants. This paradox could come from the fact
that some conditions favor the multiplication and transmission of group 1 variants, while
other favor that of group 2 variants but are rarely encountered in nature. In any case, the
interactions between group 2 variants and nematodes still need to be examined in details
to better understand whether or not this phenotypic switching could be adaptive in the
entomopathogenic symbiosis.
The aim of this work was to bring some answers to the following questions: Which
molecular mechanisms are responsible for the production of phenotypic het-
erogeneity in X. nematophila populations? Are these mechanisms adaptive?
We constituted a collection of 34 variants which we then characterized, both phenotypi-
cally and genetically. This was made collectively with teams from EDB lab in Toulouse,
and DGIMI lab in Montpellier. My contribution to this work was to measure the viru-
lence of the 34 variant when directly injected into insects, and test their adaptive nature
in vivo.
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Abstract
Bacterial infections are often composed of cells with distinct phenotypes, that
can be produced by genetic or epigenetic mechanisms. Heterogeneity in the course
of infection has proved to be important in many pathogens, because it can alter both
pathogenicity and transmission. We studied a large cohort of phenotypic variants
of the insect pathogen Xenorhabdus nematophila. This bacterium kills insects and
multiplies in the cadaver before being transmitted by the soil nematode vector
Steinernema carpocapsae. We found that, based on several phenotypes, variants
are clustered in three groups, one of which corresponding to mutations in the gene
encoding the major regulator Lrp. These Lrp defective mutants survive better and
reach high loads during prolonged stationary phase, which probably explains why
they increase in frequency during infections. The third group of variants is less
frequent, bears no mutation in lrp but is also advantaged in late stationary phase.
Both group 2 and group 3 variants thus have a Growth Advantage in Stationary
Phase (GASP phenotype), but we found evidences that this advantage trades off
against transmission by nematodes: the highest load a variant reaches in insects,
the least it is transmitted by nematode vectors.
Introduction
Bacterial infections, even started from a single pathogenic strain, often end up
being composed of cells with different phenotypes. In cases where groups of cells
with distinct phenotype interact to better exploit their host (Diard et al. 2013), the
molecular mechanisms that produce this diversity can be considered as adaptations,
which ultimately increase pathogens transmission. To demonstrate this theory, it
is necessary to understand both what these mechanisms are, and how they impact
the success of the infection.
Mutation is probably the most obvious mechanism that produces diversity dur-
ing infection. Its importance is increasingly admitted (Didelot et al. 2016), notably
because cases are now accumulating where it fuels the evolution of pathogens in-
side the host, in particular in human diseases (e.g. Markussen et al. 2014; Young
et al. 2017). While mutation generally occurs throughout the whole genome, other
mechanisms exist that impact a restricted set of genes. These can be epigenetic
alterations, where clonal populations of bacteria modify their phenotype by chang-
ing their regulatory state (van der Woude 2006; van der Woude 2011). These can
also be genetic alterations, as in phase variation where a specific high rate mutation
mechanism produces reversible changes in one or a few genes (van der Woude et al.
2004; Bayliss 2009). Phase variation is described as the basic mechanism that makes
antigenic variation a successful instrument for some pathogens to escape their host
immune system (e.g. Zhang et al. 1997).
The insect bacterial pathogen Xenorhabdus is a promising model to study the
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adaptive nature of mechanisms that control phenotypic variation inside an infection.
This pathogen indeed kills insects and proliferates in their cadaver for one or two
weeks, before it is transmitted by the nematode vector Steinernema (Goodrich-
Blair 2007). During this long period, Xenorhabdus maintains high densities inside
the insect and, therefore, potentially accumulates phenotypic variation. As the
complete life cycle of Xenorhabdus can be experimentally reproduced (Chapuis et
al. 2012), it is possible to quantify how this variation impacts each of its different
stages.
Xenorhabdus isolated from the wild typically are in a form described as pri-
mary, but in culture media they convert to another, secondary, form when reaching
long-term stationary-phase (Boemare et al. 1988). In its seminal paper, Akhurst
(1980) showed that secondary forms of Xenorhabdus also appear during infection,
and that this occurs at a rate that greatly varies among Xenorhabdus strains. Al-
though the phenotypic differences between the two forms can also vary depending
on strain and species, the primary but not secondary form cells are able to bind
bromothymol blue dye, are motile, agglutinate red blood cells and produce fimbriae,
haemolysins, proteases, antimicrobials and crystalline inclusion bodies (Boemare et
al. 1988; Givaudan et al. 1995; Boemare et al. 1997; Volgyi et al. 1998; Forst et al.
2002). The alternation between primary and secondary forms has so far been in-
terpreted as a case of phase variation (Boemare et al. 1988). As the phenotype of
secondary forms matches that of lrp defective mutants (Cowles et al. 2007; Hussa
et al. 2015; Cao et al. 2017; Casanova-Torres et al. 2017; Engel et al. 2017), it has
also been proposed that the Lrp master regulator could control the production of
secondary variants in X. nematophila (Cowles et al. 2007). It is not demonstrated,
though, that lrp is systematically involved when this phenomenon occurs during
Xenorhabdus infections. Interestingly, genes with differential expression between
primary and secondary forms have also been shown to play a role in the interac-
tion between X. nematophila, its nematode vector and its insect target (Richards
et al. 2009), demonstrating that the production of secondary forms should impact
X. nematophila interactions with their invertebrate hosts. However, despite reduced
production of virulence factors in secondary forms, all forms of X. nematophila are
capable to kill in insects (Volgyi et al. 1998). In addition, Sicard et al. (2004a)
showed that both primary and secondary forms could be transmitted by the ne-
matode S. carpocapsae. The goal of this paper is to better understand first, the
molecular mechanisms that are responsible for the production of phenotypic vari-
ants, and second, the impact of these variants on the transmission by the vector.
To do so, we investigated a large collection of X. nematophila isolates with vari-
ous phenotypic forms. We found that secondary forms are not phase variants but
rather plain lrp mutants, and that at least a third phenotypic form exists in X. ne-
matophila which is not a lrp mutant. All these variants have a Growth Advantage
in Stationary Phase (GASP, Finkel 2006) which probably explains why they reach
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higher loads than primary forms during late infection. We then quantified how
these variants are transmitted by the nematode vector S. carpocapsae and found
that isolates that reach the highest densities in insects are the least transmitted by
nematodes. X. nematophila therefore seem to experience a trade-off between traits
that are favored during late infection and traits that increase transmission.
Materials and Methods
Obtention of X. nematophila isolates
Xenorhabdus nematophila isolates were obtained from static cultures of the GFP-
labelled strain F1D3 (Sicard et al. 2004a). Samples of ten independent LB cultures
of F1D3 were streaked onto NBTA plates (Akhurst 1980) after 3, 7 and 13 days of
incubation at 28 ◦C. Primary forms form blue colonies on NBTA while secondary
variants form red colonies (Boemare et al. 1988; Givaudan et al. 1995; Boemare
et al. 1997). Each time a red colony was observed, a blue colony from the same
Petri dish was also sampled. Overall, we obtained 34 distinct isolates (see Supp.
Mat. 1) which we stored in 20 % glycerol at -80 ◦C.
lrp sequencing
X. nematophila colonies were lysed in sterile miliQ water after several freezing-
thawing cycles. lrp gene was amplified using the high-performance GoTaq G2 DNA
Polymerase (Promega, France) with primers lrp-L (5’-CATATTGCGGATTTAGGG-
ATTG-3’) and lrp-R (5’-GGGACTGCATAGGCAAGAATAC-3’). PCR products
were sequenced by GenoScreen, France and mutations were determined by compar-
ing aligned lrp sequences to that of the X. nematophila F1 reference genome (Lanois
et al. 2013).
Measuring colony phenotypes
For each isolate, we measured four phenotypic traits that differ among Xenorhab-
dus variants. Swimming motility was measured as the diameter of a halo formed by
motile bacteria on 0.35 % agar culture medium (Givaudan et al. 1995; Boemare et al.
1997). Antibiotic activity was quantified by measuring the diameter of inhibition ha-
los, using Micrococcus luteus as a target strain (Givaudan et al. 2000). Extracellular
lipolytic activity was assessed by the presence of precipitated material surrounding
the colony cultured on Tween 20 agar (Givaudan et al. 2000). Haemolytic activity
was quantified by the presence of a clearing surrounding bacteria grown on standard
sheep blood agar plates (Vigneux et al. 2007).
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Measuring cell size
Cell size was first estimated by flow cytometry analysis on three replicates in vitro
experiments. In each experiment, exponential phase cultures of each isolate were
fixed with a 0.2 % solution (v/v) of formaldehyde and analyzed with FACS-Calibur
flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson), equipped with an argon air-cooled laser provid-
ing 15 mW at 488 nm and the standard filter set-up. Bacterial cells were discrim-
inated from particles by applying a polygonal gate to green (530±15 nm) and red
(585±21 nm) log-transformed fluorescence measurements and a rectangular gate on
log-transformed side scatter (SSC) and forward scatter (FSC), using tools provided
in R Bioconductor (Huber et al. 2015). We used log-transformed FSC as a proxy
for cell size.
In other experiments, when cytometry was not applicable, we sampled colonies,
put them on cover slides and took pictures with a Olympus BX51 microscope with
400× magnification. Images were analyzed using ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012),
the size of a cell being approximated by the maximum Feret diameter of the cell
contour. We measured a minimum of 10 cells per sample and used the average Feret
diameter (in µL) as a cell size estimate.
Measuring bacterial density and survival
In vitro bacterial density during stationary phase was measured on agitated LB
cultures incubated at 28 ◦Cfor 91 hours. Five replicate experiments were performed,
and appropriate dilutions were streaked on NBTA plates with 50 µg kanamycin
per mL to estimate density. In vivo bacterial density was estimated by injecting
approximatively 2000 cells (i.e. 20 µL of cultures diluted to 1:1000) in last instar
larvae of the lepidopteran Galleria mellonella as previously described in (Sicard
et al. 2004a). Insect cadavers were homogenized in 100 µLLB after five days of
incubation at 28 ◦C, and appropriate dilutions were streaked on NBTA to estimate
density.
We estimated bacteria survival on three isolates (G1#23, G2#25 and G3#9) for
which we ran 12 independent agitated LB cultures at 28 ◦C. Samples were taken in
each culture in late exponential phase, early stationary phase and late stationary
phase. In each sample, we estimated the total number of cells using a Thoma cell
counting chamber and the number of cultivable cells by plating appropriate dilutions
of samples on NBTA plates and counting CFU. We then used the proportion of
cultivable cells as a proxy for proportion of viable cells, and studied how it varied
from exponential phase to early or late stationary phase.
Measuring competitive ability
We measured competitive ability of three fluorescent isolates (G1#23, G2#25 and
G3#9) by letting them compete in LB cultures with a non-fluorescent primary
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variant (F1V1). Twelve independent late stationary phase cultures of each of the
four isolates were used to inoculate these cultures. Before inoculation, cultures of
group 2 and 3 variants were 10 fold diluted so that all groups of variants have similar
densities. 125 µL of the two competing variants were then mixed, incubated for 120
hours at 28 ◦C, and plated on NBTA. Pictures of these plates were taken using
an Olympus Axiozoom (x7) under fluorescent light (535 nm), so that fluorescent
and non-fluorescent colonies could be distinguished. The densities of GFP and non-
GFP cells were estimated at the onset of the experiment and after five days of
incubation. From these estimates, we could compute a competitive index (CI) as
the rate of increase in frequency of GFP bacteria over five days of incubation.
Measuring virulence towards insects
We measured virulence as the time to kill larvae of G. mellonella. This was done for
five representative isolates of each group (G1#21, G1#23, G1#42, G1#44, G1#51
for group 1, G2#25, G2#29, G2#36, G2#39, G2#40 for group 2 and all members
of group 3) and for three injected doses (corresponding to 20 µL of a 1:1000, 1:100
or 1:10 diluted culture). We conducted two replicate experiments and injected
each dose four times. Appropriate dilutions of each injected culture were plated on
NBTA to estimate the injected dose. We used the automatized procedure described
in Parthuisot et al. (2018) to measure time of insect death, and analyzed data with
a Cox proportional hazard model, with variation among replicate experiments and
variation among isolates within each group considered as a Gaussian random effect.
This analysis has been performed using the coxme library (Therneau 2015).
Measuring transmission by Steinernema carpocapsae
We associated each of the 34 isolates to the nematode vector Steinernema carpocap-
sae by first infecting G. mellonella with aposymbiotic (i.e. deprived of Xenorhab-
dus) nematodes obtained from S. carpocapsae strain SK27 and kept alive for a few
months at 8 ◦C in Ringer solution. After 24 hours of incubation at 24 ◦C in tubes
containing 20 nematodes, insects were injected with the isolates. Insect cadavers
were subsequently placed in White traps and incubated at 24 ◦Cuntil new nema-
todes injective juveniles (IJs) dispersed (Sicard et al. 2004b). In this experiment,
two to three independent cultures of each isolate were performed so that a total of
96 independent inocula were tested against three lots of insects, for a total of 288
tests. Inocula of group 1 isolates were less diluted than others (i.e. 1:100 instead of
1:1000) so that ' 2000 bacterial cells were injected for all isolates.
For each isolate, we measured the proportion of infections that yielded new IJs
and counted the number of living IJs in a 20 µL drop sampled from each emergence.
We then estimated the mortality rate of newly emerged IJs by placing four groups
of five IJs in Ringer solution, incubating them at 28 ◦C in the dark for 17 weeks
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and counting surviving IJs (Emelianoff et al. 2008). We also quantified the number
of bacteria carried per IJs by grinding 20 nematodes for each emergence. IJs had
previously been cleaned for ten minutes in 0.4 % bleach and rinsed several times in
sterile Ringer solution. They were then placed for ten minutes in TissueLyser II (Qi-
agen) at 30 Hz with three 3 mm glass beads in order to liberate bacterial symbionts.
100 µL of this suspension were then spread on NBTA plates with kanamycin, and
CFU were counted. Finally, we combined these four traits in a single measurement
of bacteria transmission, with
R0 =
βfe−r
ν
where β is parasitic success, f reproductive success, ν IJ mortality rate and r the
average number of bacteria carried per IJ (Chapuis et al. 2012). R0 was calculated
for each isolate by averaging fe
−r
ν over infections and multiplying this average by
the estimate of β.
Variant emergence and reversion in vitro and in vivo
We studied the emergence of variants in 24 independent static in vitro LB cultures
of isolate G1#23 incubated at 28 ◦C. Samples from each culture were streaked on
NBTA plates at day 1, 5 and 7. Five red colonies (when possible) and an equivalent
number of blue colonies were then taken from each sample, and their cell size and
motility (see above) were measured. On some of these colonies, we also measured
antibiotic and haemolytic activities (see above). Following this procedure, we could
detect group 2 and group 3 variants rapidly after they emerged. A similar procedure
was followed to study reversion to primary form, where we looked for isolates forming
blue colonies in prolonged static cultures of group 2 and group 3 variants.
We also followed the emergence of variants after injection of G1#23 in G. mel-
lonella. Twenty insects were homogenized after one, two, three, six or ten days of
incubation at 28 ◦C. As for in vitro emergence, red and blue colonies were sampled
from NBTA plates, and their motility was quantified as described above with two
replicate measurements for each colony.
Results
Variants isolates of X. nematophila can be classified in
three phenotypic groups
Variant isolates of X. nematophila are generally classified in two groups. Compared
to group 1, group 2 variants cannot adsorb dye, are not motile, do not secrete antibi-
otics and have weak or no hemolytic and lipolytic activities (Akhurst 1980). Among
our 34 isolates, 14 had such characteristics (Figure 1A and Table 1). Remarkably,
these group 2 variants also had smaller cells than those of group 1 (Figure 1A),
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Figure 1: Variants of X. nematophila can be classified in three phenotypic
groups. A. Characterization of the 34 isolates: for each isolate average log-FSC, a proxy
for cell size, and average motility halo diameter, a measure of cell motility, are represented.
The red part of pies chart indicates the proportion of red colonies observed for each
isolate on NBTA culture medium, and the pie diameter increases with average measure
of antibiotic activity. Boxed numbers identify the five isolates which constitute the third
group. Other numbers identify isolates which we will use most often as representative
of their group (G1#23 and G2#25 for group 1 and 2 respectively) or that we discuss
specifically in text (#31). B. Result of a hierarchical clustering analysis (using a UPGMA
method) based on log-FSC, motility and proportion of red colonies. The star indicates
variant #47, which we added to group 3 but clusters with group 1.
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which reports a new characteristic to their set of phenotypes.
The remaining 20 isolates were heterogeneous: they were all motile and had
large cells, but 15 of them always formed blue colonies on NBTA while five could
form red colonies (Figure 1A). A clustering analysis restricted to these three quanti-
tative phenotypes (motility, cell size and proportion of red colonies) confirmed that
four isolates formed a third distinct group of variants (G3#9, G3#22, G3#48 and
G3#27, see Figure 1B). We added G3#47 to this group 3, as it clustered with the
first group but also formed red colonies. Group 3 variants repeatedly combined
some characteristics of group 1 variants (large cells, high motility and high level
of lipolytic activity) and others of group 2 variants (low level of antibiotic activity
and, most of all, red color colonies on NBTA, see Table 1).
Spontaneous mutations in lrp produce the phenotypical
difference between group 1 and group 2
Defective Lrp mutants are not motile and have reduced antibiotic and haemolytic
activities (Cowles et al. 2007), just like the group 2 isolates of our collection. It is
therefore possible that the group 2 variants are lrp mutants. To test this hypothesis,
we sequenced lrp and its promoter region for the 34 isolates of our collection. All
group 1 and group 3 isolates had a lrp sequence identical to that of the F1 reference
genome (Lanois et al. 2013). Conversely, 13 out of the 14 group 2 isolates had one
non-synonymous mutation. G2#31 (see Figure 1A) was the sole group 2 isolate
with no mutation. Interestingly, G2#31 also stands apart as the group 2 variant
with the lowest in vitro growth rate (see Supp. Mat. 2). To discard the possibility
that other mutations exist that could be responsible for the phenotype, we per-
formed a complementation by inserting a functional copy of lrp in the chromosome
of G2#25, which has a SNP in lrp codon 120. The complemented variant with
group 2 phenotypes showed a full restoration of the phenotypes that are typical of
group 1 variants (see supp. Mat. 3).
To validate that these results were not only restricted to our collection, we
initiated 24 independent in vitro cultures from the group 1 variant G1#23, which
we plated every day on NBTA medium. Beyond being an experimental replicate,
this experiment allowed us to follow the changes of phenotypes over time (at 1, 5
and 7 days). As expected, all clones initially formed blue colonies and were motile
(figure 2A). After five days of incubation, we were able to sample bacteria forming
red colonies (figure 2A). They did not differ from other isolates in terms of cell size
but had a significantly lower motility and antibiotic activity (Kruskal-Wallis rank
sum test p = 1.41e − 04 and p = 1.08e − 05 for motility and antibiotic activity
respectively, averaged for each culture). After seven days of incubation (figure 2A)
bacteria forming red colonies were small non-motile cells while those forming blue
colonies were large motile cells (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, p < 2.2e−16 for both
cell size and motility averaged for each culture). Over the seven days of culture, the
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Figure 2: Group 2 variants are lrp mutants. A-C. Cell size and motility measured
on clones sampled in 24 independent static cultures of variant G1#23. Data are shown
after one, five and seven days of incubation. Filled circles (blue or red) represent clones
producing only one color of colony, while half-filled circles represent clones producing
mixtures of red and blue colonies when streaked on NBTA. B. Summary of mutations
found in the regulatory gene lrp. All the lrp mutations we found in group 2 variants were
located in the coding sequence, where HTH (Helix-Turn-Helix) is the protein domain that
contains the Lrp DNA-binding site and RAM (Regulation of Amino acid Metabolism) is
the co-regulator response domain of Lrp. FS stands for frameshift, and stars indicate
nonsense mutations which cause the truncation of the translated protein. For SNPs that
cause a substitution, the change in amino-acid is given. Tn1, Tn2 and Tn3 are three
transposons. Numbers in brackets give the number of independent replicate cultures
where a mutation has been observed (one if not indicated). The mutations we found are
grouped here in four categories: 3 mutations were tandem duplications of a 26 to 116 bp
long fraction of the lrp sequence; five mutations were Insertion Sequences (IS) with Tn1,
Tn2 and Tn3 being three different transposons which belgon to the group of IS5 insertion
sequences, and share the same two insertion points in lrp; four mutations were insertion or
deletion of few bases (InDels); 13 mutations were single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs).
C. Cell size and motility of cells sampled from prolonged culture of 8 different group 2
isolates (one sense mutation, one nonsense mutation and one frameshift in either HTH
domain or RAM co-regulator response domain, and two transposon insertions). Points
color corresponds to the color of colonies on NBTA medium, gray cross indicating that
color is neither blue nor red. Height days after cultures were started, we observed cells that
have recovered part of the functions typical of group 1 variants. Many of these reversions,
however, are not complete: some revertants have large cells but remain non-motile; other
are motile but have small cells or are still red. Inlet: the number of cultures (out of the 12
we performed for each isolate) where blue or haemolytic colonies were observed. HTH and
RAM identify isolates which have a mutation in either of the two main active domains of
the Lrp protein. As in figure 1C, Tn1 and Tn2 are two distinct insertion sequences, FS
stands for frameshift, SNP indicates sense point mutations, and the star corresponds to
nonsense mutations.
frequency of red variants increased from 0 % to about 20 %.
We then sequenced lrp in clones sampled after eight days of incubation and found
non-synonymous mutations in 15 out of the 18 sampled red colonies. Red variants
sampled at day five were also lrp mutants, although in a smaller proportion (8 out
of 14 sequenced clones). Red variants with and without lrp mutations had similarly
low antibiotic activity (Wilcoxon test: p = 0.26) but non-mutated red variants were
more motile (Wilcoxon test: p = 2.66e − 3 and p = 1.65e − 3 at day 5 and day 8
respectively) and had larger cells at day 8 (Wilcoxon test, p = 1.65e − 3). They
therefore match our definition of group 3 (Table 1). Furthermore, their frequency
decreased from day 5 to day 8, which suggests that group 3 variants appeared earlier
and were replaced by group 2 variants. This is confirmed by another replicate
experiment, where we found red colonies appearing early to be significantly more
motile than those appearing late (see supp. Mat. 4).
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
(n = 15) (n = 14) (n = 5)
dye adsorption yes no no
motility (halo in mm) 24.72±0.71 a 8.73±0.84 b 26.72±1.14 a
antibiotic activity (halo in mm) 17.89±1.38 a 11.35±0.62 b 7.95±3.13 b
hemolytic activity 1 a 0 b 0.4 b
lipolytic activity 0.93 a 0.07 b 1.00 a
cell size (log10 FSC) 4.94±0.02 a 4.24±0.05 b 4.93±0.05 a
lrp mutation no yes no
Table 1: Average phenotypic caracteristics (± standard error) of the three variant
groups. Letters indicate significant differences among groups, as determined by a pair-
wise Wilcoxon test with Holm multiple tests correction. Dye adsorption, haemolytic and
lipolytic activities are indicated here as the proportion of variants with high activity and
the significance of differences among groups is then tested by a pairwise comparison of
proportions. For each group, we indicate whether or not variants carry a non-synonymous
mutation in lrp. G2#31 is one exception to the rule we indicate here, as it clusters with
group 2 variants (Figure 1B) but has no lrp mutation.
lrp mutations are diverse and not reversible
Phenotypic variants in Xenorhabdus have so far been considered as phase variants
(Boemare et al. 1997). If this theory is correct, mutations in lrp should be the
product of a specific molecular mechanism (van der Woude 2011). Overall, we iden-
tified 25 distinct non-synonymous mutations in lrp (Figure 2B). 15 of these most
probably caused profound alterations to the translated protein: five IS5 insertions
and three large duplications totally modified the lrp sequence, three InDels caused a
frameshift, and one InDel and three SNPs caused nonsense mutations. The remain-
ing 10 mutations are SNPs that changed a single amino acid in Lrp. The mutations
we found in group 2 variants are therefore highly diverse, which makes them unlikely
to result from a single specific molecular mechanism.
If group 2 variants were phase variants, lrp mutations should also be reversible
(van der Woude 2011). We tested this by following prolonged static LB cultures
of eight group 2 isolates with distinct lrp mutations. After 8 days of incubation,
we observed cells capable to form blue colonies for most of tested group 2 isolates
(Figure 2C). The sequencing of lrp revealed that none of these phenotypic reversions
was associated with a genetic reversion of the initial mutation. Accordingly, most of
these phenotypic reversions were only partial, with blue colonies being composed of
either small or weakly motile cells (Figure 2C). This confirms that the lrp mutations
in group 2 isolates are not produced by a phase variation mechanism. Interestingly,
the probability of phenotypic reversion differed among the tested isolates (Figure 2C
inlet, glm with binomial error: χ2 = 31.38, df = 7, p = 5.28e− 05) which suggests
that the way phenotypes are restored in lrp mutants depends on the precise nature
of the mutation. Finally, we never observed revertants in cultures of the group 3
variants G3#9, G3#22 and G3#48.
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Group 2 and group 3 variants are under positive selection
during prolonged in vitro culture
Variants of X. nematophila reach high frequency in prolonged in vitro cultures,
which suggests they are under strong positive selection. To test this, we first esti-
mated bacterial survival during stationary phase (Figure 3A). All three tested vari-
ants had the same survival during early stationary phase (Wilcoxon test: p > 0.07)
but during late stationary phase, G1#23 experienced a ten-fold decrease in sur-
vival (Wilcoxon test: p = 5e− 4) while G2#25 and G3#9 maintained high survival
(Wilcoxon test: p > 0.09). Group 2 and group 3 variants therefore seem to resist
better than group 1 variants to the stressful conditions of late stationary phase
explaining why group 2 and group 3 variants reach higher densities than group 1
variants in prolonged culture (see Supp. Mat 2).
We then investigated competitive ability of the same three isolates (Figure 3B).
For this purpose, we inoculated G1#23, G2#25 and G3#9 in a LB culture of F1V1,
a non-GFP labeled group 1 variant. We then quantified the variation of frequency of
GFP labeled variants (Competitive Index, CI) after five days of incubation. G1#23
slightly decreased in frequency (Wilcoxon test: p = 0.016) while G2#25 and G3#9,
conversely, both increased in frequency (Wilcoxon test: p = 4.88e−4 in both cases).
G3#9 had an intermediate competitive advantage (Wilcoxon test: p = 1e−4) which
correlates with the previous observation that group 3 variants had intermediate
phenotypes. Altogether, our results suggest that phenotypes of group 2 and group 3
variants have a Growth Advantage in Stationary Phase (GASP, Finkel 2006) and
are therefore under positive selection in aged cultures.
Group 2 and group 3 variants also appear inside insects
Akhurst (1980), in its first description of Xenorhabdus variants, mentions that they
appear in vitro but also in insects during infection. To test this in the case of our
particular strain of X. nematophila, we monitored the appearance of group 2 and
group 3 variants after injecting the group 1 isolate G1#23 in G. mellonella. As
observed in vitro, red variants increased in frequency and reached 10 % of the CFUs
on average ten days after injection (figure 4A). Red colonies were initially slightly
(although non-significantly) more motile than blue colonies, as expected for group 3
variants, but became significantly less motile at both days 3 and 6, as expected
for group 2 variants (see figure 4B). Lack of difference at day 10 is most likely
explained by the fact that motility decreases in blue cells at that time. Finally,
we found that red variants isolated from infected G. mellonella were lrp mutants
when they had group 2 phenotypes, but carried no mutation when they rather had
group 3 phenotypes.
The increase in variant frequency in infections (Figure 4A) suggests that the
conditions that favor group 2 and 3 variants in vitro may also apply inside insects.
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Figure 3: Group 2 and group 3 variants are under positive selection during pro-
longed in vitro culture. A. Bacterial survival during early and late stationary phase.
We estimated the proportion of living bacteria as the ratio between the total number of
cells in a LB culture (estimated with a Thoma cell counting chamber) and the number
that can form colonies on NBTA. We contrast here the proportion of living bacteria mea-
sured in early or late stationary phase to that measured during exponential phase. Stars
indicate significant deviation from zero, as tested by a Wilcoxon test. Variants survival
does not significantly vary between early stationary phase and exponential phase. During
late stationary phase, G1#23 experiences a ten fold decrease in survival while G2#25
and G3#9 survival does not vary significantly. B. Log Competitive Index (CI) of G1#23,
G2#25 and G3#9 inoculated in a F1V1 (non-GFP variant from group 1) culture. For
each culture CI is estimated as the variation in proportion of GFP-labeled variants. Stars
indicate significant deviation from zero, as tested by a Wilcoxon test. As expected, the
group 1 GFP-labeled variant G1#23 marginally decrease in frequency when inoculated
in the non GFP-labeled group 1 F1V1. Conversely G2#25 and G3#9 both increase in
frequency.
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Chisq df p
log CFU injected 94.923 1 0.0000
group 17.926 2 1.2805e-04
interaction 4.149 2 0.1256
Table 2: Analysis of survival data. Time to death has been analyzed using a Cox propor-
tional hazard model. The model includes two random effects that account for variation
among replicate experiments and variability among variants within each group. Each
simple effect (log CFU injected and group) has been tested while the other simple effect
was kept in the model. Therefore, the significant effect of group cannot be explained by
a difference in inoculum size among groups.
To test this, we measured bacterial densities of the 34 isolates of our collection five
days after injection in G. mellonella larvae. We found that the density in vivo
positively correlated with the density variants reached in vitro (figure 4C; Kendall
correlation: τ = 0.40, p = 0.7e− 4): the variants that best performed in vitro also
reached high densities in insects.
Group 2 variants are less virulent and least transmitted
Transmission of Xenorhabdus relies in part on their capacity to kill the insect host.
We found that all variants retained this capacity, although group 2 variants took
slightly more time than others to kill G. mellonella (see Figure 5A and Table 2). We
then calculated a proxy of bacterial transmission, R0, which incorporates nematodes
parasitic and reproductive success, the number of Xenorhabdus bacteria carried
per IJ and IJs survival during dispersal (Chapuis et al. 2012). We found that
group 1 and group 3 variants had similar transmissions, while group 2 variants had
a much lower transmission (Figure 5B, Pairwise Wilcoxon test with Holm correction:
p = 0.14 and p = 3.1e− 07 respectively). Reduced transmission in group 2 variants
was explained by a lower parasitic success, a reduced nematodes fecundity and an
increase in nematodes death rate (Kruskal-Wallis test: p = 1.11e− 5, p = 3.40e− 5
and p = 2.85e − 4 respectively). Isolates that reached the highest in vivo (and
in vitro) loads were the least transmitted (Figure 5B, Kendall’s rank correlation:
τ = −0.43, p = 1.946e − 4) although they did reassociate with nematodes (see
Figure 5C, Kendall’s rank correlation: τ = 0.26, p = 0.032). These isolates were
not transmitted mostly because they impaired nematodes reproduction (Kendall’s
rank correlation between f and in vivo CFU: τ = −0.39, p = 8.55e− 4).
As expected, switching occurred during infections. Surprisingly, we found that
group 3 variants did revert in the insect, contrary to what we observed in vitro,
with group 3 infections producing IJs that carry bacteria forming blue colonies. We
also found that small proportions of IJs emitted from group 1 infections carried red
variants, while a much higher proportion of group 2 infections produced IJs which
carried blue revertants (Kruskal-Wallis: p = 4.74e− 3).
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Figure 4: Group 2 and group 3 variants increase in frequency in the insect
during infection. A. Increase in red colonies frequency over the 10 days of an in vivo
experiment. B. Difference in motility between red and blue cells sampled in insects.
Stars indicate that difference in motility significantly deviates from zero, as tested by a
Wilcoxon test. Compared to blue isolates, red isolates are initially as motile (as expected
for group 3 variants) but becomes less motile at day 3 and 6 (as expected for group 2
variants). C. Log CFU per insect (five days after injection, see Materials and Methods)
as a function of log CFU per mL in agitated LB culture (after 91 hours of incubation, see
Materials and Methods). Each point on a graph corresponds to one of the 34 isolates of
the collection, color indicating the group the variant belongs to and point size increasing
with cell size (approximated by log-FSC as in Figure 1A). Bacterial density in insects
strongly and positively correlates to density in vitro which suggests that traits favored in
aged LB cultures are also favored during late infections.
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Figure 5: The most competitive group 2 and group 3 variants are the least
transmitted. A. Time to death (hours after injection) for five isolates of each group, as
a function of the log-transformed number of injected cells. Each dot represents a single in-
sect, for which the density of inoculum has been estimated so that the number of injected
cells could be computed. Curves correspond to the prediction of a survival regression
performed on each group of variants. They illustrate the fact that for a given inoculum
size group 2 variants take longer to kill the insect. B. R0, a measure of Xenorhabdus
transmission, as a function of the log CFU per insect. This measure of bacteria density is
that represented on the y axis of figure 4C. R0 incorporates nematodes parasitic success,
reproductive success, survival and the number of bacteria carried on average by a nema-
tode IJ. Each point is one of the 34 isolates, and point size increases with the log number
of CFU per mL the isolate reaches on average in LB cultures (the x axis of figure 4C).
C. Average number of bacteria per nematode IJ, as a function of the log CFU per insect.
Again, the measure of bacteria density is that represented on the y axis of figure 4C and
point size increases with the average number of CFU per mL reached in LB cultures.
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Discussion
Xenorhabdus nematophila secondary variants are characterized by a well known
suite of phenotypic traits (inability to adsorb bromothymol blue, reduced motility,
reduced antibiotic, haemolytic, lipolytic and proteolytic activities Akhurst 1980;
Boemare et al. 1988; Givaudan et al. 1995) to which we added in this work their
smaller cell size and the fact that they better survive and reach higher densities in
prolonged culture. Earlier studies have demonstrated that group 2 variants share
many of these traits with lrp defective mutants, and it has therefore been proposed
that Lrp was controlling phenotypic variation in X. nematophila (Cowles et al.
2007). We demonstrate here that the switch to secondary forms in Xenorhabdus
is caused by lrp mutations. But contrary to what is expected in phase variation
(van der Woude 2006), these mutations were of diverse nature and we never ob-
served complete phenotypic reversions involving the restoration of a functional lrp
sequence. Overall, our data therefore demonstrate that secondary variants of X.
nematophila are not phase variants, but rather plain lrp mutants. The fact that we
observed reversion at rates that vary among lrp mutants suggests that reversion is
achieved through a variety of compensatory mechanisms, probably involving several
Lrp regulated genes that are yet to identify.
Surprisingly, we never observed synonymous mutations in lrp. This indicates
that lrp is not a mutational hot-spot and that lrp mutants appeared frequently in
our experiment because they are under strong positive selection. lrp belongs to a
family of global regulators which are known to respond to nutrient availability and
regulate cell metabolism in case of food shortage (Brinkman et al. 2003; Unoarumhi
et al. 2016). Previous work (Richards et al. 2009) and our own in vitro measure-
ments (Supp. Mat. 2) demonstrate that Xenorhabdus lrp mutants grow slower
in rich culture medium, but we found that they survive better and reach ten fold
higher loads during prolonged stationary phase. Most importantly, lrp mutants did
out-compete group 1 variants in aged cultures, a phenotype described as Growth
Advantage in Stationary Phase (GASP, Finkel 2006). This interpretation is further
strengthened by the fact that one of the first GASP mutants identified was a lrp
mutant of Escherichia coli K-12 (Zinser et al. 2000; Zinser et al. 2004). We therefore
propose that secondary variant in X. nematophila are GASP mutants which reach
high frequency rapidly and repeatedly in late infection because they are then under
strong positive selection.
We also documented here the existence of a third class of phenotypic variants,
which do not carry lrp mutations and share phenotypic characteristics with both
group 2 (red colonies, reduced antibiotic activity) and group 1 variants (large and
motile cells, lipolytic activity). Interestingly, such a combination of traits has been
reported in some variants which Cowles et al. (2007) considered as secondary forms,
but might in fact well be similar to our group 3 variants (see Table 2 in Cowles
et al. 2007). These variants out-compete group 1 variants and thus display a GASP
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phenotype, although weaker than that we measured in group 2 variants. The genetic
or epigenetic mechanism responsible for the emergence of this phenotype is yet to
be identified.
We showed that variants of group 2 and 3 better resist than group 1 variants
to the conditions of in vitro late stationary phase. We found indications that the
combination of traits that make them more competitive in these conditions is also
advantageous in the insect: the variants that reach the highest densities in aged LB
cultures also reach the highest loads in late infections. This explains why variants
of group 2 and 3 repeatedly appear in insects. This also asks the question of their
adaptive value in the natural situation where they interact with their nematode
vector. In fact, lrp mutants are poorly transmitted, which cannot be explained by
a deficiency in re-association with nematodes, as we found that IJs emitted from
group 2 infections carried as much bacteria as those from group 1 infections. This
observation contradicts the prediction of Cao et al. (2017) but supports previous
findings by Sicard et al. (2004a). Low transmission of group 2 rather comes from
a sharp decrease in nematodes reproduction, which is in agreement with many ear-
lier experimental results (e.g. Cowles et al. 2007; Cao et al. 2017) and corresponds
to the well established detrimental effect of secondary variants in mass production
of S. carpocapsae (e.g. Hirao et al. 2009). We also found that IJs emitted from
group 2 infections have lower survival during dispersal, which is probably yet an-
other indication that infections initiated with lrp mutants constitute an unfavorable
environment for S. carpocapsae, consistently with Cao et al. (2017).
Chapuis et al. (2012) demonstrated that death rate of IJs increases with the
number of X. nematophila cells they carry. As a result, IJs survival during dispersal
trades off against their capacity to initiate a new infection. Here we show that
variants that reach higher loads in late infections, are the least transmitted by
nematodes (figure 4C). This can be understood as yet another trade-off, distinct
from that demonstrated by Chapuis et al. (2012), where traits permitting high
loads in infection decrease nematodes reproduction. In E. coli, lrp mutants are
thought to be better adapted to late stationary phase in part because they scavenge
some of the amino acids they need, instead of producing them (Zinser et al. 2000;
Zinser et al. 2004). In X. nematophila, where lrp also controls the production of
exo-enzymes which are known to support nematode reproduction (Cowles et al.
2007; Hussa et al. 2015; Cao et al. 2017; Casanova-Torres et al. 2017; Engel et al.
2017) this advantage would come at the cost of a reduction in transmission.
Xenorhabdus must persist from one to two weeks in an insect cadaver, before be-
ing transmitted. At that time, our results suggest that the population of pathogens
is composed of a variety of GASP phenotypes. Similar situations could proba-
bly arise in other pathogens that stay for many generations inside their host (e.g.
Poussier et al. 2003; Simsek et al. 2018) and regulators controlling metabolism, such
as lrp, could then be the targets of a form of diversifying selection (Simsek et al.
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2018). GASP mutants, which we found can impact transmission, may therefore
influence the evolution of pathogens that form long lasting infections.
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1 Introduction
As most pathogens, Xenorhabdus nematophila does evolve inside its host, during the
course of infection (Didelot et al. 2016). In a previous work, we showed that this evolution
generates a diversity of phenotypes, that we shall hereafter call variants. We showed that
some of these variants are in fact plain mutants, the most frequently identified variants
bearing non-synonymous mutations in the gene encoding for the master regulator Lrp
which controls part of X. nematophila metabolism. These lrp mutants do not produce
many of the secondary metabolites that have been shown to play a role in the degradation
of the host tissues and interactions with microbial competitors. We also found that
these variants all have in common that they better resist to the harsh conditions of late
stationary phase of growth and have therefore an adaptive value in prolonged in vitro
cultures, but also most probably inside the insect host.
These GASP variants (Growth Advantage in Stationary Phase, Finkel 2006), which
do not express some of the costly functions involved in the symbiosis with their nematode
vector (Cowles et al. 2007), could reasonably be considered as cheaters. But, we showed
that all variants were able to kill the insect host and to re-associate with nematodes,
although transmission was highly reduced with lrp mutants compared to other variants.
Determining whether these variants are cheaters or not, i.e. understanding their impact
on the functioning of the symbiosis with the nematode, requires that we study situations
where several variants interact inside a single insect. Cheaters are indeed individuals
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which reach high fitness because they do not contribute to public goods. Transposed to
the case of X. nematophila, this would mean that the appearance of these cheaters during
the course of an infection should deplete the transmission of all X. nematophila cells,
being variants or not.
In the most extreme situation, cheaters could be so competitive that they eventually
exclude other X. nematophila from the infection. This could lead to the complete failure
of transmission, and therefore to the destabilization of the symbiosis. To understand the
evolutionary consequences of the existence of these variants, we thus need to test whether
they can dominate the X. nematophila population during infection, or instead coexist and
form an heterogeneous population.
In the present study, we first studied how different variants compete with each other
in various in vitro conditions. We showed in particular that non agitated cultures may
promote coexistence of different variants within the population, because competition in
this condition is intransitive. We then quantified X. nematophila transmission by its
vector S. carpocapsae when infections are composed either of a single variant type or of
mixtures of variants. We confirmed that lrp mutants can re-associate with S. carpocapsae
but are badly transmitted because they impede its reproduction. We showed, however,
that the transmission of these mutants can be rescued when other variants (with no lrp
mutation) are co-injected. The results presented here are still at the stage of preliminary
analysis, and more work needs to be done on these data. The main idea of these first
results however, is that infections of X. nematophila can be mixtures of different variants,
that nematode reproduction is ensured as soon as a lrp non-mutant variant is present, and
that re-association with S. carpocapsae is not specific enough to filter out these variants.
2 Materials and Methods
2.1 In vitro competitions
Competitions between fluorescent (GFP) and non-fluorescent (non-GFP) variants were
performed for each of the three groups. One GFP-variant for each group (i.e. V1, V2,
V3) was chosen among the collection of variant described in Cambon et. al (submitted, see
page 19). These variants originated from a modified strain that expresses GFP, and thus
can be distinguished because it forms fluorescent colonies (Sicard et al. 2004). Mixtures
of GFP and non-GFP variants (F1V1, F1V2, F1V3) were incubated for 120 hours at
28◦C and subsequently spread on NBTA plates, so that red and blue colonies can be
distinguished. Pictures of these plates were taken using an Olympus Axiozoom (×7),
both under natural light and under fluorescent light (535nm), so that fluorescent and non-
fluorescent colonies could also be distinguished. The number of cells from each variant
was thus estimated after 120 hours of competition. Table 1 summarizes the number of
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competitions we have studied for each combination of variants and for culture condition
(see below).
F1V1 F1V2 F1V3
V1#23 8 12 12
V2#25 12 8 12
V3#9 12 12 8
Table 1: Number of replicate competitions for each combination of GFP (V1#23, V2#25
and V3#9) and non-GFP variants (F1V1, F1V2 and F1V3). Each replicate was studied
in four different culture conditions: Limiting Resources (LR) or Non-Limiting Resources
(NLR), with agitation (A) or without agitation (NA). The whole experiment therefore
represents a total of 384 independent competition experiments.
Each competition was performed as follows: cryo-conserved clones of the six variants
were first grown for 48 hours at 28◦C on NBTA plates, with Kanamycin (20 µg/mL) added
for the three GFP-labelled variants that carry a Kanamicin resistance gene on plasmid,
together with the GFP gene. One colony for each variant was then suspended in 2mL LB
and incubated at 28◦C for 8 hours with agitation (160 rpm). The six precultures obtained
this way (one per variant) were rinsed and each of them served to inoculate 12 replicate
cultures. A 100 fold dilution was applied to group 2 and 3 variants; a 50 fold dilution was
applied to group 1 variants to compensate for differences in cell density. The resulting
72 cultures represented each a total volume of 1mL, that we placed in 15mL culture
tubes. These tubes were incubated for 17 hours (overnight) at 28◦C with agitation (160
rpm). Cultures had by then reached late stationary phase and were used to inoculate the
competition experiments.
Before inoculation, cultures of group 2 and 3 variants were 10 fold diluted so that all
groups of variants have similar densities. In a first set of treatments (Limiting Resources,
LR) 125 µL of the two competing variants were mixed, with no additional dilution. Initial
conditions were therefore close to that of the late stationary cultures that served to make
the inoculums. Two culture plates were produced with such initial conditions: one was
incubated with agitation and the other without agitation. In a second set of treatments,
all cultures were first a 100 fold diluted, and 25 µL of each diluted culture were mixed
with 200 µL of LB. In these treatments, bacterial density was initially low and the com-
peting variants did initially go through exponential phase. Again, two culture plates were
produced for this condition, one being incubated with agitation and the other without.
The densities of GFP and non-GFP cells were estimated from counts of Colony Form-
ing Units (CFU) at the onset the experiment and after three and five days of incubation.
From these estimates, we could compute a competitive index (CI) as the rate of increase
in frequency of GFP bacteria over three or five days of incubation. Data of day 3 have
not been analyzed yet, and the following results only concern day 5.
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2.2 In vivo co-infections
2.2.1 Re-association of bacteria with nematodes
In order to evaluate the impact of a mixture of variants initiating the infection, we mea-
sured the transmission R0 for five GFP variants from each of the three groups (V1#21,
#23, #42, #44, #51, V2#25, #29, #36, #39, #40, V3#2, #22, #27, #47, #48), when
injected in mixture with non-GFP clones (F1V1, F1V2 and F1V3). To do so, we used the
experimental procedure described in Cambon et al. (submitted, see page 19). Briefly, we
prepared cultures of GFP and non-GFP variants, and mixed them in 50:50 v/v ratio. Two
replicate of each variant combination were made, with independent cultures. To obtain
an equivalent number of cells of each group in the mixture, we diluted 10 times more the
cultures of variants from group 2 and 3, as they reach higher densities in stationary phase
than variants from group 1.
Multiplication
of both
bacteria and
nematodes
Xn variants alone
or in mixture
Aposymbiotic
nematodes
(do not carry Xn)
GFP-
labelled
strains
β
Proportion of
successful infections f
Number of
nematodes produced
ν
Nematodes
mortality
r
Number of GFP-
labeled Xn
per nematodes
Nematodes carry Xn in
an intestinal receptacle
Infestationp Reproduction Emergence
Figure 1: Experimental design to measure transmission R0 of GFP variants, when injected
alone or in mixture with non-GFP variants. Xn: X. nematophila
Each mixed inoculum was then injected in three G. mellonella previously infected
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by 20 aposymbiotic S. carpocapsae (i.e. nematodes deprived of their X. nematophila
symbiont). The same inoculum was also injected in one uninfected G. mellonella. Infected
insects were placed at 24 ◦C and IJ emergence from insects was followed each day. For
each combination of variants, we measured the proportion of insects that yielded new IJs
(parasitic success), estimated the number of IJs produced (reproductive success), and the
mean number of X. nematophila cells carried by these IJs (retention) (see Cambon et al.
submitted, (page 19) and Figure 1 for more details on the experimental procedure). We
controlled inoculum size, and measured retention by plating inoculum or ground IJs on
NBTA medium and taking pictures of the plates under fluorescent light and natural light
as described above. This allows to distinguish GFP and non-GFP variants. However,
some other bacteria were found in emerging IJs, and had a very similar shape and color
when plated on NBTA plates to that of variants from group 2 of X. nematophila. Thus,
we focused on GFP variants to be able to accurately distinguish them from other bacteria,
and thus specifically measured their transmission. This implies that the R0 values that
are shown do not represent the total transmission of X. nematophila after infection, but
rather the transmission of the GFP variant.
We estimated the survival rate of emerging IJs after a short period of desiccation.
To do so, 10 nematodes from each emergence were placed in 40 µL of Ringer solution
in 96 wells plate. Two replicates of each plate were made. The plates were placed at
28 ◦C without cover for 3 hours to let the Ringer solution evaporate. We took care
of randomizing treatment positions in the plate to prevent confounding effects between
treatment and evaporation which is not perfectly homogeneous in the plate. All wells
were then refilled with 150 µL of distilled water. Plates were placed 24 hours at 28 ◦C,
followed by 48 hours at room temperature. Dead and alive IJs of each well were finally
counted to estimate a mortality rate.
Insects that were not previously infected by aposymbiotic nematodes were ground 4
days after infection to estimate the proportion of each variant inside insect. However,
these data are not analyzed yet.
The same experimental procedure and R0 calculation was also performed initiating
infection with each fluorescent variant alone.
2.2.2 Estimation of transmission R0 using a transmission model
The vector parasitic success, reproductive success and mortality rate, as well as the num-
ber of bacteria carried by nematodes were combined to estimate the bacterial transmission.
To do so, we used the transmission model described in Chapuis et al. (2012) which repro-
duces the bacteria life cycle. According to this model, the bacterial transmission can be
estimated as :
R0 ' βfe
−r
ν
(1)
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where β is the proportion of successful infection (i.e. leading to nematode emergence),
f is the number of nematode produced, ν is the mortality rate of nematodes and r the
average number of bacteria carried by nematodes for each infection, assumed to follow a
Poisson distribution.
We estimated f , ν and r for each infection (Figure 1). R0 was then calculated for
each variant combination by averaging fe
−r
ν
over the different infections with the same
combination, and multiplying this quantity by β the proportion of successful infection for
this combination.
3 Results
3.1 Group 2 variants are often the most competitive in vitro,
but competition can be intransitive in non agitated cultures
We measured the in vitro competitive advantage of variants by quantifying their change
in frequency in different conditions of culture. Changes in frequency in GFP-labelled
variants depended on both which non-GFP variant they competed with, and which culture
condition they experienced (Figure 2). Overall, the variants from group 2 (V2#25 and
F1V2) often out-competed other variants. When resources were non-limiting (Figure 2A
and 2B), notably, V2#25 always had CIs positive and higher than those of any other
variants.
Within the five days of incubation, phenotype switch occurred in populations of
group 1 variants, which then produced cells forming red colonies on NBTA culture
medium. This switch of phenotype increased the competitivity of group 1 variants against
group 2: CI of V1#23 increases with proportion of GFP-labelled variants forming red
colonies when cultures are non-agitated and resources are limiting (figure 3A); symmet-
rically, the CI of V2#25 decreases with the proportion of non-GFP variants forming red
colonies when resources are limiting (figure 3B). Switching therefore seems to increase
the competitivity of group 1 variants that compete with group 2 variants. This result is
yet another confirmation that group 2 variants are positively selected during prolonged
culture. In the case of non-GFP labelled V1, non fluorescent clones forming red colonies
could originate from V2#25 or V3#9 that have lost their plasmid. We found this to be
unlikely as switching occurred at comparable rates in V1 and V1#23 in most cases (the
non-GFP group 1 strain having higher rates in three out of the twelve conditions that
include group 1 variants).
Group 2 variants are not always advantaged, though. This is particularly clear when
resources are limiting and in the absence of agitation (Figure 2A). GFP-labelled V2 is then
still most competitive when mixed with non-GFP V1, but it performs worse than GFP-
labelled V3 when facing non-GFP V2 and does not increase in frequency when competing
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Figure 2: Log-transformed Competitive Index (CI) of GFP-labelled variants
(V1, V2 and V3) depending on which non fluorescent variant (F1V1, F1V2 and F1V3)
they compete with. Each point corresponds to one replicate competition experiment. A
value of zero indicates that the frequency of GFP-labelled variants has not varied during
incubation; a value of +1 (−1) means that frequency has been multiplied (divided) by 10.
Each graphic corresponds to one treatment: A. limiting resources, non-agitated culture;
B. non-limiting resources, agitated culture; C. limiting resources, agitated culture; D.
non-limiting resources, non-agitated culture. Stars indicate CI which significantly deviate
from zero (*, p-value < 0.05; **, p-value < 0.01; ***, p-value < 0.001), as tested by a
Wilcoxon rank test. Letters indicate GFP variants which significantly differ from each
other. This has been tested by a pairwise Wilcoxon test, applying Holm correction for
multiple tests (with significance level fixed to 0.01).
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Figure 3: A. Log-transformed Competitive Index (CI) of GFP-labelled variant V1#23
competing with non-GFP V2, as a function of the proportion of red colonies we found
in V1#23. CI significantly increases with the proportion of red colonies in non agitated
cultures with limiting resources (Kendall rank correlation: T = 51, p = 0.014 τ = 0.54).
In all other treatments, CI is not significantly linked with that proportion (Kendall rank
correlation: p > 0.15) B. Log-transformed Competitive Index (CI) of GFP-labelled variant
V1#25 as a function of the proportion of red colonies we found in the competing non-
GFP V1. CI of V1#25 is negatively linked to the proportion of red colonies in V2 when
resources are limiting (Kendall rank correlation: p = 0.031 and p = 6.07e − 4 for non-
agitated and agitated cultures respectively). The two quantities are non linked when
resources are non limiting (Kendall rank correlation: p > 0.63).
with non-GFP V3. In summary, our data suggest that in prolonged and non-agitated
cultures group 1 variants can be invaded by group 2 variants, but that group 2 variants
can in turn be invaded by group 3 variants, while finally group 3 variants can be invaded
by group 1 variants. Therefore, none of the three groups of variants can dominate all other
groups: competition seems to be intransitive, as in the classical Rock-Paper-Scissor (RPS)
game, which should permit the coexistence of the three groups inside the infection (Kerr
et al. 2002).
3.2 Co-inoculation and infestation
We previously showed that when group 2 variants initiate the infection, their transmission
is reduced compared to group 1 and 3, because nematodes do not reproduce well. In the
present experiment R0 is strongly correlated to the number of IJs nematodes produced
(Spearman’s correlation, rho = 0.72, p-value = 1.44e-10) which confirms that nematode
reproduction is the main limiting factor of X. nematophila transmission. Our results also
confirm that GFP-labelled group 2 variant have a much lower R0 than other variants
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when injected alone (Figure 4, V2 alone) or with another group 2 variant (Figure 4, V2
and F1V2). Conversely, they had a R0 comparable to that of group 1 and 3 variants
when co-injected with F1V1 and F1V3 (Figure 4, V2 and F1V1 or F1V3). This suggests
that group 2 variants have no impact on nematode reproduction and on X. nematophila
transmission as long as group 1 (or group 3) variants are present during the early stages
of infection. A confirmation of this is that GFP-labelled group 1 and group 3 variants
always have high R0, whatever variant they are injected with (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Transmission R0 of GFP-labelled variants, alone or in mixture with a non-
GFP variant. For each group (V1, V2 or V3), 5 GFP-labelled clones have been tested.
Non-GFP clones are F1V1, F1V2 and F1V3. Differences between treatments were tested
using a pairwise-Wilcoxon rank sum test. Treatments that are different from others are
indicated with a star.
4 Discussion
Our in vitro experiment shows that in most cases, group 2 variants are more competitive
than group 1 and group 3. However, in limiting resource and non-agitated conditions,
which is most probably the closest condition to what happens in an insect cadaver few
days after insect death, competition between variants can be intransitive, which can lead
to a mixture of variants. Interestingly, this coexistence is made possible in our experiments
by the group 3 variants, that can invade a group 2 population, but do not resist invasion
by group 1. Although the transposition of these results to in vivo conditions might
be problematic, on-going experiments should allow us to describe competition among
variants that are co-injected in an insect hosts. Nevertheless, these first results suggest
that X. nematophila population can be heterogeneous, with mixtures of variants that
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never exclude each other during infection.
Our in vivo experiments demonstrates that nematodes do reproduce well, and therefore
do transmit X. nematophila, as long as group 1 or group 3 variants are present on the onset
of infection. The presence of a group 2 variant then seems to be completely neutral. From
this perspective, group 2 variants cannot be considered as real cheaters, as they do not
reduce group 1 or group 3 transmission, which remains similar to their transmission when
injected alone. However, we should keep in mind that the transmission R0 estimated here
is that of the GFP-labelled variants, and not the overall transmission of X. nematophila.
We furthermore show that group 2 variants can be transmitted by nematodes, even when
mixed with group 1 variants. This is in agreement with former results of (Sicard et al.
2005) who showed that group 2 variants could even be better transmitted than group 1
variants in situations of competition.
Overall, our work suggests that group 2 variants, i.e. lrp mutants, could be maintained
inside X. nematophila population during infection and be transmitted by nematodes. This
suggests that the strong specificity of the re-association between X. nematophila and S.
carpocapsae, which is well described, is not sufficient to counter select lrp mutants. The
data we gathered so far suggest that selection could only operate when an infection is
initiated by nematodes that only carry lrp mutants. In this case, the bad reproduction of
nematodes should prevent the transmission of lrp mutants. Whether or not this selection
is effective requires further experiments that are beyond the scope of this paper.
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Interlude
The production of phenotypic heterogeneity during insect infection by Xenorhabdus
nematophila is mostly due to within-host evolution, which allows the selection of GASP
(Growth Advantage in Stationary Phase) variants. These GASP variants are able to resist
harsh conditions of aged cadavers, but do not seem to be beneficial for transmission, as
they impair nematodes reproduction. So far, their is no sign that producing heterogene-
ity is adaptive for X. nematophila (i.e. has been selected because it increased fitness).
However, these GASP variants can re-associate with nematodes, and be well transmitted
when they are in mixture with non-GASP variants in the insect. As GASP variants arise
during infection from a non-GASP population, these mixture conditions probably repre-
sent the majority of the cases in nature. Thus, we could expect to find high proportions of
GASP variants associated to nematodes when sampling natural populations. Yet, freshly
sampled nematodes have never been reported to carry GASP variants so far.
Several hypothesis could explain this paradox, and one of them is that GASP vari-
ants lack the production of exo-enzymes, such as antimicrobial compounds. Indeed, our
experiments were performed in lab condition, using reared insects, which makes a pretty
“clean” environment for Xenorhabdus and Steinernema to complete their life cycle. In
natural populations however, Xenorhabdus and Steinernema multiply for around ten days
inside an insect cadaver that stays in the soil. During this time, multiple interactions with
opportunistic microbes from the soil, but also other microbes that were present in the
insect and in the nematode before infection can occur. GASP variants which have a re-
duced production of antimicrobial compounds could thus suffer from these interactions,
and be counter selected in natural conditions.
This heterogeneity in the biotic environment of Xenorhabdus, and in particular inter-
actions with its host and vector microbiota, need to be taken into account to understand
all the implications of phenotypic heterogeneity during infection. However, these interac-
tions have rarely been studied. The second chapter of this thesis brings some knowledge
about the kind of microbial populations that can be found inside insect cadavers in a
system that is closer to natural condition. It also gives a starting point to further inves-
tigate the dynamic of the bacterial populations including Xenorhabdus during the course
of infections.
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2 Microbial communities duringXenorhabdus nematophilainfections
Since the development of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) methods, the number of
studies on microbiota have exploded. This microbiota, i.e. the cohort of microorganisms
associated with a host, have been shown to play many roles in plants and animal biology
(Bordenstein et al. 2015). Insects in particular, rely on their gut microbiota for diverse
functions, including development and immunity, nutrition, the modulation of immune
responses, gut homeostasis or protection from pathogens and toxins (see for example
Engel et al. 2016; Shi et al. 2013; Broderick et al. 2014; Welte et al. 2016; Shao et al.
2017; Caccia et al. 2016).
Although Xenorhabdus life cycle have been extensively studied during the past decades,
very little is known about its potential interactions with its vector and host microbiota.
The Steinernema-Xenorhabdus associations have the particularity to rapidly kill the host,
and spend a long time (usually around 10 days) reproducing in the host cadaver. For
now, we have nearly no idea about what happens in term of microbial population inside
the host, before and after insect death.
In the present work we aimed at drawing a picture of the bacterial community present
inside insect cadavers after infection by Xenorhabdus and its vector. To do so, we first
needed to choose which insect host to use. Most of Xenorhabdus studies are performed on
Galleria mellonella, a hive parasite, which has the advantage of being very easy to rear,
and highly susceptible to Steinernema-Xenorhabdus infections. However, Steinernema-
Xenorhabdus pairs naturally infect soil-dwelling insects. The gut microbiota of lab-reared
G. mellonella is therefore irrelevant for this study. On the other hand, sampling insects
larvae from the field can be challenging. First, a proper sampling effort can be very
time consuming. Second, obtaining a large number of larvae from the same species,
with comparable developmental stages and with similar genetic background needs precise
taxonomic skills. To circumvent these difficulties, we decided to first develop a procedure
to modify the gut microbiota of reared Tenebrio molitor larvae by acclimating the larvae in
soil samples. This procedure allowed to mimic the gut microbiota of soil-dwelling insects
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while developmental stage and species were controlled. This method is described and
tested in the first paper of this chapter (under submission and deposited in bioRxiv), where
we asked the following questions: Can we modify a lab-reared insect microbiota
by rearing them in soil samples? Doing so, can we mimic the microbiota of
soil-dwelling insects? This validation of methodology was also the occasion of asking
some questions about the stability and plasticity of microbiota composition in insects, in
response to an environmental change.
We then used these soil acclimated insects to investigate the bacterial community
composition within insect cadavers after infection by Steinernema-Xenorhabdus. X. ne-
matophila is known to produce many antimicrobial molecules. For example, it produces
xenorhabdicin, a phage-tail structure that kills related Xenorhabdus and Photorhabdus
species (Thaler et al. 1995; Morales-Soto et al. 2011), a protein bacteriocin called xenocin,
that kills a large spectrum of bacteria isolated from insects microbiota (Singh et al. 2008),
as well as broad spectrum antimicrobial compounds such as xenocoumacin (Park et al.
2009) and odilorhabdin (Singh et al. 2015) that mainly target Gram positive bacteria.
We thus expected X. nematophila to dominate the bacterial community within the host
cadaver. We characterized the bacterial community composition within insects cadavers
after infection by S. carpocapsae-X. nematophila pairs. We then compared this commu-
nity with bacterial community after infection by two Steinernema sp-X. bovienii pairs
which have contrasted virulence and antibiotic production. Doing so, we tried to an-
swer the questions: Does Xenorhabdus dominates the bacterial community in
its host cadaver, before its re-association with the nematode vector? Do we
find different community patterns with different Steinernema-Xenorhabdus
pairs? The results of this study are gathered in a paper under submission.
The last part of this chapter is a project of paper, where we compared the bacterial
community composition within insect cadavers after infections performed with several
doses of X. nematophila and/or S. carpocapsae pairs. Increasing the dose of X. ne-
matophila should in principle increase the chances that it dominates the microbial com-
munity within the host cadaver. X. nematophila is vectored by nematodes, which bring
their own microbiota inside the host. Increasing the dose of nematodes thus increases both
the dose of X. nematophila and that of other members of S. carpocapsae microbiota. We
will thus assess here the following questions: Is X. nematophila more likely to dom-
inate the bacterial community inside insect cadaver when it initiated infection
with higher doses? Do we find more members of the nematode microbiota
when increasing nematode dose? These results are presented in a project of paper.
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Abstract
The gut microbiota of multicellular organisms has been shown to play a key role
in their host biology. In mammals, it has an invariant component, responsible for
establishing a mutualistic relationship with the host. It also contains a dynamic frac-
tion which facilitates adaptation in response to changes in the environment. These
features have been well described in mammals, but little is known about microbiota
stability or plasticity in insects. We assessed changes in microbiota composition and
structure in a reared insect after a change in rearing conditions. We reared Tene-
brio molitor (Coleoptera, Tenebrioninae) larvae for five days in soil samples from
two river banks and analyzed their gut microbial communities by a metabarcoding
technique, using the V3-V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene and the housekeeping gene
gyrB. We found that soil-reared insects had a significantly more diverse microbiota
than the control insects and that insects reared in soil from different sites had signif-
icantly different microbiota. We confirmed this trend by absolute quantification of
the two mains fluctuating taxonomic groups: the Enterobacteriaceae family and the
Pseudomonas genus, dominant in the soil-reared insects and in the control insects,
respectively. Our results suggest the existence of a resident microbiota in T. molitor
gut, but indicate that rearing changes can induce rapid and profound changes in
the relative abundance of some of the members of this resident microbiota.
Keywords: resident microbiota, T. molitor, soil acclimatization, microbiota
plasticity
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Background
Microorganisms have repeatedly been shown to play a key role in plant and animal biology
(Bordenstein and Theis 2015). If we are to understand the biology of a pluricellular
organism, we must consider its microbiota, the cohort of microorganisms associated with
the host. In animals, the gut microbiota is a key component, with major effects on host
physiology. For example, the mammalian gut microbiota has been the object of many
studies on digestive functions with health implications (Beliza´rio and Napolitano 2015).
The composition of the mammalian gut microbiota displays both plasticity and invari-
ant features. The core microbiota, which consists of the microorganisms common to the
majority of individuals within a population, is generally defined as the most prevalent of
the microbial species detected (Shetty et al. 2017). This common fraction of the micro-
biota plays a fundamental role in supporting the mutualistic symbiotic relationship with
the host (Candela et al. 2012). For example, changes in the human core microbiota are
associated with physiological perturbations, such as obesity and Crohn’s disease (Turn-
baugh et al. 2009; Hedin et al. 2015). However, another key feature of the mammalian
gut microbiota is its plasticity, i.e. its ability to change in composition and structure.
In humans, dietary changes induce a remarkable degree of variation in gut microbiota
in terms of both phylogenetic and functional composition (Candela et al. 2012). These
changes depend on various factors including host age, sex, genetic make-up, immune and
health status (Shetty et al. 2017), but also exposure to environmental bacteria, geographic
origin and climate (Candela et al. 2012). It has been suggested that this plasticity of the
human gut microbiota facilitates rapid responses to environmental changes, resulting in
rapid ecological adaptation (Alberdi et al. 2016).
Most studies on the gut microbiota concern mammals. However, the use of mammals,
and more generally of vertebrates, in experimental approaches raises numerous practical,
financial and ethical issues. Large-scale experiments require model organisms that are easy
to manipulate and can be obtained in large numbers. Insects are interesting experimental
models in this respect. Although their guts contain fewer microbial species than those of
mammals (Engel and Moran 2013), insects also rely on their gut microbiota for diverse
functions, including development, nutrition, the modulation of immune responses, gut
homeostasis, protection from pathogens and toxins (Engel and Moran 2013; Shi et al.
2013; Broderick et al. 2014; Erkosar and Leulier 2014; Caccia et al. 2016; Welte et al.
2016; Shao et al. 2017; Raymann and Moran 2018). The gut microbiota of non-social
insects is principally acquired from the environment through feeding (Engel and Moran
2013). Its composition depends on environmental conditions and diet in both laboratory
and wild individuals (Chandler et al. 2011; Montagna et al. 2015; Staudacher et al. 2016).
For example, it has been shown for some coleopteran species that microbiota changes with
geographical location, environmental condition, and life stage (Huang and Zhang 2013;
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Montagna et al. 2014).
One potential limit of these previous studies is that they used either insects from the
wild, which cannot be controlled for many of their characteristics, or lab-reared insects,
which are controlled but have a poorly diversified microbiota. Here we used laboratory-
reared T. molitor larvae and mimicked a soil environment by rearing the larvae for five
days in different soil samples. We assessed the changes in gut microbiota composition after
acclimatization to soil samples and demonstrated a large shift in gut microbial structure.
We showed in addition that different soil samples induced different modifications in insect
microbiota, and that the observed plasticity was probably dependent on changes in the
abundance of some of the resident OTUs.
Methods
Soil samples
We sampled soil from riverside land around Montpellier in the South of France (Figure
1A): on the banks of the He´rault river near Causse-De-La-Selle (N43°49.884’ E003°41.222’;
CDS sample) and on those of the Lez river near Montferrier-sur-Lez (N43°40.801’ E003°51.
835’; MTF sample). Both soils had a sand-silt-clay composition typical of riversides on
chalky substrata. The sand:silt ratio was higher for MFT than for CDS. We collected
three soil subsamples from each plot. These subsamples were taken at a depth of 20 cm
and were separated by a distance of 10 m. They were named CDS1, CDS2, CDS3 and
MTF1, MTF2, MTF3 (Figure 1B). The use of these six soil subsamples made it possible
to compare the variability in microbiota composition both between and within plots. Each
soil subsample was split into four portions, each of which was placed in a 1 L plastic box
(Figure 1C), in which it was mixed with heat-sterilized (20 min at 121 °C) wheat bran
(1:3 (v/v) ratio, as previously described in Jung et al. 2014).
Insects
Larvae were provided by Micronutris (St-Orens, France) and fed with heat-sterilized bran
before the experiment. As it was not possible to determine their precise developmental
stage, but we used only larvae weighing between 20 and 50 mg, which should correspond
to 13th or 14th instar individuals (Huang et al. 2011).
Rearing of T. molitor larvae in soil samples
We maintained laboratory-reared T. molitor larvae for five days in sterilized wheat bran
mixed with soil samples. During this period, the larvae were incubated at 15 °C in the
same humidity conditions. They were then starved for 24 hours (Figure 1D) to exclude
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individuals that were infected with pathogens (which would have died within this 24 hours
period) and to limit the risk that the DNA we extract comes from the larval alimentary
bolus. This starvation period potentially induces a stress on insect larvae, which might
in turn impact their microbiota. We imposed it on all insects, so that the potential bias
it creates is identical in all treatments.
Control insects were reared in the same conditions than other insects except that they
were incubated in sterile wheat bran, with no soil mixed. Control insects microbiota
should thus be close to what it was for all insects before the experiment.
A. B.
CDS
CDS2
3 soil subsamples
CDS3CDS1
MTF
MTF2
3 soil subsamples
MTF3MTF1
C. D.
Each soil subsample
(CDS1-3, MTF1-3)
Box A Box B Box C Box D
x2 x2 x2 x2 x5
Control (BRAN):
sterile wheat bran
Box A-D
Soil + bran
5 days
24h starvation
Gut dissection
DNA extraction
Figure 1: Experimental design. A. Location of the two sampling sites. CDS:
Causse-De-La-Selle (N43°49.884’ E003°41.222’; CDS sample); MTF: Montferrier-sur-Lez
(N43°40.801’ E003°51.835’; MTF sample). B. At each sampling site, we obtained three
soil subsamples at positions 10 m apart. C. Distribution of insects in soil subsamples.
Each soil subsample was split into four portions, each of which was placed in a plastic
box, in which it was mixed with sterilized wheat bran. Eight insects per soil subsample
(two insects/box) were analyzed. Five insects placed in a box containing sterile wheat
bran only were used as a control. D. Insects were placed, for five days, at 15 °C, in
plastic boxes containing the soil subsamples mixed with sterile wheat bran. They were
then starved by incubation for 24 hours in Petri dishes. The insects were then killed, their
guts were dissected, and total DNA was extracted from each gut.
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DNA extraction
We extracted DNA from two randomly sampled insects per box (which makes a total
of 24 insects per site) and 5 control insects. However, we failed to amplify 16S rRNA
during PCR step for 2 samples, ending with 24 samples for CDS, 22 samples for MTF
and 5 controls. Insect larvae were sterilized in 70 % ethanol, rinsed in water and then
killed. The guts of the larvae were dissected in sterile Ringer solution (Jung et al. 2014).
Dissection tools were sterilized with 70 % ethanol between insects. Dissected guts were
placed in an Eppendorf tube with 100 µL of lysis solution and 1 µL lyzozyme (Quick
Extract, Bacterial DNA extraction TEBU-BIO) and ground with 3 mm steel beads for 30
seconds at 20 Hz with a TissueLyzer (Qiagen). The resulting homogenates were incubated
at room temperature for two days, then frozen in liquid nitrogen and heated at 95 °C
to ensure that all the cells were lysed. DNA was prepared by the phenol-chloroform-
alcohol and chloroform extraction method. The DNA was resuspended in sterile water
and quantified with a NanoDrop spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). We performed
extraction blanck controls using DNA-free water.
16S and gyrB DNA amplification
We targeted the V3-V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene, which is classically used for bacterial
identification in microbial ecology studies, as clean and complete reference databases are
available for this region. We also used the bacterial housekeeping gene gyrB, to support
the data for the 16S rRNA (Barret et al. 2015). The V3-V4 region of the 16S rRNA
gene was amplified with the PCR1F 460 (5’-ACGGRAGGCAGCAG-3’) / PCR1R 460
(5’-TACCAGGGTATCTAATCCT-3’) primers (modified versions of the primers used in
a previous study Klindworth et al. (2012)). Amplification was performed with the MTP
Taq polymerase (Sigma, ref 172-5330), according to the manufacturer’s protocol, with
1 µL of 1/10 diluted DNA extract for each sample. The PCR protocol used for these
primers was 60 s at 94 °C, followed by 30 cycles of 60 s at 94 °C, 60 s at 65 °C, 60
s at 72 °C, and then 10 min at 72 °C. The gyrB gene was amplified with primers de-
scribed elsewhere: gyrB aF64 5’-MGNCCNGSNATGTAYATHGG-3’ and gyrB aR353 5’-
ACNCCRTGNARDCCDCCNGA-3’ (Barret et al. 2015). Amplification was performed
with the iProof High-Fidelity Taq polymerase (Bio-Rad, ref. 172-5301), according to the
manufacturer’s protocol, with 1 µL of 1/10 diluted DNA extract for each sample. The
PCR protocol used for these primers was 30 s at 98 °C, followed by 40 cycles of 10 s
at 98 °C, 30 s at 60 °C, 30 s at 72 °C, and then 10 min at 72 °C. For each PCR, we
performed negative and positive controls with water and bacterial DNA extracted from a
pure culture of Xenorhabdus nematophila (Enterobacteriaceae), respectively, and checked
PCR amplicons by electrophoresis in a 1 % agarose gel. We performed technical repli-
cates for the PCR and sequencing steps and obtained identical microbiota patterns (see
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Additional File 2, for example). Amplicon libraries were sequenced by the GeT-Plage
genomics platform at Genotoul (Toulouse, France) with Illumina MiSeq technology and
a 2x250 bp kit. Raw sequence data of both 16S rRNA and gyrB are available from
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB21797.
Metabarcoding data treatment
Sequence data for both markers were analyzed with OBITools (Boyer et al. 2015). Raw
paired-end reads were aligned and merged, taking into account the phred quality score
of each base to compute an alignment score. Reads with a low alignment score (>50),
containing unknown bases or with an unexpected size (outside 400 bp and 470 bp, and 230
bp and 260 bp after primer trimming for the 16S rRNA gene and gyrB respectively) were
removed from the dataset. After primer trimming, singletons (i.e. sequences only found
once in the dataset) were removed (Auer et al. 2017). Sequences were then clustered
into OTUs with the Sumaclust algorithm (Mercier et al. 2013), using a 97 % similarity
threshold (OBITools workflows and the raw count table are available in Additional Files
3 and 4). We then removed from the datasets all clusters containing less than 0.005 %
of the total number of reads (Bokulich et al. 2013). The remaining OTUs were assigned
to a taxonomic group with RDPclassifier (Wang et al. 2007) and the RDPII reference
database for the 16S rRNA marker and with seq classifier.py from the mothur pipeline
(Schloss et al. 2009) and the reference database from Barret et al. (2015) for gyrB gene
(OTU assignments are available in Additional File 5).
Quantitative PCR analysis
To check for changes in OTU abundances, we performed quantitative PCR (qPCR) on
two randomly picked insects per soil subsample among those used in the metabarcoding
analysis. The sampling probability for each sample was adjusted for the total number of
16S rRNA reads for the sample. The five DNA samples corresponding to control insects
were all analyzed.
All qPCRs were performed in triplicate, with 3 µL of reaction mixture, on a LightCy-
cler480 machine (Roche Diagnostics), after the plate had been filled by an Echo 525 liquid
handler (Labcyte). The reagent concentrations were identical in all SYBR Green I assay
reactions: 1X Light-Cycler 480 SYBR Green I Master Mix (Roche Diagnostics), 500 nM
each of the forward and reverse primers specific for genus Pseudomonas (here named Pse-
16S, Bergmark et al. (2012)), the Enterobacteriaceae family (here named Entero-rplP,
Takahashi et al. (2017)) or the Eubacteria kingdom (here named uni16S, Vandeputte
et al. (2017)) (see sequences in Additional File 6) and DNA matrix. The DNA used
was either genomic DNA (0.5 ng/µL) from the various reference strains, to check primer
specificity (Escherichia coli, Serratia marcesens, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Salmonella ty-
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phimurium, Enterobacter cloacae, Pseudomonas protegens, Stenotrophomonas, Acineto-
bacter, Enterococcus ) or a 1/100 dilution of insect gut DNA for metabarcoding. The
qPCR conditions were 10 minutes at 95 °C, followed by 45 cycles of 5 s at 95 °C, 10 s at
62 °C and 15 s at 72 °C, with a final dissociation curve segment. Cycle threshold (Ct)
values were determined with Light-Cycler 480 software. After the validation of primer
specificity (13 < Ct < 37 for positive controls, Ct > 40 for negative controls), absolute
quantifications were calculated by the standard curve method. Serial dilutions of stan-
dard samples consisting of genomic DNA from E. coli ATCC25922 for the rplP gene and
the rRNA16S gene (uni16S primers) and genomic DNA from Pseudomonas aeruginosa
CIP76.110 (=ATCC27853) for the 16S rRNA gene (Pse-16S primers) were prepared and
used for calibration. The gene copy number of the target gene ( GCNtarget [copies]) in
standard samples was estimated using the total amount of genomic DNA in the calibra-
tion samples MDNA [g], the size of the bacterial chromosome LDNA [bp], the number of
targets per bacterial chromosome ntarget [copies], Avogadro’s constant NA ( 6.022× 1023
bp mol-1) and the mean weight of a double-stranded base pair Mbp (660 g mol
-1 bp-1) as
follows:
GCNtarget =
NA ×MDNA
LDNA ×Mbp × ntarget
Using the parameters of the curves linking GCNtarget and Ct in standard samples, we
then estimated the GCN of target genes in our gut samples. This estimation was possible
because PCR efficiency (PE) was very close to that for standard samples (Additional
File 6).
Community analysis
All analyses were performed with R version 3.3.3 (R Core Team 2015) (see Additional File
7 and 8 for the overall workflow). We did not rarefy data (McMurdie and Holmes 2014),
but we used Chao1 index which is the estimated OTU richness of each sample, taking into
account the possible lack of detection of some rare OTUs. Chao1 index is thus the observed
OTU richness per insect plus an estimation of the unseen OTUs per insect. The Shannon
index is based on relative abundance data, to represent the effective OTU richness of the
sample based on the predominant OTUs. We estimated the Chao1 and Shannon alpha
diversity indices with the vegan package of R (Oksanen et al. 2017). We also calculated
Pielou’s eveness which is the Shannon diversity divided by the natural logarithm of the
OTU richness of the sample, and reflects how similar the relative abundances of OTUs in
a sample are.
We calculated the beta diversity distance matrix from the Jaccard and Bray-Curtis
distances for presence/absence and relative abundance data, respectively, using the vegan
package. We also computed Unifrac and wUnifrac distances for presence/absence and
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relative abundance data, respectively (Lozupone and Knight 2005), with the Phyloseq
package (McMurdie and Holmes 2013). Unifrac and wUnifrac distances include phylo-
genetic distances between pairs of OTUs. A phylogenetic tree of the OTU sequences
was, therefore, required. We generated this tree by aligning OTU sequences with Seaview
software and the muscle method. The phylogenetic tree was built with RAxML and the
GTRCAT substitution model for nucleotide sequences (Stamatakis 2014) (Additional
File 9). Differences in the gut bacterial community between soil-reared insects and con-
trol insects were evaluated based on the beta diversity distance matrix, in PERMANOVA
tests implemented in the vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2017), with treatment as the
explanatory variable. We investigated differences between the gut bacterial communities
of soil-reared insects, by performing PERMANOVA tests on distance matrices with two
explanatory variables: soil sample (i.e. CDS or MTF) and soil subsample (i.e. CDS1-3,
MTF1-3). Beta-diversity distances were represented using a PcoA analysis from the vegan
package (Oksanen et al. 2017).
Results
Incubation of T. molitor larvae with soil increases the richness
and diversity of their gut microbiota
After cleaning, the total dataset of the metabarcoding experiment contained 792,395
sequences clustered into 106 bacterial OTUs. Rarefaction curves showed that most of
the samples had reached the saturation plateau (Figure 2A). We used the Chao1 index,
which assesses the extrapolated richness of OTUs, including an estimation for undetected
rare OTUs, to compare alpha diversity between soil-reared and control insects. The mean
Chao1 index of the microbiota of soil-reared insects (MTF and CDS) was a 48 ± 13 OTUs
whereas that of control insects (BRAN) was 25 ± 9 OTUs (Figure 2B). The OTU richness
of the gut microbiota therefore increased significantly after the incubation of the insects
with soil samples (Chao1 index, soil vs. control: Wilcoxon rank sum test, W=221, p-value
= 1e-3). A similar conclusion was drawn for analyses based on the Shannon index, which
reflects relative OTU abundance within samples (Figure 2B, soil vs. control: Wilcoxon
rank sum test, W=216, p-value = 1e-3). Moreover, control insects harbored bacterial
communities dominated by a very small number of dominant OTUs (low Shannon index
' 0.2 and low Pielou’s eveness ' 0.02). OTU assignment identified these dominant OTUs
as belonging to the Pseudomonadaceae family (Figure 2C). By contrast, soil-reared insects
harbored bacterial communities with more balanced relative OTU abundances (Shannon
index ' 1.7). The gut microbiota of these insects was dominated by Enterobacteriaceae,
together with Pseudomonadaceae and other less frequent families, such as Moraxellaceae
and Aeromonadaceae (Figure 2C). This was confirmed by the analysis of Pielou’s eveness
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index which was significantly lower in control insects than in soil-reared insects (Wilcoxon
rank sum test, W=0, p-value = 7.6e-7). Thus, five days in soil significantly increased the
richness of the microbiota in the gut of T. molitor larvae, and modified the balance of
OTUs present.
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Figure 2: Alpha diversity of the gut microbiota A. Rarefaction curves. Each curve
represents one insect. Control insects, insects reared in CDS soil samples and insects
reared in MTF soil samples are shown in yellow, blue and red, respectively. B. Alpha
diversity indices for the insect gut microbiota. CDS1-3 and MTF1-3 are the subsam-
ples from the sampling sites (three for CDS and three for MTF). BRAN is the control
treatment: insects reared on sterile wheat bran. (i) Chao1 extrapolated richness. Pair-
wise Wilcoxon rank-sum test, CDS-MTF: p-value = 2e-3, BRAN-CDS: p-value = 2e-3,
BRAN-MTF: p-value = 0.01 (ii) Shannon diversity index. Pairwise Wilcoxon rank-sum
test, CDS-MTF: p-value = 1e-3, BRAN-CDS: p-value = 5e-05, BRAN-MTF: p-value =
8e-05 C. Taxonomic assignment of OTUs to family level. Each bar represents an insect.
Each subsample (i.e. CDS1-3 and MTF1-3) was divided into four portions, each of which
was placed in a separate plastic box before the experiment. For each subsample, insects
sharing the same letter (A, B, C or D) were taken from the same plastic box. The 10
families with the largest relative abundances are shown in different colors, and the others
are grouped together in the “Others” category.
We also investigated the effect of soil treatments according to soil origin, by comparing
the alpha diversity of CDS and MFT samples. The Chao1 and Shannon indices were
significantly lower in MTF than in CDS samples (Figure 2B; Chao1 index: Kruskal-
Wallis test, χ2 = 12.93, p-value = 3e-4; Shannon index: Kruskal-Wallis test, χ2 = 9.6136,
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p-value = 1e-3). The CDS and MTF soils had therefore different impacts on both richness
and bacterial balance.
Soil treatment induces a change in microbiota composition that
is variable between soil sampling sites
We investigated the effect of soil treatment on insect microbiota, by calculating the beta-
diversity between insect gut microbiota with various distance indices (Figure 3). We
first calculated a distance based on pairwise Jaccard and Bray-Curtis distances. These
two indices are complementary, because Jaccard distance depends purely on the pres-
ence/absence of OTUs, whereas Bray-Curtis distance also takes into account the number
of reads for each OTU as a proxy for their relative abundance. We performed PCoA anal-
ysis on distance matrices (Figure 3A) where control insects tended to cluster together.
PERMANOVA analysis confirmed that community composition differed between soil-
reared insects and control insects (13 to 19 % of the variance explained by soil treatment,
Table 1A).
The microbiota profiles of insects placed in soils from the same site (i.e. CDS or
MTF) or in the same soil subsample (e.g. CDS1, CDS2 or CDS3) did not cluster to-
gether perfectly. However, a second PERMANOVA model for these samples identified
two explanatory factors, soil sampling site (i.e. CDS or MTF) and subsample identity
(e.g. CDS1, CDS2 or CDS3), as having a significant impact on gut community com-
position (Table 1B). Indeed, sample site explained 14 and 8 % of the variance and soil
subsample explained 17 and 18 % of the variance, for the Jaccard and Bray-Curtis indices,
respectively.
As reported above, the soil-reared insects had a microbiota dominated by Enterobac-
teriaceae (Figure 2C). We thus estimated Unifrac distances, which take into account the
phylogenetic distances between OTUs, and wUnifrac distances, which also take relative
OTU abundance into account. With these corrections, the differences between control in-
sects and soil-reared insects were significant only when relative OTU abundance was taken
into account (Figure 3; Table 1A). Subtle but significant effects of sample site and soil
subsample on community composition were also observed with the Unifrac and wUnifrac
indices (Figure 3; Table 1B).
Overall, our results show that soil treatment changes the community composition of
the gut microbiota and that this change is detectable despite inter-individual variability.
The bacterial communities present in the gut differ both between sample sites and between
soil subsamples.
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Figure 3: PCoA analysis based on the four beta diversity distances. Each dot
corresponds to one insect. The percentage of variance explained by each axis is indicated
in brackets. Yellow, blue and red dots correspond to BRAN (control), CDS and MTF
samples respectively. For CDS and MTF samples, dot shape represents the identity of
the soil subsample, i. e. CDS1, CDS2 and CDS3, or MTF1, MTF2 and MTF3.
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Table 1: PERMANOVA analysis of the community composition of the insect microbiota
based on different diversity indices, with the percentage of the variance explained by each
variable and the p-value in brackets
Variable Jacc BC Uni wUni
A. All insects
Treatment 0.13 (1e-3) 0.19 (2e-3) 0.03 (0.07) 0.18 (1e-3)
B. Soil-reared insects
Site 0.14 (1e-3) 0.08 (2e-3) 0.09 (1e-3) 0.07 (6e-3)
Subsample 0.17 (1e-3) 0.18 (1e-3) 0.14 (3e-3) 0.20 (1e-3)
Jaccard distances (Jacc), Bray-Curtis distances (BC), Unifrac distances (Uni), weighted
Unifrac distances (wUni). A. Comparison of soil-reared insects and control insects. Mod-
els contain one explanatory variable: soil treatment. B. Comparison of soil-reared insects.
Models contained two explanatory variables: site and soil subsample
Most of the changes in the microbiota concern the relative abun-
dances of OTUs
We then pooled all individuals of a given treatment to determine which OTUs are found in
at least one individual for each treatment. The 47 OTUs found in control insects were also
present in the insects of the soil treatment groups (Figure 4A). The 44 OTUs common
to all three conditions matched 97 % of the reads for soil-reared insects (gray area in
Figure 4B and Figure 4C). However, after soil treatment, Pseudomonas, the dominant
OTU in control insects (98 % of the reads) accounted for only 27 and 23 % of the reads in
CDS and MTF samples, respectively (Figure 4C). Conversely, Serratia species, together
with the Enterobacter group, which accounted for less than 1 % of sequence reads in
controls, accounted for 35 % and 43 % of the reads for CDS and MTF, respectively.
For confirmation of our initial metabarcoding results, we performed a second metabar-
coding analysis with another marker, a 300 bp region of the gyrB housekeeping gene (see
Additional File 1). This single-copy marker has been shown to provide assignments to
more precise taxonomic levels than the 16S rRNA gene (Barret et al. 2015). In accor-
dance with the results obtained with the 16S rRNA gene marker, Pseudomonas was the
dominant OTU in control insects (more than 99 % of the reads) and its relative abundance
was lower in soil-reared insects (CDS: 14 % MTF: 17 % of the reads). The genus Serratia
and the Enterobacter group accounted for less than 0.06 % of the reads in control insects
and a large proportion of those for the insects in the two soil treatment groups (CDS:
57 %, MTF: 70 % of the reads).
Finally, we also identified with 16S rRNA 59 OTUs that were not detectable in control
insects but were present at low abundance (3 % of the reads) in at least one soil-reared
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Figure 4: Assignment of shared OTUs according to the V3-V4 region of the
16S rRNA gene A. Venn diagram of OTUs found in at least one insect from each
treatment. B. Bar plot of the relative abundance of the 44 OTUs common to the three
treatments (in gray) and the 59 OTUs found only in soil treatments (CDS and MTF) (red
stripes). The taxonomic assignment of these OTUs is detailed in C. and D.. Insects from
the various treatment were pooled for these bar plots: 5 insects for BRAN, 24 insects
for CDS and 22 insects for MTF. The relative abundance of OTUs was calculated from
the total number of reads for each insect pool. We show here taxonomic assignments to
genus level or to the lowest taxonomic level, for which the bootstrap score was < 80 %.
Some OTUs differ in sequence, but were assigned to the same taxonomic group. These
sequences are differentiated by a number. On each graph, the 15 OTUs with the largest
relative abundance are shown in color and the others are grouped together in the “Others”
category. OTU names followed by a star (*) belong to the Enterobacteriaceae family.
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insect (red dashed area in Figure 4B and Figure 4D). These OTUs may correspond to
taxa that were absent from the insects before soil treatment, and that colonized the insect
gut during incubation in soil. Alternatively, they may have been present in the control
insects at densities below the PCR detection threshold. Their abundance would then have
increased above this threshold during incubation, just like the abundances of Serratia or
Enterobacter. Overall, our data strongly suggest that the main effect of soil treatment is
a change in the relative abundances of OTUs, although low levels of bacterial colonization
from soil cannot be ruled out.
The balance between members of the resident OTUs contributes
to the variation of abundances after soil treatment
We assessed the variation of OTU balance after soil treatment further, by quantifying
the bacterial taxonomic groups present in all treatments but with different relative abun-
dances between the two contrasting sets of conditions studied (control versus soil-reared).
We first characterized the gut resident microbiota in our larvae, as the OTUs present in
at least 95 % of our samples (following (Falony et al. 2016)). Based on 16S rRNA gene
metabarcoding, we identified five resident OTUs: four Enterobacteriaceae (Enterobac-
terericeae 1, Enterobacterericeae 2, Serratia and Enterobacter group) and Pseudomonas.
The resident OTUs obtained with the gyrB gene consisted of two OTUs, Pseudomonas
and Serratia, confirming the existence of an invariant bacterial population in our insect
gut microbiota. Based on the composition of this resident microbiota, we chose to monitor
Pseudomonas and the Enterobacteriaceae to check for changes in the abundance of these
bacteria following treatment.
We performed quantitative PCR (qPCR) on a subset of 17 samples, including the
five control insects and two insects for each soil subsample. We first calculated the gene
copy number (GCN) of the 16S rRNA gene in each sample, using a universal primer pair
targeting Eubacteria (uni16S primers). As the number of 16S rRNA gene copies varies
across Eubacteria lineages (between 1 and 15 copies per genome, Lee et al. (2008)),
the GCN cannot be used to quantify the number of bacterial cells with precision (Angly
et al. 2014). However, in our samples, GCN/µL ranged from 107 to 108 and did not
differ significantly between samples (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, chi squared = 2.66,
df = 2, p-value = 0.26), which suggests that the total number of bacteria was similar
in our 17 samples. We then targeted a region of the 16S rRNA gene specific to the
Pseudomonas genus, (Pse -16S: 251 nucleotides of the V3-V4 hypervariable region, with
4 to 7 copies per genome Bodilis et al. 2012), and a region of the rplP gene, region
specific to the Enterobacteriaceae family (Entero-rplP : 185 nucleotides of the rplP gene,
one copy by genome). The Pse -16S GCN in soil-reared insects was one tenth that in
control insects (Figure 5A). Conversely, the Entero-rplP GCN was 100 times higher in
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Figure 5: Quantitative PCR on two taxa of the core microbiota A. Gene copy
number (GCN) per µL of DNA extract for Pse-16S, a specific marker of the genus Pseu-
domonas. Pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test with Holm p-value adjustment, BRAN-CDS:
p-value = 0.013, BRAN-MTF: p-value = 0.013, MTF-CDS: p-value = 0.18. B. GCN per
µL of DNA extract of Entero-rplP, a specific marker of the Enterobacteriaceae family.
Samples from control (BRAN) had the maximum Ct value of 40, meaning that the initial
Entero-rplP quantity was under the qPCR detection threshold, i.e. < 246 GCN. Pairwise
Wilcoxon rank sum test with Holm p-value adjustment, BRAN-CDS: p-value = 0.016,
BRAN-MTF: p-value = 0.016, MTF-CDS: p-value = 0.31.
soil-reared insects (Figure 5B). Soil acclimation therefore seems to induce a decrease in
Pseudomonas abundance and an increase in Enterobacteriaceae abundance. Our data
suggest that the main effect of soil treatment is to modify the relative abundances of the
resident bacterial communities of the gut microbiota.
Discussion
Rearing larvae in soil rather than in bran caused major changes in gut microbiota struc-
ture. Soil-reared larvae have a richer and more diverse gut microbiota than control larvae.
Despite considerable inter-individual variability, we found that the changes in community
composition depended on both the site from which the soil was obtained, and the precise
soil subsample used. An analysis of the OTUs found in the different samples suggested
that the main effect of the soil treatment was a change in the relative abundance of
OTUs. We confirmed this trend by qPCR for the two main taxonomic groups displaying
changes in abundance: the Enterobacteriaceae family and the genus Pseudomonas, which
predominated in soil-reared insects and in the control, respectively.
Our rearing conditions (laboratory versus soil acclimatization) were associated with
two types of gut microbial patterns, consistent with previous findings for laboratory-reared
and wild insects. On the one hand, gut microbiota communities of laboratory-reared in-
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sects, which are usually maintained on very simple media and diets, are dominated by
one or two bacterial strains: Pseudomonas in our study, Enterococcus in moths (Chen
et al. 2016; Staudacher et al. 2016) or the Enterobacteriaceae group Orbus in fruit flies
(Chandler et al. 2011). On the other hand, following soil treatment, our larvae har-
bored more complex community profiles, with several Enterobacteriaceae together with
the Pseudomonas strain that we found in control insects. Wild coleopterans, such as the
forest cockchafer, Melolontha hippocastani, which has a soil-dwelling larval stage, have a
microbiota dominated by Enterobacteriaceae, essentially a consortium of Serratia, and a
Shannon diversity index close to that observed here for soil-reared insects (Arias-Cordero
et al. 2012). Other coleopterans, such as Agrilus planipennis and Nicrophorus vespiloides
(Vasanthakumar et al. 2008; Wang and Rozen 2017), both sampled from the wild and
reared on a natural diet, also have microbiotas dominated by Pseudomonas sp., the En-
terobacter group and Serratia sp.. These findings suggest that our protocol can be used to
mimic soil-dwelling insects effectively with reared insects. This might make it possible to
obtain large numbers of individuals while working on a relevant set of bacteria in further
studies of the insect gut microbiota. Moreover, we focused here on the gut microbiota, but
soil treatment probably modifies the entire microbiota, including the cuticular bacterial
community. Our methodology is therefore likely to be of particular interest for holobiont
studies (Bordenstein and Theis 2015) involving controlled hypothesis-driven experiments
on insects with a relevant total bacterial community.
The changes we observed in gut microbiota structure may result from major changes
in insect diet, as insects may have access to different sources of food when incubated in soil
compared to sterile bran. Our results fit well to the diet influences on microbiota docu-
mented in several Drosophila species (Chandler et al. 2011; Staubach et al. 2013; Vacchini
et al. 2017), omnivorous cockroaches (Pe´rez-Cobas et al. 2015), termites (Mikaelyan et
al. 2015), lepidopterans (Broderick et al. 2004; Belda et al. 2011; Priya et al. 2012) and
a few coleopterans (Colman et al. 2012; Jung et al. 2014; Franzini et al. 2016; Kim et al.
2017). Changes in microbiota structure could also depend on physiochemical properties
of the insect gut. In wood-feeding cockroaches, different parts of intestinal tract showed
differences in pH, redox potential and hydrogen contents, and were associated to differ-
ent bacterial communities (Bauer et al. 2015). The ingestion of soil particles probably
modifies some of these properties of the gut. The fact that the soil characteristics differed
between the two sampling sites (low sand/silt ratio for Causse-De-La-Selle (CDS), and
higher sand/silt ratio for Montferrier (MTF)) could thus explain in part their different
impacts on T. molitor gut microbiota.
The changes in the gut bacterial population may depend not only on treatment, but
also on the bacterial community initially present in the gut. Previous studies (Jung et
al. 2014; Osimani et al. 2018) showed that a Spiroplasma species predominated in the
gut microbiota of the larval lineage, even after and environmental change. Spiroplasma
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has been shown to be a heritable endosymbiont in Drosophila (Mateos et al. 2006).
Similar effects were observed for other endosymbionts, such as Wolbachia, Cardinium,
Blattabacterium-like and putative Bartonella-like symbionts in mites Tyrophagus putres-
centiae following dietary changes (Erban et al. 2017). In all these case, endosymbiont
seem to impede major shifts in the gut microbiota or conceal changes in frequencies that
may occur in low-abundance OTUs. This effect is absent in our experiment, probably
because the insects we used are associated to Spiroplasma or any other endosymbiotic
bacteria.
Our results also provide interesting insight into the spatial variation of the gut bacterial
community in insect populations. The differences observed after incubation in soil from
different plots were consistent with the findings of other studies on coleopterans, in which
the dissimilarity of the gut bacterial community between individuals is correlated with
the distance between sampling sites (Adams et al. 2010). However, we also observed a
difference in the gut microbiota between insects incubated with soils collected a few meters
apart, at the same sampling site, and this difference was detectable despite high levels of
inter-individual variation. Minor environmental differences thus have a detectable impact
on the gut microbiota and structure this microbiota within insect populations over very
small geographic scales.
Overall, our experiments indicate that gut microbiota can be readily changed by mod-
ifying the environment in which the insects are living. We identified resident taxa present
in all the environments we tested. These taxa change in relative abundance with envi-
ronmental changes. The range of environmental conditions tested here is narrower than
that experienced by insects in the wild, but results suggest that, following changes in
environmental conditions, the insect gut microbiota maintains a stable composition, but
displays plasticity in terms of its structure.
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Additional Files
Additional files can be downloaded here: https://dl.univ-tlse3.fr/filez/n3xabn
Additional file 1: Relative abundance and taxonomic assignment
of OTUs according to the gyrB gene
Insects from the various treatments were pooled for these bar plots: 5 insects for BRAN, 24
insects for CDS and 22 insects for MTF. The relative abundance of OTUs was calculated
from the total number of reads for each insect pool. We show here taxonomic assignments
to genus level or to the lowest taxonomic level for which the bootstrap score was > 80 %.
Some OTUs differ in sequence but were assigned to the same taxonomic group. These
sequences are differentiated by a number. On each graph, the 15 OTUs with the largest
relative abundances are shown in color and the others are grouped together in the “Others”
category. OTU names followed by a star (*) belong to the Enterobacteriaceae family.
Additional file 2: Example of a microbiota pattern in PCR repli-
cates
We checked the reproducibility of PCR, by performing three technical PCR replicates (the
three bars of the chart) on a sample chosen at random, with the whole metabarcoding
procedure performed separately for each replicate. We show here the results for the
CDS1D3 sample.
Additional file 3: OBITools workflow for 16S rRNA analysis
RMD OBITools workflow V3V4.pdf and RMD OBITools workflow gyrB.pdf contain OBITools,
bash and R scripts used to obtain the OTU abundance table from raw sequencing data
for both the 16S rRNA and gyrB genes.
Additional file 4: Raw table of reads counts
tab div V3V4.csv and tab div gyrB.csv contain raw abundance data and diversity indices
for each sample, as determined with the 16S rRNA and gyrB genes, respectively. Samples
are shown in rows and OTUs in columns.
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Additional file 5: OTU taxonomic assignment
V3V4 assignment.txt is the assignment data for each 16S rRNA OTU obtained with
RDPclassifier and the RDPII database. gyrB assignment.csv is the assignment data for
each gyrB OTU obtained with the MOTHUR classifier and the Barret et. al 2014 reference
database.
Additional file 6: Primers used for qPCR
PEstandard corresponds to PCR efficiency on gDNA standard samples, PEgut corresponds
to PCR efficiency on a pool of gut DNA from samples used for qPCR analysis.
Additional file 7: Statistical analysis workflow
RMD R workflow.pdf contains R scripts used to perform statistical analysis and to pro-
duce the figures presented in this study.
Additional file 8: R functions used in the statistical analysis work-
flow
 src routine boostrap threshold.R is an R function for extracting the lowest taxo-
nomic level according to a given bootstrap threshold from assignment files
 src function cophyloplot modif.R is a modified version of the cophyloplot function
from the ape R-package
Additional file 9: Phylogenic trees of OTUs
RAxML bestTree V3V4 GTRCAT and RAxML bestTree gyrB GTRCAT contain the phy-
logenetic trees of OTUs obtained with RAxML and used for Unifrac analysis, for the 16S
rRNA and gyrB genes, respectively.
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Abstract
The host and/or vector microbiota may affect pathogens positively or negatively,
altering the outcome of infections. We investigated these effects by describing the
bacterial environment in which the pathogen is found before reassociation with its
vector. We focused on the Steinernema-Xenorhabdus pairs. The entomopathogenic
bacterial symbiont Xenorhabdus (Enterobacteriaceae) is transmitted to soil-dwelling
insect larvae by infective juveniles (IJs) of the nematode Steinernema. We used
Tenebrio molitor larvae that have been acclimated to soil to mimic soil-dwelling
insects. We first assessed the mortality and parasitic success of three Steinernema-
Xenorhabdus pairs. All three pairs induced lethal infections in soil-acclimated T.
molitor larvae. We described the bacterial communities co-existing with Xenorhab-
dus at the end of insect infection, by performing V3-V4 16S rRNA metabarcoding
analysis of the bacterial community within insect cadavers 10 days after infection.
We found that infection modified the bacterial community, but that the level of
interindividual variability remained high. Surprisingly, even for highly lethal Stein-
ernema-Xenorhabdus pairs, the symbiont rarely dominated the bacterial community
within the insect cadaver. Instead, these bacterial communities were generally char-
acterized by one or two principal taxa, raising questions about the reassociation of
Xenorhabdus with its specific vector and Xenorhabdus transmission.
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Introduction
The recent development of sequencing techniques has made possible to study the com-
munities of microbes associated with multicellular organisms (their microbiota) in detail.
In the particular context of host-pathogen interactions, it has recently been shown that
the host microbiota may have a positive or a negative impact on pathogens, potentially
altering the outcome of infection (Stecher and Hardt 2008; Caccia et al. 2016; Shao et al.
2017; Onchuru et al. 2018). It is, therefore, crucial to consider the interactions between
pathogens and the community of microorganisms harbored by the host during infection,
to understand the factors determining the outcome of infection. Furthermore, in the spe-
cific case of vector-borne diseases, the pathogen has to deal with both the microbiota
of its host, and that of its vector. Pathogen interactions with the vector microbiota and
their impact on pathogen transmission are increasingly being investigated for vector-borne
pathogens of mammals (Cirimotich et al. 2011; Dennison et al. 2014; Finney et al. 2015),
but have been little studied for vector-borne diseases of insects.
In this study, we focused on the entomopathogenic bacterial symbiont Xenorhabdus
(Enterobacteriaceae), which is transmitted by infective juveniles (IJs) of the nematode
Steinernema. These IJs are soil-dwelling forms that carry small numbers of cells of the
bacterium Xenorhabdus in an intestinal receptacle (Martens et al. 2003; Snyder et al.
2007). The IJs disperse in soil until they find a larval insect host to invade. They penetrate
the insect host through natural openings, perforate the insect intestinal wall and release
their Xenorhabdus symbionts into the hemolymph (Sicard et al. 2004; Snyder et al. 2007).
The bacteria then multiply in the extracellular matrix of the host tissues, suppress the
host immune system and kill the insect by septicemia (Dowds and Peters 2002; Sicard
et al. 2004; Richards and Goodrich-Blair 2009). The nematodes feed on the degraded
tissues and reproduce within the insect cadaver. When nutrients become limiting, the
Steinernema IJs specifically reassociate with Xenorhabdus in the insect cadaver. The
molecular determinants of the specific colonization of S. carpocapsae by X. nematophila
have been identified (Cowles and Goodrich-Blair 2008). The symbiotic IJs then disperse
into the soil in search of a new host. The interaction between Xenorhabdus and its
vector Steinernema is mutualistic because the bacteria cannot survive in the soil for more
than a few days in the absence of the nematode (Morgan et al. 1997), and because
symbiotic Steinernema (i.e. nematodes colonized by Xenorhabdus) have much higher
rates of reproduction than aposymbiotic nematodes (Sicard et al. 2003).
During its life cycle, Xenorhabdus almost certainly interacts with the microbiota of
both the insect host and the nematode vector. Studies of different nematode-bacterium
pairs, with host microbiota of different compositions, have shown that Xenorhabdus spp.
dominates the bacterial community within the insect cadaver 24 hours after infection
(Gouge and Snyder 2006; Singh et al. 2014), but that they coexists with other bac-
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teria several days after the death of the host (Isaacson and Webster 2002; Walsh and
Webster 2003). Other studies have demonstrated that, nematodes of the genus Stein-
ernema, although historically considered monoxenic, can associate with bacteria other
than Xenorhabdus, at least in laboratory (Walsh and Webster 2003; Gouge and Sny-
der 2006). This finding opens up new possibilities for interactions between Xenorhabdus
spp. and other bacteria carried by the vector. However, all these studies were performed
on laboratory-reared insects, which generally have a microbiota much less diverse than
that of insects living in the natural environment (Chandler et al. 2011; Staudacher et
al. 2016). Moreover, these studies used culture-dependent methods for the isolation and
identification of bacteria, potentially resulting in an underestimation of microbiota diver-
sity. The interactions revealed by these studies may, therefore, be far removed from what
Xenorhabdus actually experiences in natural conditions.
In this study, we investigated the possible coexistence of Xenorhabdus with other
bacteria present in the microbiota of the insect or the nematode vector, at the end of
the infectious process. For this purpose, we reared Tenebrio molitor larvae in soil sam-
pled from field, to modify the gut microbiota so that it more closely resembled that of
soil-dwelling insects (Cambon et al., submitted). We then infected these insects with
three Steinernema-Xenorhabdus pairs: S. carpocapsae SK27-X. nematophila F1, S. fel-
tiae FRA44-X. bovienii FR44 and S. weiseri 583-X. bovienii CS03. These symbiotic
pairs differ in term of host mortality and reproductive success on model insects (Sicard
et al. 2004; Bisch et al. 2015). We sequenced the V3V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene, to
analyze the composition of the bacterial community within the insect cadavers 10 days
after infection, the timepoint at which the bacteria ressociate with their vector. We ob-
tained strong evidence that, even for highly lethal Steinernema-Xenorhabdus pairs, the
symbiont does not dominate the bacterial community within the insect cadavers 10 days
after infection. These finding raise questions about the reassociation of Xenorhabdus with
its specific vector, with potential implications for Xenorhabdus transmission.
Results
The three nematode-bacterium pairs efficiently kill both bran-
reared and soil-reared T. molitor
We first estimated the amount of Xenorhabdus that the Steinernema strains could carry
into the infested insects, by assessing the symbiont retention of the strains used for infesta-
tion: S. carpocapsae SK27 (Sc), S. feltiae FRA44 (Sf) and S. weiseri 583 (Sw) (Table 1).
Sc carried 94±42 CFU/IJ, consistent with previous findings (Goetsch et al. 2006; Snyder
et al. 2007), whereas Sf and Sw had low and very low symbiont loads (3±2 CFU/IJ and
<0.05 CFU/IJ respectively).
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Table 1: Insect mortality and nematodes parasitic success for the three nematode-
bacterium pairs after the infestation of bran-reared T. molitor larvae
Sc-Xn Sf-Xb Sw-Xb
Nematode strain S. carpocapsae SK27 S. feltiae FRA44 S. weiseri 853
Symbiont strain X. nematophila F1 X. bovienii FR44 X. bovienii CS03
Symbiont retention 94 ± 42 CFU/IJ 3 ± 2 CFU/IJ < 0.05 CFU/IJ
Host mortality1 10/10 30/30 19/30
Parasitic success2 6/10 6/10 2/10
1 Host mortality is the number of dead insects divided by the number of infected insects
10 days after infection, measured on bran-reared insects
2 Parasitic success is the number of insects for which IJ emergence was observed 40 days
after infection. This was measured on 10 randomly sampled dead bran-reared insects.
We then measured host mortality following the infection of T. molitor larvae reared in
sterile wheat bran with each of the three nematode-bacterium pairs. Previous experiments
revealed that these insects had a microbiota composed of only a few bacterial species, most
frequently a single Pseudomonas strain (Cambon et al. submitted). The insects began
to die two days after infestation, for all three treatments. All infected insects died within
six days for the Sc-Xn and Sf-Xb treatments, whereas mortality was significantly lower
(63 %, 10 days after infection) for insects infected with Sw-Xb (Table 1, binomial GLM,
df=2, p-value=2.1e-05). We then followed the emergence of IJs from 10 bran-reared insect
cadavers for each treatment. The IJ began to emerge about 12 days after infection, for
all treatments and, 40 days after infestation, IJs had emerged from 60 % of dead insects
for the Sc-Xn/Sf-Xb treatments and 20 % of dead insects for the Sw-Xb treatment (Table
1). This difference was not significant, however, probably due to the small sample size
(Binomial GLM, df=2, p-value=0.104).
In a second experiment, we infected T. molitor larvae reared in soil samples from
two different sites, CDS and MTF, so as to modify the gut microbiota to mimic that
of insects from the natural environment (Figure 1A). The guts of insects reared in this
way had already been shown to have a significantly more diverse microbiota than the
gut of bran-reared T. molitor larvae (Cambon et al. submitted). All insects died after
infection with Sc-Xn and Sf-Xb, in both soils (Figure 1B). For Sw-Xb, mortality reached
90 % (for larvae reared on CDS and MTF soils considered together), which is significantly
higher than the 63 % of mortality recorded for bran-reared insects (Table 1 and Figure
1; binomial GLM, df=2, p-value=0.03). The difference in mortality rate between insects
reared on sterile bran and those reared on soil samples suggests that bacteria from the
microbiota contribute to insect death.
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Figure 1: Experimental design and insect mortality. A. After acclimation in soil
samples from the two sites, insects were infected with one of the three nematode-bacterium
pairs (Sc-Xn, Sf-Xb or Sw-Xb), or were left uninfected but with wounding of their in-
testinal wall with a pin. After 10 days, total DNA was extracted from each insect and
the V3V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was sequenced B. Insects mortality 10 days after
infection.
We did not infect the control insects with nematodes. Instead, their gut wall was
artificially wounded with a pin through the anus to induce mortality and mimic the gut
wall wound provoked by nematodes. This procedure resulted in an insect mortality of
70 % in CDS soil and 50 % in MTF soil. Mortality rates in control insect did not differ
significantly between sites (Binomial GLM, df=1, p-value=0.12).
Nematode infection has a small impact on the composition and
structure of the bacterial community
We sequenced the 16S rRNA V3V4 region to describe the bacterial communities found in
dead soil-reared insects. After cleaning, the total dataset contained 3,827,255 sequences,
clustered into 179 OTUs. The communities found in insect cadavers contained a mean
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of 48±22, 61±31, 55±27 and 57±31 OTUs for controls, and for the Sc-Xn, Sf-Xb, and
Sw-Xb treatments, respectively. Accordingly, the Chao1 index was significantly lower
in control insects than in insects infected with nematodes, suggesting that some of the
OTUs detected were supplied by the nematodes (Figure 2A, Wilcoxon rank sum test, W
= 3577.5, p-value = 0.02). However, the Shannon alpha diversity index, which reflects
the number of abundant taxa, did not differ significantly between treatments (Kruskal-
Wallis rank sum test, chi2 = 1.20, df = 3, p-value = 0.75), or between the controls
and treatments (Figure 2B, Wilcoxon rank sum test, W = 1608, p-value = 0.53). We
obtained similar results in an analysis of Pielou’s evenness index, which measures the
similarity between the relative abundances of the different species of the community (four
treatments: Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, chi2 = 4.6563, df = 3, p-value = 0.2; Control
vs infected: Wilcoxon rank sum test, W = 1414, p-value = 0.1446). Overall, our results
suggest that Steinernema-Xenorhabus nfections increase the number of low frequency
OTUs provided by nematodes, without affecting the diversity of abundant OTUs within
insect cadavers.
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Figure 2: Comparison of alpha diversities between treatments. Each dot rep-
resents an insect and the color indicates the origin of the soil in which the insect was
incubated. Sample sizes are given on the graph and letters indicate significant difference
between groups. A. Chao1 richness index. B. Shannon alpha diversity index.
We then analyzed the beta diversity between samples (Figure 3). Surprisingly, a
neighbor-joining tree based on Bray-Curtis distance did not perfectly separate control from
infected insects (Figure 3). Nematode infection had a significant impact on community
composition, but it accounted for only 8 % of its variance between insects (Table 2A).
Soil sampling site (CDS vs MTF) accounted for 4 % of the variance, and the interaction
between these two variables was not significant (Table 2A).
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Figure 3: Beta diversity and community composition in single insect cadavers.
Resemblance between bacteria communities is illustrated here by a neighbor-joining tree
computed from a Bray-Curtis distance matrix (left, CDS; right, MTF). Stars indicate
insects in which we detected
Xenorhabdus , either from metabarcoding data or by Xenorhabdus-specific PCR. Bars
represent the relative abundance of reads matching with an OTUs in each community.
On each graph, the 15 most abundant OTUs are shown in color, less frequent OTUs being
grouped in the “others” category. We show here taxonomic assignments (to genus level)
with booststrap scores above 80 %.
We then compared the bacterial community composition of insects infected with the
three nematode-bacterium pairs. The microbiota profile of insects infected with the same
nematode-bacterium pair did not strictly cluster together in Bray-Curtis distance trees
(Figure3), but bacterial communities nevertheless differed significantly different between
the nematode-bacterium pairs (Table 2B). However, nematode-bacterium pair accounted
for only 9 % of the total variance of community composition between infected insects
(Table 2B). Infection thus modified the bacterial community within insect cadavers, but
considerable inter-individual variability remained.
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Table 2: PERMANOVA analysis of bacterial community composition within insect ca-
davers
Df R2 p-value
A. all insects1
Infection 1 0.08 0.001
Site 1 0.04 0.001
Infection:Site 1 0.007 0.452
B. infected insects only2
Nematode-bacterium pair 2 0.09 0.001
Site 1 0.04 0.002
Pair:Site 2 0.03 0.039
1 In the first model, all insects were taken into account. We compared control insects
to infected insects (Infection), CDS sampling site to MTF sampling site (Site) and the
interaction between the two explanatory variables (Infection:Site).
2 In the second model, only infected insects were analyzed. We compared infected insects
according to the nematode-bacterium pairs (Nematode-bacteria pair), the sampling sites
(Site) and the interaction of these two explanatory variables (Pair:Site).
Xenorhabdus rarely invades the bacterial communities in insect
cadavers
We used the he RDPII reference database for the taxonomic assignment of OTUs. Only
60 % of insect larvae infected with Steinernema-Xenorhabdus pairs harbored a Xenorhab-
dus OTU (Figure 3). Moreover, even in cases in which a Xenorhabdus OTU was detected,
the relative abundance of the corresponding sample reads was generally low (Figure 3).
If no Xenorhabdus OTU was detected by the metabarcoding approach, PCR amplifying
a Xenorhabdus-specific region of a gene encoding an ortholog of a tonB -dependent heme-
receptor was performed (see Material and methods). This approach made it possible
to detect Xenorhabdus in some samples in which the relative abundance was below the
metabarcoding detection threshold. Xenorhabdus was detected in 74 of the 97 infected
insects tested (76 %; indicated by stars in Figure 3). Thus, Xenorhabdus was rarely the
dominant genus in insect cadaver, and was even undetectable in 24 % of the infected
insects.
Bacterial communities are dominated by one or two main OTUs
In 107 of the 132 insects tested (control+infected), the bacterial communities were dom-
inated by one or two OTUs accounting for more than 40 % of the sample reads. The
identity of the dominant OTU varied considerably between insects and was difficult to
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predict from treatment (Table 2 and Figure 3). In 32 % of the infected insects, the
OTUs were dominated by Alcaligenes, whereas OTUs from this genus were never dom-
inant in control insects. We isolated an Alcaligenes faecalis strain from our Sc and Sw
nematodes, by grinding and plating IJs. The 16S rRNA sequence of the isolated strain
perfectly matched the V3V4 region sequence obtained by metabarcoding on insect cadav-
ers. It therfore seemed likely that nematodes delivered not only Xenorhabdus, but also
Alcaligenes, to the insects.
Some dominant OTUs from other species were also found in infected and control in-
sects. These OTUs cannot therefore have come from the nematode and they probably
originated instead from the insect microbiota. Some of these OTUs were found in both
insects reared in MTF soil and insects reared in CDS soil. This was the case, in par-
ticular, for sequences from Enterobacter group bacteria and Serratia. Conversely, other
dominant OTUs were specific to a site: Morganella and/or Providencia for CDS samples,
and Pseudomonas for MTF samples (Figure 3). OTUs not obtained from the nematode
managed to dominate the community in many insect cadavers.
Discussion
Steinernema-Xenorhabdus pairs can infect a large spectrum of insects, but they have
been studied mostly on lepidopterans. Another model insect, the coleopteran Tenebrio
molitor, had seldom been studied in this context (Solomon et al. 1999; Christen et al.
2007; Susurluk 2007; Shapiro-Ilan et al. 2008). We recently developed a procedure for
acclimating T. molitor larvae to soil, to ensure that their gut microbiota resembles that of
soil-dwelling larvae (Cambon et al, submitted). All three Steinernema-Xenorhabdus pairs
we studied with this system were able to kill both bran-reared and soil-reared T. molitor.
As previously shown in lepidopteran larvae (Bisch et al. 2015), the Sw-Xb pair was less
pathogenic than Sc-Xn and Sf-Xb for the infection of T. molitor reared on sterile wheat
bran. Interestingly, this difference between pathogen pairs was smaller for insects reared
on soil samples: insect mortality was almost total for all pairs when soil-acclimated insects
were used. This suggests that some of the bacteria present in the microbiota of soil-reared
insects may opportunistically infect insects after nematodes have perforated the gut wall,
contributing to insect mortality. This hypothesis is consistent with the findings of previous
studies showing that infection with insect pathogens is facilitated by certain members of
the host gut microbiota (Caccia et al. 2016). It is also consistent with the high mortality
observed in insect controls in which the gut wall was artificially wounded with a pin
through the anus (Figure 1B). We considered the host microbiota to include both the
gut microbiota and the cuticular microbiota. The role of these different microbiota in
the pathogenicity of nematode-bacteria pairs is beyond the scope of this study, but it
would be worthwhile comparing the virulence features of Xenorhabdus-Steinernema pairs
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infecting laboratory insects with an impoverished microbiota, and those infecting insects
with a diverse, more natural, microbiota.
We used metabarcoding analysis to determine the composition of the bacterial com-
munities found in insects killed by the three Steinernema-Xenorhabdus pairs. These
experiments were performed on soil-reared T. molitor 10 days after infection, correspond-
ing to the timepoint at which Xenorhabdus specifically reassociates with its vector after
the sexual reproduction of nematodes and before the emergence of new IJs (Chapuis et
al. 2012). Xenorhabdus has a genomic potential for producing numerous anti-microbial
compounds (Tobias et al. 2017). We therefore expected this symbiont to dominate the
bacterial community in the insect cadaver. Indeed, high densities of Xenorhabdus have
been reported during the first few days of infection (Isaacson and Webster 2002; Walsh
and Webster 2003; Singh et al. 2014). However, contrary to our expectations, we found
that Xenorhabdus did not dominate the bacterial communities in the insect cadaver 10
days after the infection of soil-reared T. molitor larvae. Instead, these communities com-
munities were mostly dominated by one or two OTUs. Some of these OTUs (e.g. from
Morganella, Providencia, Serratia, Enterobacter species) clearly originated from the in-
sect microbiota, as they were found in both control and infected insects. These OTUs
probably took advantage of the death of the insect provoked by the nematode-bacterium
pair, as previously suggested (Isaacson and Webster 2002; Walsh and Webster 2003).
The identity of the nematode-bcterium pair used for infection, despite the very dif-
ferent levels of Xenorhabdus retention of the three nematodes strains, ranging from high
to very low, had also no effect on alpha diversity, community evenness and composi-
tion. Thus, despite the ability of Xenorhabdus to produce antibiotics, the pathogenic
Steinernema-Xenorhabdus pair did not generally dominate the bacterial community within
insect cadavers. This is particularly surprising for the Sc-Xn and Sw-Xb pairs. The xeno-
coumacin and odilhorhabdin produced by Xn F1 have been shown to be involved in com-
petition with bacteria within the insect cadaver (Morales-Soto and Forst 2011; Singh et
al. 2015). The genome of the Xb CS03 strain includes a number of specific loci potentially
implicated in the inhibition of the microbial competitors, and Xb CS03 has antibacterial
activity in vitro directed against species isolated from insects or nematodes (Bisch et al.
2016). The dominant OTUs from the host microbiota probably resist to the antimicro-
bials produdced by Xenorhabdus, or, alternatively, these antimicrobial compounds may
no longer be produced or efficient at such late stage of infection (Isaacson and Webster
2002).
The dominant OTUs originating from the host microbiota included some from the
Enterobacter group and others from the genus Serratia, after treatments with both the
soil from CDS and MTF sites. Conversely, dominant OTUs from the genera Morganella
and the Providencia, which probably also come from the host microbiota, were found
only after treatement with CDS soil, whereas the dominant OTU from Pseudomonas was
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found mostly after treatement with MTF soil. Thus, for a given host species, Stein-
ernema-Xenorhabdus pairs may encounter and potentially interact with different sets of
microorganisms according to their geographical location.
In this experimental design, Xenorhabdus was often found together with Alcaligenes,
which was abundant only in infected insects and was isolated from two of our nematode
strains. Our results therefore strongly suggest that Alcaligenes, like Xenorhabdus, is deliv-
ered to the insect by nematode vectors. Entomopathogenic nematodes have been shown to
carry several presumably non-symbiotic bacteria that they release within infected insects.
Bacteria including Acinetobacter, Pseudomonas aureofaciens, Pseudomonas fluorescens,
Enterobacter agglomerans, Serratia liquefaciens, Flavobacterium sp., Providencia vermi-
cola, P. rettgeri, Citrobacter freundii, Staphylococcus succinus have been isolated from
various Steinernema strains including S. carpocapsae and S. feltiae (Walsh and Webster
2003; Gouge and Snyder 2006; Somvanshi et al. 2006; Park et al. 2011; Quiroz-Castan˜eda
et al. 2015; Eivazian Kary 2016; Eivazian Kary et al. 2017). The specific case of Alcali-
genes faecalis is interesting, as this bacterium has been isolated from different strains of
S. carpocapsae and S. feltiae (Lysenko and Weiser 1974; Eivazian Kary et al. 2017), and
we can now add S. weiseri to this list. A. fecalis is thought to be non symbiotic, but
these results raise questions about its role in the life cycle of Steinernema. In another
study, the bacterial genus Acinetobacter displaces the Xenorhabdus population to domi-
nate bacterial community present in G. mellonella cadavers eight days after the start of
the nematode infection (Walsh and Webster 2003). It is possible that Alcaligenes plays a
similar role in our system.
We provide here the first evidence that IJs of three Steinernema species probably
emerge from cadavers at a time point at which the frequency of Xenorhabdus is very low.
Moreover, we show that the community within the host cadaver is dominated by different
bacterial species that are variable according to host individuals and geographical loca-
tions. These observations probably reflect competitive interactions between Xenorhabdus
and bacteria from the host and vector microbiota. Xenorhabdus may not be able to
outcompete other bacteria for resource use, resulting in a lack of increase in its popula-
tion density within the cadaver. The Xenorhabdus population may also collapse when
resources become limiting, whereas other taxa, such as Serratia, Pseudomonas, and En-
terobacter continue to increase in abundance. Our data thus raise questions about the
reassociation of Steinernema and Xenorhabdus in the insect cadaver. Further studies are
required to assess the impact of the host microbiota on Xenorhabdus transmission.
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Methods
Biological material
Three nematodes species of the genus Steinernema were used: (i) S. carpocapsae SK27
associated with X. nematophila F1 (Sc-Xn) (Brunel et al. 1997), (ii) S. feltiae FRA44
associated with X. bovienii FR44 (Sf-Xb) (Emelianoff et al. 2008) and (iii) S. weiseri 583
associated with X. bovienii CS03 (Sw-Xb) (Mra´cek et al. 2003). All nematode strains had
been kept for several years in the laboratory, with reamplification through the infection
of Galleria mellonella larvae, and were stored in Ringer solution at 8 °C.
Symbiont retention, insect mortality and parasitic success mea-
sure
We assessed the retention of Xenorhabdus by nematodes, by surface-sterilizing 20 IJs for
10 minutes in 0.4 % bleach and rinsing them three times in sterile Ringer solution. IJs
were ground with three 3 mm glass beads in 200 µL of Luria-Bertani (LB) broth for 10
minutes at 30 Hz in a TissueLyser II (Qiagen, France). The resulting suspension was
plated on nutrient bromothymol blue agar (NBTA) plates (Boemare et al. 1997), on
which Xenorhabdus form blue colonies. Blue colony-forming units (CFU) were counted
to estimate the number of Xenorhabdus bacterial cells per nematode. Colonies with a
different morphology and color from those of Xenorhabdus were identified by amplifiying
and sequencing the 16S rRNA gene as previously described (Jiang et al. 2006).
Insect mortality and the parasitic success of nematodes were measured by infecting 30
bran-reared T. molitor larvae with 50 IJs in 100 µL of Ringer solution. Parasitic success
was calculated as the proportion of insect cadavers displaying IJ emergence.
Rearing of insect in soil samples
We produced hosts with a microbiota as close as possible to the naturally occurring
microbiota while controlling for other insect characteristics, by acclimating laboratory-
reared T. molitor to soil samples (Cambon et al, submitted). Briefly, T. molitor larvae
weighing between 20 and 50 mg (13th-14th instar) and provided by Micronutris (St Orens,
France) were fed with heat-sterilized wheat bran before the experiment. They were then
incubated for five days at 15 °C in 1 L plastic boxes containing heat-sterilized (20 min
at 121°C) wheat bran (1:3 v/v) and soil (2:3 v/v). The soil used was collected from
riverside sites (at Causse-De-La-Selle (CDS, N43°49.884’ E003°41.222’) or Montferrier-
sur-Lez (MTF, N43°40.801’ E003°51.835’)), in three samples collected 10 meters apart
and taken from a depth of 20 cm.
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Insect infection with nematode-bacterium pairs
Soil-acclimated T. molitor larvae were placed in Eppendorf tubes (one insect per tube)
on a filter paper soaked with 100 µL of Ringer solution containing 50 IJs. Control insects
were not infested with nematode but their gut wall was artificially wounded with a pin
through the anus, resulting in insect death. The wound created in this way mimicked the
gut wall lesion caused by nematodes, and may have allowed some of the bacteria from
the gut microbiota to colonize the insect general cavity in an opportunistic manner. The
control insects were also placed in an Eppendorf tube on a filter paper soaked with 100 µL
of Ringer solution.
All insects where then incubated at 18 °C for 10 days, corresponding to the mean time
required for Steinernema reproduction before the emergence of the Ijs from the insect
cadaver. At the end of this period, only dead insects were retained for metabarcoding
analysis. We used sample size of 35, 59, 20 and 18 insects for controls, Sc-Xn, Sf-Xb and
Sw-Xb respectively.
DNA extraction and V3V4 marker sequencing
Dead insect larvae were placed in an Eppendorf tube (one insect per tube) and ground
with 3 mm steel beads for 30 seconds at 20 Hz with a TissueLyzer (Qiagen). 100 µL of
lysis solution (Quick Extract, Bacterial DNA extraction TEBU-BIO) and 1 µL lyzozyme
from the Quick Extract kit were added. Samples were incubated at room temperature for
two days, frozen in liquid nitrogen and heated at 95 °C to ensure that all the cells were
lysed. DNA was prepared by the phenol-chloroform-alcohol and chloroform extraction
method, and precipitated in ethanol. Negative extraction controls were included in which
all the extraction steps were performed in the absence of biological material, for detection
of potential reagent contamination.
The V3V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified with the PCR1F 460
(5’-ACGGRAGGCAGCAG-3’) and PCR1R 460 (5’-TACCAGGGTATCTAATCCT-3’)
primers (modified versions of the primers used in a previous study (Klindworth et al.
2012)) fused to a unique eight nucleotide tag for sample multiplexing. Some unused tag
combinations were kept for the detection of potential tag switching events (see Metabar-
coding data treatment). Amplification was performed with the MTP Taq polymerase
(Sigma, ref 172-5330), according to the manufacturer’s protocol, with 1 µL of DNA for
each sample, and with the following amplification program: 60 s at 94 °C, 30 cycles of
60 s at 94 °C, 60 s at 65 °C, 60 s at 72 °C, and a final 10 minutes at 72 °C. Negative and
positive controls were set up with water and bacterial DNA extracted from a pure culture
of Xenorhabdus nematophila respectively. PCR amplicons were checked by electrophoresis
in a 1 % agarose gel.
Amplicons were pooled and sequenced by the GeT-Plage genomic platform at Genotoul
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(Toulouse, France) with Illumina MiSeq technology and a 2x250 bp kit. We performed
technical replicates for the PCR and sequencing steps and obtained identical microbiota
profiles (see Figure S1).
Metabarcoding data treatment
Sequence data were analyzed with OBITools (Boyer et al. 2015) as previously described
(Cambon et al, submitted). Briefly, raw paired-end reads were aligned, merged, and
alignment score was calculated. Reads with low alignment scores (<50), containing un-
known bases or with an unexpected size (<400 bp or > 470 bp) were removed from the
dataset. After primer trimming and sample demultiplexing, sequences found only once
in the dataset were also removed (Auer et al. 2017). Sequences were then clustered into
OTUs with the Sumaclust algorithm (Mercier et al. 2013), using a 97 % similarity thresh-
old. In total, 2127 OTUs, corresponding to less than 0.005 % of the total number of reads
of the dataset, were removed (Bokulich et al. 2013). The remaining OTUs were assigned
to a taxonomic group with RDPclassifier (Wang et al. 2007) and the RDPII reference
database.
For the removal of false-positives, we identified OTUs occurring in sequencing blank
controls and calculated the total numberof these OTUs in the dataset. These OTUs were
then removed from samples if their abundance was below 3 % of the total number of
reads. The distribution of each OTUs in unused tag combinations was also used to filter
the OTUs in each sample, by assessing the deviation of OTUs abundance values from
these distribution (Esling et al. 2015).
Xenorhabdus-specific sequence amplification
If Xenorhabdus OTUs were not detected by metabarcoding approach in infected insects,
PCR amplifying a Xenorhabdus-specific region was performed. A 186 bp-region of a gene,
an ortholog of a tonB -dependent heme-receptor was targeted (XNC3v2 1960004; forward
primer: ATGGCGCCAATAACCGCAACTA; reverse primer: TGGTTTCCACTTTG-
GTATTGATGCC) and amplified under the following conditions: 3 min at 94°C, 35 cycles
of 45 sec at 94°C, 30 sec at 54°C, 30 sec at 72°C, and 10 min at 72°C. Amplification was
then checked by electrophoresis in a 0.1 % agarose gel.
Community analysis
Analyses were performed with R version 3.5.0 (R Core Team 2018) as previously described
(Cambon et al, submitted). Chao1, Shannon and Pielou indices and Bray-Curtis distance
were estimated with the vegan package of R (Oksanen et al. 2017). Differences in alpha
diversity between treatments were assessed by non parametric methods (i.e. Kruskal-
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Wallis and Wilcoxon rank sum tests). The Bray-Curtis distance matrix was represented
as a tree, using the neighbor-joining algorithm as implemented in the ape package (Par-
adis et al. 2004). Differences in bacterial community composition were assessed with
PERMANOVA tests from the vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2017). A first model was
adjusted on the complete dataset, with the explanatory variables infection (i.e. infected
versus control insects), and site (CDS versus MTF) and the interaction between infec-
tion and site. A second model was adjusted on data for infected insects only, with the
explanatory variables nematode-bacterium pair (i.e. Sc-Xn, Sf-Xb or Sw-Xb), and site,
and the interaction between nematode-bacterium pair and site.
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1 Introduction
In a previous work (see page 83), we found that communities of microbes inside the insect
cadaver were seldom dominated by Xenorhabdus. We demonstrated that, contrary to
our expectations, bacterial communities were often dominated by bacteria from the host
microbiota that opportunistically colonized the cadaver, or taxa brought by the nematodes
vectors.
Again, this results are surprising as Xenorhabdus produces a wide variety of antimi-
crobial compounds which have been interpreted as tools to exclude potential competitors
inside the insect cadaver (Thaler et al. 1995; Morales-Soto and Forst 2011; J. Singh and
Banerjee 2008; Park et al. 2009; S. Singh et al. 2015). Our work therefore questions
this view, but it also raises question about the functioning of the symbiotic association
between the nematode Steinernema and its symbiont Xenorhabdus: it is indeed not clear
that nematodes will easily re-associate with Xenorhabdus if they are born in bacterial
communities where Xenorhabdus is in low relative abundance.
To better understand how the composition of the bacterial community may deter-
mine nematode reproduction and Xenorhabdus transmission, we infested soil acclimated
T. molitor (see page 57) with different doses of both X. nematophila and S. carpocap-
sae. We then studied how this dose variation impacts the composition of the bacterial
community, and in particular the frequency of Xenorhabdus. This was performed using a
metabarcoding approach, using the V3-V4 region of 16S rRNA gene as a marker. We have
recently started a complementary experiment where we analyze the same DNA samples
using digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) techniques and a marker specific to Xenorhabdus, so
that a more reliable quantification of X. nematophila can be obtained. In addition, we will
use the same technique with a marker specific to Steinernema to quantify its biomass, and
relate community composition to a proxy of the nematode number. As this experiment
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is still in progress, the results presented here focus only on how the variation in doses
determine community composition and frequency of Xenorhabdus.
2 Materials and methods
2.1 Insect infections with low and high retention strains of S. car-
pocapsae
The complete experimental procedure is detailed page 95. Briefly, Tenebrio molitor larvae
were first acclimatized to soil sampled on two sites (CDS and MTF), by placing them in
soil samples mixed with sterile wheat bran for 5 days. We previously showed that doing so
enriches the gut microbiota of T. molitor larvae and mimics that of soil-dwelling insects.
Insects were then infected using two S. carpocapsae strains which differed by their
X. nematophila symbiont retention. The low retention strain corresponds to the SK27
strain of S. carpocapsae associated to X. nematophila F1, whose symbiont retention has
been reduced using the experimental procedure used to produce aposymbiotic nematodes
(Sicard et al. 2003). This Low strain ultimately carried 2± 0.74 CFU/IJ. The high reten-
tion strain corresponds to the SK27 strain of S. carpocapsae associated to X. nematophila
F1 which carried 68± 51 CFU/IJ (i.e. the classical levels of retention for this strain). All
nematode strains had been kept for several years in the laboratory, with re-amplification
through the infection of Galleria mellonella larvae, and were stored in Ringer solution at
8 ◦C. We assessed the retention of Xenorhabdus by nematodes, by surface-sterilizing 20
IJs for 10 minutes in 0.4 % bleach and rinsing them three times in sterile Ringer solution.
IJs were ground with three 3 mm glass beads in 200 µL of Luria-Bertani (LB) broth
for 10 minutes at 30 Hz in a TissueLyser II (Qiagen, France). The resulting suspension
was plated on nutrient bromothymol blue agar (NBTA) plates (Boemare et al. 1997), on
which Xenorhabdus forms blue colonies. Blue colony-forming units (CFU) were counted
to estimate the number of Xenorhabdus bacterial cells per nematode.
Soil acclimated T. molitor larvae were infected in Eppendorf tubes (one insect per
tube) on a filter paper soaked with 100 µL of Ringer solution containing either 50 low
retention nematodes (Low50), 10 high retention nematodes (High10), or 50 high retention
nematodes (High50).These three treatments allowed a gradient of the number of X. ne-
matophila cells brought in the insect (≈ 100, 680, and 3400 cells respectively). Control
insects were not infected by nematodes but their gut wall was artificially wounded with a
pin through the anus to induce mortality and mimic gut wall wound made by nematodes.
All insects where then incubated at 18 ◦C for 10 days, which corresponds to the mean time
required for S. carpocapsae reproduction before the emergence of the Ijs from the insect
cadaver. We measured host mortality, and the total DNA of each insect was extracted.
The V3-V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was then amplified and sequenced to identify
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the bacterial community present in the insect cadaver.
2.2 Digital droplet PCR on DNA extracts
Absolute quantification with ddPCR is currently performed with a marker specific to
Xenorhabdus previsouly described (see page 97) and a marker specific to Steinernema,
using the following primer : Steiner F 5’-TATCAAGTCTTATCGGTGGATCACT-3’ and
Steiner R 5’-GACCCTCAATTGAACATACTAACAGATA-3’ developed by Jean-Claude
Ogier (DGIMI lab).
3 Results
3.1 Xenorhabdus reads are more abundant in Low50 treatment
Ten days after infection, we counted the number of dead and alive insects for each treat-
ments. Mortality rate increased as the X. nematophila dose used to initiate infection
increased (Figure 1A), ranging from 60 % of mortality for wounded insects (Controls) to
100 % of mortality for the highest X. nematophila dose (High50). We found this difference
among treatments to be statistically significant, while insects acclimatized with different
soil samples had comparable mortality rate (Table 1).
We then analyzed the V3-V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene on DNA extracted from
grounded insects, so that we can describe the composition of the bacterial communities
that colonize insect cadavers. We first compared among treatments the number of reads
assigned to the genus Xenorhabdus found in dead insects. We shall hereafter use this
read number as a proxy for Xenorhabus density in the cadaver, which will be precisely
measured later using ddPCR.
Interestingly, we did not detect a significant number of Xenorhabdus reads in 16 %
of the insects which died after infection (Figure 1B and tonB receptor PCR data). This
can be interpreted either as a sign that these insects were not killed by X. nematophila,
or as an indication that X. nematophila killed the insect but decreased in density after-
wards. A Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial regression which allows to analyze both cases
where X. nematophila is positive and cases where no reads are detected, demonstrates
Table 1: Binomial Generalized Linear Model testing the effect of treatment and site on
the proportion of dead insects.
Df p-value
treatment 3 2.45e-09
site 1 0.09
treatment:site 3 0.94
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Figure 1: Insect mortality and number of X. nematophila reads for each treat-
ment. Controls are uninfected insects artificially wounded, Low and High correspond
to the retention of the nematodes strains, and 10 and 50 correspond to the number of
nematodes used for the infection. A. Proportion of dead insects 10 days after infection.
Plain bars and hatched bars are insects incubated in soil from CDS and MTF sites re-
spectively. Mortality significantly differs between treatments but not between sites. B.
Number of Xenorabdus reads found in dead insects for each treatment and each site. n is
the number of dead individuals per treatment. The number of dead individuals for which
no Xenorhabdus reads were found are indicated at the bottom of the graph
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that X. nematophila number of reads significantly varies among treatments (Table 2).
We found no significant difference in number of X. nematophila among sampling sites,
although the interaction between the two explanatory variable was significant.
Surprisingly, a post hoc analysis demonstrates that X. nematophila reads (and its
probability to be non-zero) is significantly higher in Low50 treatment compared to High10
and High50 (Table 3). The lowest frequency of zero reads in Low50 cannot be explained
by the fact that insects had a higher chance to die from infection in this treatment. We
indeed demonstrated that death rate is lower in Low50 than in High10 and High50. It is
therefore rather an indication that the infectious process is delayed when X. nematophila
dose is low: if correct, this interpretation would imply that insects in Low50 would have
died later than insects infected with greater dose of X. nematophila, and that the bacterial
communities we found in their cadaver are younger than those found in other insects killed
by X. nematophila. The lower number of X. nematophila reads in High50 and High10
treatment would therefore be a sign that X. nematophila density decreases when the
infection ages.
3.2 Bacterial communities in insect cadavers are dominated by
few OTUs
We then analyzed the bacterial community composition for each insect cadaver. For this
purpose, we calculated a distance matrix between samples, based on the Bray-Curtis
beta diversity index and analyzing separately insects acclimatized with soil from different
sites. The two distance matrices obtained this way can be represented as neighbour-
joining trees (Figure 2). In both CDS and MTF sites, control insects (i.e. wounded but
uninfected insects) cluster with some of the insects that were infected by X. nematophila
and S. carpocapsae. This can mean either that the infection by X. nematophila failed, and
that the insects died from some other reason. This can also suggests that the bacterial
community of these infected insects was not influenced by the presence of nematodes-
bacteria pair.
Table 2: Zero-inflated Negative Binomial regression on the number of Xenorhabdus reads
in dead infected insects. Zero-inflated Negative Binomial regression allows to model count
data, that have an excess of zero value. The number of zero is predicted separately in a
binomial model, while the non-zero counts are modeled with a Negative Binomial. The
two models are then combined to estimate the effect of predictive variables and their
interactions, which are here the nematode treatment (excluding controls) and the site.
Df p-value
treatment 2 1.8e-4
site 1 0.20
treatment:site 1 0.023
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Table 3: Post-hoc comparison of treatment with a zero-inflated Negative Binomial regres-
sion on the number of Xenorhabdus reads in dead infected insects. p-values have been
adjusted here for multiple tests using the Holms method
Low50-High10 Low50-High50 High10-High50
treat 3.5e-03 6.9e-05 1.00
site 0.11 1.00 0.35
int 0.14 0.39 0.099
The majority of infected insects, however, clustered together, meaning that some bac-
terial community have been shaped by the presence of the nematode-bacteria pair. How-
ever, the community remains highly variable within treatments: whether or not the insect
was infected explained only 6% of the variance in community composition, while sampling
site explained 3 % of the variance (Table 4A). When only infected insects are analyzed,
the infection treatment (i.e. Low50, High10 and High5O) explained 7 % of the variance,
and the sampling site explained 2 % (Table 4B).
Table 4: PERMANOVA analysis of bacterial community composition inside insect ca-
davers A. In the first model, all dead insects were taken into account and we compared
control insects to infected insects (Infection), CDS sampling site to MTF sampling site
(Site) and the interaction between the two explanatory variables (Infection:Site) B. In
the second model, we analyzed only dead insects that were infecte by X. nematophila and
S. carpocapsae. Explanatory variable are therefore treament, sampling sites and the their
interaction.
Df R2 p-value
A. all insects
Infection 1 0.06 0.001
Site 1 0.03 0.001
Infection:Site 1 0.004 0.554
B. infected insects only
Nematode-bacteria couple 2 0.07 0.001
Site 1 0.02 0.001
Couple:Site 2 0.01 0.312
As previously found with several species of Steinernema and Xenorhabdus (see pages
83-98), the bacterial community in insect cadavers is usually dominated by one or two
OTUs (Figure 2). Based on this observation, we defined the set of dominant OTUs for
each sample as the minimal number of OTUs needed to reach 50 % of the reads in the
sample. We found 15 OTUs that can be dominant in a sample, either alone or in mixture.
The distribution of these dominant OTUs (or of these OTUs combinations) is represented
on Figure 3.
These dominant OTUs can be categorized based on where we did found them:
(i) Some OTUs were probably dominant in insects microbiota before infection and still
dominate the community after host death. It is the case for Enterobacter, Acinetobacter
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Figure 2: Community composition for each insect cadaver. Each dot/leaf represents one
insect, and the neighbor-joining tree represents the Bray-Curtis distance between insects
(with insects from each site being represented in separate trees). Coloured bars represent
the relative abundance of OTUs in each insect cadaver. Each color correspond to one
genus. Low abundance OTUs have been grouped in the “Other” category. Stars represent
samples where Xenorhabdus have been detected either by metabarcoding or tonB receptor
PCR
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Figure 3: Distribution of the dominant OTUs among treatments. For each sample,
we sorted OTUs by relative abundance and defined the dominant OTUs as OTUs needed
to reach 50 % of the sample reads. Each block represents one dominant OTU, and bars
represent insects where this OTU is the most abundant. This most abundant OTU can
reach 50 % of samples reads alone, which corresponds to the first line of each block. The
other lines of the blocks are the cases were the most abundant OTU dominates together
with other OTUs which are indicated on each line.
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and Hafnia, which can be found dominant in every treatments, as well as alive insects.
(ii) Some OTUs from the host microbiota did not dominate the community when
insects are alive, but become dominant in cadavers. This is the case of Serratia, Morganella
and Providencia. These OTUs have not been brought by nematodes as they can be
dominant in the cadavers of uninfected insects. Interestingly, Morganella and Providencia
are only present in one site (CDS), which shows that they are specific to a sampling site.
(iii) Some OTUs are only dominant only in dead insects that were infected. Two
OTUs fall in this category, Xenorhabdus and Alcaligenes. They are brought by nematodes
and manage to dominate the community after host death. Figure 3 clearly shows that
communities dominated by Alcaligenes are more frequent than communities dominated
by Xenorhabdus.
4 Conclusion
These preliminary results first confirm that Xenorhabdus does not necessarily dominates
the bacterial community in the host cadaver at the time point of re-association with
the vector. However, we found that the number of Xenorhabdus reads was higher for
the treatment that initially brought the lower dose of bacteria. This can seem counter
intuitive, but our guess is that infections with Low10 treatment were delayed compared
to High10 and High50 treatments. Indeed, due to the lower number of bacteria that were
brought by nematodes, insects probably died later. Thus, at the moment we analyzed
bacterial community composition, Xenorhabdus from Low10 treatment could still be in
an early phase of infection, while populations of other treatments had already declined,
maybe because of nutrient depletion.
These first results also suggest that many different bacteria can dominate the com-
munity inside the host cadaver to the detriment of Xenorhabdus. These bacteria can
either be dominant bacteria from the host microbiota, or less abundant bacteria from
insect guts which were brought by soil, and were thus probably transient in the host.
Finally, some dominant bacteria such as Alcaligenes can come from the vector micro-
biota. This suggests that, some competitors can take advantage of the killing provided by
Xenorhabdus-Steinernema pair to multiply, and potentially out compete Xenorhabdus.
We do not know for now if the dominance of Xenorhabdus in the cadaver 10 days
after infection is related or not to the efficiency of Xenorhabdus transmission by the next
generation of nematodes. If transmission can indeed be predicted from the density of
X. nematophila, our results suggest that Xenorhabus transmission rate should be quite
low in nature. The unexpectedly high percentage of infections where we found no X. ne-
matophila at all suggests that transmission of Xenorhabdus could fail in many infections,
even if the insect has been killed and the nematodes have reproduced.
It may be that nematodes can always re-associate with X. nematophila, even when it
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is found in really low frequency in the insect cadaver. The capacity of Steinernema to
capture X. nematophila cells even when they are infrequent is suggested by the highly
specific recognition mechanism involved in the re-association. But previous results sug-
gest that the limiting factor for transmission is nematode reproduction. We therefore
need to quantify nematode reproduction before we can understand how the composition
of the bacterial community inside insect cadavers may impact the transmission of X. ne-
matophila.
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General conclusions and
perspectives
1 Phenotypic heterogeneity in X. nematophila
1.1 A comparison of Photorhabdus luminescens and
X. nematophila variants
The emergence of phenotypic variants during prolonged in vitro culture is known for
decades in both Xenorhabdus and its sister genus Photorhabdus (Akhurst 1980). These
P. luminescens variants, called secondary variants, share some features with group 2
variants of Xenorhabdus (Boemare et al. 1988; Boemare et al. 1997). The mechanisms
responsible for their production is not yet fully understood, although the HexA regulator
has been suggested to be involved (Joyce et al. 2003; Lanois et al. 2011; Langer et al.
2017). Interestingly, in X. nematophila, the transcription of hexA is under the control
of Lrp (Engel et al. 2017) which suggests that the production of secondary variants in
X. nematophila and in P. luminescens involves homologous regulatory networks.
Similarly to X. nematophila, again, P. luminescens produces a third type of variant.
But while we have not identified the mechanism by which group 3 variants are produced
in X. nematophila, their molecular origin is well understood in P. luminescens: these
variants are produced by a mechanism which involves the production of the Mad pilus.
Cells expressing these pili are able to persist in the maternal nematode intestine and
consequently to colonize the IJ offspring that develop in the maternal body (Somvanshi
et al. 2012). Within the cadaver of insect host, two forms of P. luminescens have been
found. The P (Pathogenic) form of P. luminescens expresses many virulence factors
which are necessary to kill the insect host, but does not express Mad pili which makes
it unable to re-associate to the nematode vector. Conversely, M (Mutualistic) form does
express Mad pili, and is thus the only form to be transmitted by nematodes, but is
unable to kill the insect host. Genes controlling virulence and genes controlling the
production of Mad pili are both under the control of the Pmad promoter. This promoter
can be inverted by two invertases, which causes the ON/OFF switch of virulence and pilus
phenotypes (Somvanshi et al. 2012). From that prospect, the M form of P. luminescens
perfectly matches the classic definition of phase variants.
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Contrarily to what is documented in P. luminescens, the three variants we have de-
scribed in X. nematophila can re-associate with S. carpocapsae IJs. We also found no
indications that one of these variants could be a phase variant (i.e. we found no specific
reversible genetic or epigenetic mechanisms responsible for the production of these vari-
ants). In the specific case of group 2 variants, our results together with that of other
teams (Cowles et al. 2007; Hussa et al. 2015) clearly indicate that mutations in the reg-
ulatory gene lrp, followed by strong selection during prolonged culture, are the cause of
variation. Group 2 variants are in fact simply lrp defective mutants, which seem to be
advantageous during late stationary phase because they have a reduced metabolism (they
form small cells, and do not produce many of the secondary metabolites the group 1
variants excrete). These mutants can revert and recover some of the group 1 variant
phenotypes, but we never observed that the non-mutated sequence of lrp was restored.
This also suggests that the classical classification of primary and secondary variants (re-
ferred as group 1 and group 2 in this manuscript) is inaccurate. In fact, a continuum of
phenotypes probably coexist during infection.
1.2 Selection of variants in X. nematophila: with- and between-
hosts selective pressures
We found that variants from group 2 are usually advantaged in prolonged in vitro
culture, and in aged insect cadavers. This seems to correspond to a Growth Advantage
in Stationary Phase phenotype, well described in E. coli 1 (Zinser et al. 2000; Zinser et
al. 2004; Finkel 2006). These GASP variants should thus increase in frequency during
infection while nutrients are decreasing, due to within-host selective pressures. On the
other hand, GASP variants impair nematode reproduction so that they are less transmit-
ted than other variants. They should be counter-selected during transmission phase, due
to between-hosts selective pressures. It is thus possible that GASP variants constantly
appear due to lrp mutations during X. nematophila multiplication, that these GASP vari-
ants sometimes increase in frequency within some insects, but that they never reach high
frequency in the global population 2 of X. nematophila because they fail to be transmitted.
One drawback of this reasoning is that nematode reproduction is impaired by GASP
variants only when they are the only phenotypic form present during early infection.
Indeed, when GASP variants are co-injected with non-GASP variants, we found that
they had no detectable impact on transmission. GASP variants could therefore increase in
frequency in the infection, even out compete non-GASP variants, and still be transmitted
as long as non-GASP variants were present during the early stages of infection. This would
1. Interestingly, some GASP phenotypes in E. coli have been found to arise after a mutation in lrp
(Zinser et al. 2004)
2. Here I mean ”population” from its ecological definition, i.e. the population of X. nematophila at the
ecosystem level, opposed to the population of X. nematophila in one insect used so far in the manuscript.
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suggest that the between-host selective pressure imposed by nematode reproduction on
GASP variants is weak.
And yet, X. nematophila extracted from nematodes sampled in the wild are, to my
knowledge, always reported to be non-GASP variants. Other works from our lab suggest
that another type of within-host selective pressure, that have nothing to do with transmis-
sion by nematodes, could be responsible from this situation. GASP variants do not indeed
multiply well inside the insect in the presence of a competitor. If they are co-injected with,
for example, Aspergillus flavus which is able to multiply in host cadavers, they perform
worse than non-GASP variants. The presence of such competitors in nature could explain
why GASP variants do not seem to be the majority form of X. nematophila. Although
completely speculative, the same reasoning can be applied to bacteriocin-mediated com-
petition between different strains of X. nematophila, or different species of Xenorhabdus
(Hawlena et al. 2010b; Bashey et al. 2013). In any case, within-host selection is probably
different in nature from what we observed in lab condition, and could explain why GASP
variants are never found in nematodes.
1.3 What’s next?
Before trying to further understand the impact lrp mutants can have on Steinernema-
Xenorhabdus life cycle, we must be sure that they can arise in natural conditions. We
have observed lrp mutants X. nematophila to arise from group 1 variants both in vitro
and after injection in an insect. But we should also try to reproduce these experiments
by initiating infections with nematodes that carry group 1 variants. Extracting bacteria
from insect cadavers at different time points would allow us to describe the complete
kinetic of variants apparition, from the time X. nematophila is brought by nematodes
and until it re-associates to its vector. I expect to obtain the same results as described
previously, but with the certitude that we are observing the right selective forces, taking
into account the molecular dialog between bacteria and nematodes, other bacteria brought
by nematodes etc... However, if we do not observe phenotypic diversification in these
conditions, we could probably conclude that interactions between Xenorhabdus and the
nematodes and/or its microbiota counter selects variants.
Another potential limitation of the experiments we present in this thesis, is that we
used lab reared Galleria mellonella as an insect host. This insect is particularly sus-
ceptible to infection, and has probably an impoverished microbiota. I therefore suggest
that experiments that aim at describing the kinetic of variants apparition should also
be replicated using insects acclimatized to soil, as we described in Chapter 2. Experi-
ments performed in these conditions should allow to study how the interactions between
Xenorhabdus and other bacteria brought by nematodes and present in the host micro-
biota, both impact the phenotypic diversification of X. nematophila during the course of
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infection. If ever we observe phenotypic diversification in insects that are not acclimatized
to soil, but that this diversification does not occur in insects soil-acclimatized, we could
probably conclude that the interactions between X. nematophila and microbes from the
soil and the host microbiota counter select variants. This would explain why group 2
variants are not found in nematodes collected on the field.
If conversely we do observe diversification in the experimental conditions proposed
above, we should then further investigate the selective pressures that are responsible for
their appearance. We have documented a rapid and repeated production of variants of
different kinds during prolonged culture or infections. Compared to group 1 variants,
group 2 and group 3 variants have in common that they better resist to late stationary
phase growth conditions, suggesting that their metabolism is modified. We also showed
that these variants appear and stay in mixture in in vitro culture, suggesting a form of
frequency dependent selection which could stabilize mixtures of variants with contrasted
metabolisms.
A further step to better understand this metabolic diversification in populations of X.
nematophila would be to refine the genotypic and phenotypic description of the collection
of variants we have used in this study. To do so, we could perform RNA sequencing on
pure cultures of variants, for example during exponential and stationary phase. This have
been done on a lrp mutant that probably falls into our description of group 2 variants
(Cowles et al. 2007), but we could expect that mutations appearing in the two active
domains of Lrp have different impacts. Moreover, this RNA sequencing needs to be done
on the new type of variants (group 3) we described. Overall, it would allow to have a better
understanding of phenotypic diversification, in term of genes expression and regulation.
Then, the whole genome of each variant should be sequenced to locate potential mutations
other than in lrp gene. These two approaches combined should allow us to understand
which mechanisms are responsible for the production of group 3 variants, and for partial
phenotypic reversion, which are observed, but never associated with a reversion of the
mutations we observed in lrp.
If metabolic diversification really occurs during infection in X. nematophila, and if
this diversification does not involve the sole lrp regulator, we should probably not base
our future work on the collection of variants we have used so far. These variants were
indeed first screened using a single phenotypic trait: the color of colonies on a medium
containing bromothymol blue. It is therefore highly probable that we have missed a large
part of the phenotypic diversity that was present in late culture or late infections of X.
nematophila. To investigate the genes under diversifying selection during late culture,
we could instead replicate our experiments of in vitro evolution of X. nematophila and
perform metagenomic sequencing at various time points of the experiment. Proceeding
this way, we should be able to identify genes or genomic regions that become polymorphic
due to diversifying selection. In principle, the same sort of experiments could be performed
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in vivo; but DNA extract of X. nematophila would then be mixed with that of the insect
and of other microbes present inside the infection. It may therefore be more efficient to
run these experiments in vivo so that candidate gene can first be identified, and then
to run in vivo experiments that would aim at confirming that these genes are targets of
diversifying selection.
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2 The potentially underestimated role of host and
vector microbiota in Xenorhabdus life cycle
2.1 Xenorhabdus nematophila does not dominate the bacterial
community inside insect cadavers
Most studies on entomopathogenic nematodes have focused on Xenorhabdus species.
In fact Xenorhabdus has been considered so far as the sole symbiont of Steinernema,
and the potential role of other bacteria that nematodes could carry has been largely
neglected. Similarly, the impact the gut microbiota of insects could have on the life cycle
of Steinernema-Xenorhabdus pairs has also rarely been investigated. One reason for this
is that insects used in lab experiment are rarely soil-dwelling insects, and are reared on
artificial medium, so that their gut microbiota is usually simplified. Moreover, before the
development of next-generation sequencing methods, the study of bacterial communities
depended on our ability to cultivate bacterial species.
Another reason that could explain the fact that bacteria from the host microbiota have
been overlooked so far is that Xenorhabdus produces a lot of antimicrobial molecules. This
led most people to take as granted that X. nematophila dominates the bacterial commu-
nity inside insect cadavers, other microbes having only a minor impact on Steinernema-
Xenorhabdus life cycle. We found that, contrary to our expectations, Xenorhabdus seldom
dominates bacterial communities inside insects at the time-point at which it should re-
associate with the nematode vector. In many infections, microbes other than Xenorhab-
dus, which may come either from the nematode or from the insect microbiota, seem to
have taken advantage of the host killing to grow and exploit the host cadaver.
2.2 Alcaligenes faecalis, an artificial symbiont?
A striking pattern is that we found Alcaligenes faecalis in many of the insects cadavers
we analyzed, often in higher relative abundance than Xenorhabdus. We found clear evi-
dences that A. faecalis is brought by nematodes together with Xenorhabdus, which raises
some questions about its role in the symbiosis. It may be, for example, that A. faecalis
is responsible of part of the virulence that has so far been attributed to Xenorhabdus. A.
faecalis could then be considered as yet another symbiont of Steinernema. This hypothe-
sis is strengthen by our observation that A. faecalis is associated with all three nematode
strains, as expected if indeed A. faecalis had co-evolved with Steinernema. Still, we ob-
served a single A. faecalis OTU in our experiments, while one A. faecalis strain for each
species of Steinernema would be expected if really co-evolution had occurred between the
two taxa. Of course, this observation does not rule out the possibility that A. faecalis
has co-evolved with Steinernema as it may well be that our single OTU gathers several
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strains. Another scenario, though, which is to my opinion more likely, would be that
this bacteria was present in the lab insects that have been used to maintain nematodes
strains. Lab conditions would then have artificially enforced the association of A. faecalis
with several species of Steinernema. If this hypothesis is correct, it nicely demonstrates
that Steinernema can easily embark bacteria other than Xenorhabdus and suggest that
they have a beneficial (or at least neutral) effect on nematodes reproduction in lab con-
ditions, although Poinar (1988) found that A. faecalis has a negative effect on nematodes
from the Heterorhabditis genus. 3 It would thus bring some interesting questions about
the formation of long lasting interaction (either commensal or mutualistic) between ne-
matodes and bacterial species when we modify their natural life cycle. These questions
could also be of great interest in biocontrol. Indeed, for this application, IJ production
is done in fermenters, where disequilibrium in bacterial communities may highly impact
the nematode reproduction.
2.3 What’s next?
The first thing that needs to be done, to my opinion, is to evaluate how of the dom-
inance of Xenorhabdus in the bacterial community inside insects cadavers relates to its
fitness, i.e. to its ability to be transmitted by nematodes. This can be a tricky thing
to investigate, as describing the bacterial community in insect cadavers is destructive.
Therefore it is not possible to measure transmission and community composition on the
same insect. Moreover, the important inter-individual variability of the community com-
position in cadavers makes it difficult to relate Xenorhabus dominance and Xenorhabdus
transmission measured on distinct individuals, even in very controlled conditions.
As a first step, we are currently performing digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) on two
markers, that are specific to Xenorhabdus and Steinernema respectively. This should al-
low us to quantify first the number of Xenorhabdus cells and second some proxy of the
nematode biomass inside insects, at the moment we performed the bacterial community
description. The quantification of a nematode-specific marker is far from having an es-
timate of transmission: the only nematode stage that will transmit Xenorhabdus is IJs,
and this technique cannot distinguish developmental stages that can be found together
in the cadaver. Moreover, the size, and thus the associated biomass, of nematodes vary a
lot between developmental stages. Nevertheless, this quantification of nematodes biomass
will provide us some clues about the amount of nematodes present in the insect cadaver.
This will be a rough estimation of nematode reproduction within insect cadaver, which
we know to relate to Xenorhabdus transmission. We will thus be able to confirm or refute
3. It is interesting to note that in this paper, A. faecalis is considered as a contaminant, because at
that time, entomopathogenic nematodes were considered as monoxenic, i.e. only carrying one species of
symbiotic bacteria. We now know from DGIMI lab work that nematodes in fact has their own microbiota,
and thus carry numerous bacterial species in addition to their symbiont (Ogier and Page`s et al. in prep).
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the hypothesis that the more Xenorhabdus we found in the community, the best nema-
todes reproduce. If nematodes reproduce well in insects and manage to re-associate with
their symbiont even when Xenorhabdus is in low frequency, it could led us to question the
actual role of the antimicrobial molecules produced by Xenorhabdus described so far. For
example, they could be implicated into the molecular dialog between Xenorhabdus and
Steinernema, instead of interactions with Xenorhabdus microbial competitors.
Another step which seems logical to me would be to measure the impact of some of the
bacteria we have identified in our experimental infections, as well as bacteria described in
nematodes microbiota (project currently carried out in DGIMI lab, Ogier and Page`s, in
prep.) on Steinernema-Xenorhabdus life cycle. The case of A. faecalis deserves particular
attention, as we found it to be brought in insects by all the nematodes strains used in
this study. Testing its impact on Steinernema-Xenorhabdus life cycle would first require
to clarify its natural occurrence in nematodes. One difficulty here is that nematodes are
usually sampled from nature using lab-reared insect as traps (Emelianoff et al. 2008b).
We so far never had a chance to observe nematodes directly sampled from soil, but instead
studied their offspring after a passage in a non-natural host. Assessing the association
of Steinernema and A. faecalis in natural environment would therefore require the use of
insect traps that do not carry A. faecalis in their gut. If this is feasible, we could then per-
form a complete microbiota analysis of nematodes sampled this way. Preliminary results
on a freshly sampled strain of S. carpocapsae suggest that A. faecalis is absent from the
nematodes microbiota (Ogier and Page`s in prep.). If confirmed on more field samplings,
this result would indicate that the association between A. faecalis and Steinernema is
indeed a lab artifact.
We could then further investigate the impact of other members of the nematode
microbiota such as (e.g. Pseudomonas, Stenotrophomonas, Alcaligenes, Ochrobactrum,
Pseudochrobactrum, Brevundimonas, Achromobacter (Ogier and Page`s in prep.)) on
Xenorhabdus-Steinernema life cycle. To do so, we should make some S. carpocapsae
strains that we artificially re-associate with X. nematophila or a mixture of Xenorhabdus
and other members of the nematode microbiota. Sterile eggs of S. carpocapsae can hatch,
develop and reproduce on lawns of X. nematophila bacterium in a petri dish (Vivas et al.
2001). IJs produced this way carry the X. nematophila strain from the lawn. We could
thus also produce S. carpocapsae strains raised on lawns of a mixture of X. nematophila
and/or other bacteria. The resulting IJs should then be used to infect insects. Doing
so, we could measure and compare nematode reproduction and bacterial transmission R0
with and without other members of the host microbiota associated to nematodes. We
could also describe the bacterial community found in insect cadavers according to the
set of bacteria associated with the nematodes. This could allow to identify some com-
petitive interactions, or synergy between members of the nematode microbiota and the
Xenorhabdus symbiont.
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Open questions on heterogeneity in infections and
mutualism stability
We showed in this work that Steinernema-Xenorhabdus infections are heteroge-
neous in several ways. First, the symbiont Xenorhabdus can evolve during in-
fection, and produce sub-populations with contrasted phenotypic characteristics.
Second, it seems to compete with a complex microbial community, including mem-
ber of the host and the vector microbiota. These results both raise some ques-
tions about the stability of the mutualistic interaction between Steinernema and
Xenorhabdus.
Mutants that arise during infection do not pay the cost of producing antimicro-
bial compounds and other exo-enzymes, but can benefit from those produced by
non-mutants, and be transmitted by vectors. Although the definition of cheaters
is complex and debated (Jones et al. 2015), the mutants we identified can at least
in part fall in the broad definition of cheaters. The advantage of cheating poses
a fundamental and long recognized problem to the evolutionary persistence of
mutualisms (Axelrod et al. 1981). In the case of X. nematophila, how does the
Steinernema-Xenorhabdus mutualism remain stable in spite of cheater-like mu-
tants arising repeatedly during infections? Would the fact that mutants are not
transmitted when they initiate the infection be sufficient to prevent them from
invading the Xenorhabdus population at the community level? An interesting link
could perhaps be made about how balance between within-host and between-host
selective pressures probably stabilizes Steinernema-Xenorhabdus mutualism.
The fact that some bacteria from the nematode microbiota seem to outcom-
pete Xenorhabdus during infection also questions the stability of Steinernema-
Xenorhabdus interactions. In this circumstances, Xenorhabdus could end up at
such low densities in the insect cadaver that its vector cannot re-associate prop-
erly with it. In the meanwhile, some other bacteria such as Alcaligenes highly
dominate the community, and seem to be well transmitted by the nematode vec-
tor. What would happen if Xenorhabus promoted nematodes reproduction within
insect cadavers but was not competitive enough and therefore failed to be trans-
mitted to the benefit of other bacteria? The molecular recognition and highly
specific re-association between Steinernema and Xenorhabdus is a sign that the
mutualism between Steinernema and Xenorhabdus has been stable for a long time.
This could suggest that some selective pressures yet to be identified stabilize this
symbiosis.
These questions of mutualism stability in the context of infection heterogeneity
are beyond the scope of this thesis, but could be interesting to investigate in future
works.
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Name Group Culture ID Day of growth Mutation position Mutation type
G1#12 1 9 3
G1#20 1 7 7
G1#21 1 7 7
G1#23 1 9 7
G1#26 1 11 7
G1#30 1 12 7
G1#35 1 1 13
G1#38 1 2 13
G1#42 1 3 13
G1#43 1 3 13
G1#44 1 5 13
G1#46 1 5 13
G1#51 1 6 13
G1#56 1 8 13
G1#59 1 8 13
G2#18 2 7 7 55 Q → ∗
G2#19 2 7 7 55 Q → ∗
G2#24 2 11 7 120 R → C
G2#25 2 11 7 120 R → C
G2#28 2 12 7 120 R → H
G2#29 2 12 7 120 R → H
G2#31 2 12 7
G2#32 2 1 13 55 Q → ∗
G2#36 2 2 13 53 FS
G2#37 2 2 13 53 FS
G2#39 2 2 13 53 FS
G2#40 2 3 13 124 dupl.
G2#41 2 3 13 124 dupl.
G2#45 2 5 13 55 Q → ∗
G3#22 3 9 7
G3#27 3 11 7
G3#47 3 5 13
G3#48 3 6 13
G3#9 3 9 3
Table S1 – Description of the collection of variants. Day corresponds to the number of
days of growth after which each variant was isolated. Mutation types: for SNPs that
cause a substitution, the amino-acid change is given. Stars indicate the truncation of the
protein. FS stands for frame shift, and dupli. for duplications.
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In vitro kinetics of the 34 isolates of the collection1
We assessed in vitro growth kinetics of the 34 isolates by measuring GFP fluores-2
cence using a Synergy BioTeK spectrophotometer. More precisely, GFP-mediated3
fluorescence was estimated by measuring emissions at 535nm after excitation at4
485nm. In order to control for potential autofluorescence, we also measured emis-5
sions at 625nm and computed the log-transformed ratio of emissions at 535nm6
and 625nm. In the following, we will consider this quantity as an estimate of GFP7
emission intensity.8
For each experiment, 24 hours precultures were first initiated from cryotubes9
and incubated in 200 µL LB in 96-wells clear-bottom microplates (Greiner) at 28◦C10
with 20µg Kanamycin per mL. Each of the 34 variants was randomly assigned to11
two to three positions in the plate and a single well filled with sterile culture medium12
was used as a negative control.13
After 24 hours, precultures were centrifugated and rinsed in sterile LB. We then14
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measured GFP emission intensity and performed a dilution in order to compensate15
for differences in fluorescence among the wells of the microplate. From then, we16
transferred 20µL of a 10−3 dilution of each preculture into approx. 180µL of fresh17
LB with Kanamycin added. The culture microplate we obtained was then placed in18
the spectrophotometer, at 28◦C with shaking, and measurements were performed19
every 15 minutes for 91 hours. We ran five replicate experiments.20
In addition to fluorescence measurements, we estimated bacterial density by21
spreading appropriate dilutions of cultures (typically 10−5 or 10−6) onto NBTA22
plates with 50µg Kanamycin per ml. Colonies were counted after 48 hours incuba-23
tion at 28◦C. This was performed first at the onset of the experiment, in order to24
both check that cell densities were the same in all wells of the culture microplate25
and estimate inoculum size. This was also performed after the 91 hours of in vitro26
cultivation, so that we can check that differences in fluorescence do relate to dif-27
ferences in cell density. From the spectrophotometer measurements, we estimated28
the time at which we detected bacterial growth in each well. This was done by29
first estimating the average GFP intensity over the first 3 hours of the kinetics, a30
time at which bacteria have not yet multiplied, and adding an arbitrary value of five31
percent to this average value. We obtained this way a threshold intensity above32
which we consider that fluorescence is due to the presence of bacteria. For each well33
of the culture microplate, we then estimated the time at which the GFP intensity34
has reached the threshold value. We will further refer to this computation as time35
lag.36
From the same experiments, we computed the average number of Colonies Form-37
ing Units (CFU) per mL, from counts on NBTA plates after the 91 hours of cultiva-38
tion. In most cultures, number of CFU per mL could be estimated for two distinct39
dilutions. In this situation, we averaged the two estimates. We used these NBTA40
plates to estimate the proportion of red CFU for each of the 34 variants.41
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Figure S2-1: Lag in hours and density in log CFU per mL for each of the 34 isolates
of the collection.
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For each of the 34 isolates, following the procedure described above, we obtained42
from 12 to 15 estimates of time lag and from 9 to 12 estimates of CFU numbers.43
We summarized all these data by computing average values which are represented44
in the figure below. In this figure, G2#31 clearly stands apart as the isolate with the45
longest lag. Overall, this figure also illustrates that group 2 and to a lesser extent46
group 3 variants reach higher densities than group 1 variants. These estimations also47
demonstrate that group 2 isolates start growing later (Wilcoxon test: p = 0.004)48
but reach higher CFU per mL (Wilcoxon test: p = 7.7e− 8) than group 1 isolates.49
Group 3 variants also reach higher CFU per mL than group 1 (Wilcoxon test:50
p = 0.00155) but have a similar lag.51
4
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Integration of Plac − RBS− lrp in the1
chromosome of G2#25 and full phenotype2
restoration3
1 Materials and methods4
First, an lrp PCR fragment (including its own RBS but not promoter) is gen-5
erated using primers L-PstI-RBS-lrp and R-BamHI-lrp and genomic DNA of6
X. nematophila F1 wild type as template. This amplicon was digested with7
PstI and BamHI and finally cloned under the control of Plac promoter of the8
pBBR1-MCS1 vector (Kovach et al., 1994) by digestion with PstI and BamHI9
generating the pBB-Plac-RBS-lrp plasmid. After digestion of pJQ200SK sui-10
cide vector with SalI and SpeI, three DNA fragments (i) PCR amplicon of glmS11
1
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from F1 (SpeI-AatII digested) (ii) PCR amplicon of the ATPase site from F112
(SacI –SalI digested) and (iii) the AatII- SacI fragment of the pBB-Plac-RBS-13
lrp plasmid containing Cm-Plac-RBS-lrp were cloned generating the pJQ-glmS-14
Cm-Plac-RBS-lrp-ATPase. After transferring this construction by mating ex-15
periment in G2#25 as previously described (Givaudan and Lanois, 2000) using16
E. coli WM3064 as donor strain, the Cm-Plac-RBS-lrp is transferred on G2#2517
chromosome at the glmS site using allelic exchange and sucrose-resistant selec-18
tion as previously described (Givaudan and Lanois, 2000). The obtained clones19
were then checked for GmS, SacR, CamR and by phenotypic tests. Sequence20
controls were performed on PCR using primers L-GlmS and R-ATPase and ge-21
nomic DNA of the exconjugants as templates and they confirmed the insertion22
of the Cm-Plac-RBS-lrp at the glmS site in the chromosome of the obtained23
clones. Phenotypic assays (haemolysin activity towards sheep blood, lecithinase24
activity, swimming motility, antibiotic production and dye binding assay) were25
performed as previously described (Givaudan et al., 1995; Thaler et al., 1998).26
2
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Primer name Primer sequence Use
L-PstI-RBS-lrp cgctgcaGGGAAAATGTTATGGGTGTAGG cloning of lrp gene from X. nematophila
F1 wild type with its own RBSR-BamHI-lrp cgggatccTTAACGAGTCTTAATCACCAGACG
L-GlmS-SpeI GGACTAGTCCTTCACGACCCAGCTAACA cloning of glmS site from X. ne-
matophila F1 wild typeR-GlmS-AatII GGCGACGTCAACCTTATTCCACCGTCACCG
L-ATPase-SacI GGCGAGCTCCAATGTGATTGATTGATTTTTAATC cloning of ATPase site from X. ne-
matophila F1 wild typeR-ATPase-SalI GCAGTCGACAATGAAACGCCCTGATGTTC
L-GlmS ACGTTGTGGGTTCCTCTCTG checking chromosomal insertion at glmS
siteR-ATPase TTTCTTGTTCAGACAAGGGTTG
Table S3-1: Primers used in this study
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2 Results27
As shown in Table S2-2, the insertion of the Cm-Plac-RBS-lrp at the glmS site28
in the chromosome of G2#25 strain belonging to the group 2 allowed a full29
restoration of all phenotypes (dye binding, motility, lecithinase et haemolysis30
activities) to achieve phenotypic pattern similar to the group 1 variant repre-31
sented by G1#23.32
3 References33
Kovach ME, Phillips RW, Elzer PH, Roop II R.M, Peterson KM (1994). pBBR1MCS:34
a broad-host-range cloning vector. BioTechniques 16: 800-80235
Givaudan A, Lanois A (2000). flhDC, the flagellar master operon of Xenorhab-36
dus nematophilus: requirement for motility, lipolysis, extracellular hemolysis,37
and full virulence in insects. J Bacteriol 182: 107–11538
Givaudan A, Baghdiguian S, Lanois A, Boemare N (1995). Swarming and39
swimming changes concomitant with phase variation in Xenorhabdus nematophilus.40
Appl Environ Microbiol 61:1408-141341
Thaler JO, Duvic B, Givaudan A, Boemare N (1998). Isolation and entomo-42
toxic properties of the Xenorhabdus nematophilus F1 lecithinase. Appl Environ43
Microbiol 64: 2367–237344
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G1#23 Blue 60 55 ++ T
G2#25 Red 18 35 - w
G2#25 glmS::Plac-RBS-lrp Blue 50 40 ++ T
Table S3-2: Phenotypic assays in variants and lrp-complemented variants.
a All strains were cultured for 2 days at 28◦Cbefore assays were interpreted unless indicated
otherwise. Experiments were done 3 times, only one is shown
b Bromothymol blue
c Motility in swim agar (LB medium, 0.35% agar) plates; numbers are halo sizes (mm)
d Zone sizes (mm) of growth inhibition of Micrococcus luteus
e Activity measured as the production of a white halo of precipitation on plate with medium
containing 0.01% lecithin; ++, halo up to 10 mm in diameter; - no precipitation observed
f T, total haemolysis; W weak haemolysis
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In vitro kinetics of variants emergence1
This experiment aimed distinguishing the emergence of group 2 from that of2
group 3 variants in prolonged static cultures of group 1 variants, using bacterial3
motility as a diagonostic character. For this purpose, we performed 25 independent4
cultures of G1#23, and we streaked these cultures every 24 hours onto NBTA5
plates. Each time red colonies were observed on the NBTA plate, a maximum of6
five red colonies and an identical number of blue colonies were sampled and their7
heamolytic capacity and their motility were measured. Petri dishes where swarming8
was observed were excluded from analysis, as they did not allow reliable motility9
measurement.10
In this experiment, NBTA plates being incubated for 48 hours, we knew that red11
variants were present in a culture only two days after they have been sampled. Be-12
cause of this delay, we stopped sampling bacteria from a culture only two days after13
red variants have appeared. In the results we present here, we include measurement14
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Figure S4-1: Difference in motility between red and blue isolates, as a function of
the day they were sampled in a LB culture.
performed on bacteria sampled one day after red variants have been first detected15
in a culture. This increases sample size and provides us with better estimates of16
bacterial traits. But, as we want to focus on variants that just appeared, we will not17
consider bacteria sampled more than one day after red variants are first detected in18
the X. nematophila culture.19
All cultures did contain red variants after five days of incubation. Seventy-five20
out of the 146 red colonies we sampled were non or weakly haemolytic, while all of21
the 143 blue colonies we sampled were fully haemolytic. In addition, we found that22
the difference in motility between red and blue colonies was significantly positive23
over the first two days of the experiment (Wilcoxon signed rank test: p = 0.001953)24
but did not significantly depart from zero afterwards (Wilcoxon signed rank test:25
p = 0.625, see figure above. As a result, we found that the difference in motility26
between red and blue colonies significantly decreased over time (Spearman rank27
correlation: ρ = −0.614, p = 0.001095).28
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Figure S1 – Relative abundance and taxonomic assignment of OTUs according
to the gyrB gene Insects from the various treatments were pooled for these bar plots:
5 insects for BRAN, 24 insects for CDS and 22 insects for MTF. The relative abundance
of OTUs was calculated from the total number of reads for each insect pool. We show
here taxonomic assignments to genus level or to the lowest taxonomic level for which the
bootstrap score was ¿ 80 %. Some OTUs differ in sequence but were assigned to the
same taxonomic group. These sequences are differentiated by a number. On each graph,
the 15 OTUs with the largest relative abundances are shown in color and the others are
grouped together in the “Others” category. OTU names followed by a star (*) belong to
the Enterobacteriaceae family.
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Figure S2 – Example of a microbiota pattern in PCR replicates. We checked
the reproducibility of PCR, by performing three technical PCR replicates (the three bars
of the chart) on a sample chosen at random, with the whole metabarcoding procedure
performed separately for each replicate. We show here the results for the CDS1D3 sample.
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Data-processing 16S V3V4 region on T. molitor
microbiota with OBITools
Marine Cambon
27 janvier 2017
Assesing read quality and read pairing
Reads quality
Calculation of mean phred scores on the first 10 (105), the last 10 (103), and all the bases (All) on R1 and
R2 fragments before assemblage.
cat phredscore.csh
## #!/bin/tcsh
## #$-M cambonmarine@gmail.com
## #$-m a
##
##
## set a = $1
## set b = `echo $a | sed 's/R1/R2/'`
## set c = `echo $a | sed 's/R1/R1R2/'`
## set d = `echo $a | awk '{split($0,a,"_"); print a[1]}'`
##
## #Add the mean phred score for each sequence, calculated on the first 10 bases (105),
## #the last 10 bases (103) or all bases (all) :
## obiannotate --without-progress-bar --sanger \
## -S 'qphred105R1:-int(math.log10(sum(sequence.quality[0:10])/10)*10)' \
## -S 'qphred103R1:-int(math.log10(sum(sequence.quality[-10:])/10)*10)' \
## -S 'qphredAllR1:-int(math.log10(sum(sequence.quality)/250)*10)' $a | \
## obiannotate --set-id="'V3V4_Tenebrio_$d:r_%03d' % counter" > $d.tmpR1
##
## obiannotate --without-progress-bar --sanger \
## -S 'qphred105R2:-int(math.log10(sum(sequence.quality[0:10])/10)*10)' \
## -S 'qphred103R2:-int(math.log10(sum(sequence.quality[-10:])/10)*10)' \
## -S 'qphredAllR2:-int(math.log10(sum(sequence.quality)/250)*10)' $b | \
## obiannotate --set-id="'V3V4_Tenebrio_$d:r_%03d' % counter" > $d.tmpR2
##
## #Compute the number of sequences for each score in each cathegory
## #for visualisation in R :
##
## obistat --without-progress-bar -c qphred105R1 $d.tmpR1 > $c:r.qphred105R1
## obistat --without-progress-bar -c qphred103R1 $d.tmpR1 > $c:r.qphred103R1
## obistat --without-progress-bar -c qphredAllR1 $d.tmpR1 > $c:r.qphredAllR1
## obistat --without-progress-bar -c qphred105R2 $d.tmpR2 > $c:r.qphred105R2
## obistat --without-progress-bar -c qphred103R2 $d.tmpR2 > $c:r.qphred103R2
## obistat --without-progress-bar -c qphredAllR2 $d.tmpR2 > $c:r.qphredAllR2
res_103R1 <- res_103R2 <- res_105R1<- res_105R2 <- res_AllR1 <- res_AllR2 <- NULL
res_tot <- list()
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for (i in c("103R1", "103R2", "105R1", "105R2", "AllR1", "AllR2")) {
res <- NULL
fichiers <- list.files(path="phredscores/",
pattern=paste(".*qphred", i, sep=""),
full.names = T)
for (f in fichiers) {
dtmp <- read.table(f, h=T)
res <- rbind(res, dtmp)
res_tot[[i]] <- res
}
}
#pdf("qphred_105.pdf", 5,5)
z <- unlist(with(res_tot[["105R1"]], tapply(total, qphred105R1, sum)))
plot(z~as.numeric(names(z)), type="b",
xlab="phred quality",
ylab="nb reads", col="red")
z <- unlist(with(res_tot[["105R2"]], tapply(total, qphred105R2, sum)))
points(z~as.numeric(names(z)), type="b", col="indianred")
legend("topleft", col=c("red", "indianred"),
pch=c(1,1), c("105R1", "105R2"))
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#dev.off()
#pdf("qphred_103_All.pdf", 5,5)
z <- unlist(with(res_tot[["AllR1"]], tapply(total, qphredAllR1, sum)))
plot(z~as.numeric(names(z)), type="b", col="blue",
xlab="phred quality", ylab="nb reads")
z <- unlist(with(res_tot[["AllR2"]], tapply(total, qphredAllR2, sum)))
points(z~as.numeric(names(z)), type="b", col="steelblue")
z <- unlist(with(res_tot[["103R1"]], tapply(total, qphred103R1, sum)))
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points(z~as.numeric(names(z)), type="b", col="green")
z <- unlist(with(res_tot[["103R2"]], tapply(total, qphred103R2, sum)))
points(z~as.numeric(names(z)), type="b", col="darkolivegreen")
legend("topleft", col=c("blue", "steelblue","green","darkolivegreen"),
pch=c(1,1), c("AllR1", "AllR2", "103R1", "103R2"))
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#dev.off()
Reads pairing
cat readpairing.csh
## #!/bin/tcsh
## #$-M cambonmarine@gmail.com
## #$-m a
##
## set d = $1
##
## set e = `echo $d | sed 's/R1/R2/'`
## set f = `echo $d | awk '{split($0,a,"\\."); print a[1]}'`
##
## illuminapairedend --without-progress-bar --fasta-output -r $e $d \
## | obiannotate --length > $f:r_partR1R2.fasta
## obitab -d -o -n NA $f:r_partR1R2.fasta
Scores d’alignement
d <- read.table("align_scores", h=T)
d$class <- cut(d$score,seq(0,1000,by=25))
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barplot(tapply(as.numeric(d$count), d$class, sum),
xlab="Alignment score",
ylab="Nb reads")
abline(v = 2.4, lty=2)
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Sequence length after reads pairing
Length verification of the reads after assemblage to check if the coverage between R1 and R2 fragment is
sufficient: Most of reads are around 459 pb. Therefore there is around 40 bases of coverage which is enough.
d <- read.table("seq_length_avant_nettoyage", h=T)
#pdf("seq_length_tot.pdf", 5, 5)
barplot(d$count, names.arg=d$seq_length)
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#dev.off()
#pdf("seq_length_456_462.pdf", 5, 5)
with(subset(d, seq_length > 456 & seq_length< 463), barplot(count, names.arg=seq_length))
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#dev.off()
Number of reads per sample
d <- read.table("reads_per_samples_before_cleaning", h=T)
barplot(d$count, names.arg = d$sample,
xlab="Samples", ylab = "Nb reads")
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abline(h=20000, lty=2)
abline(h=15000, lty=3)
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Primers cleaning
The ngsfilter tool of OBITools is made for demultiplexing samples. I here add a fake tag combination to each
sequence and construct the ngsfilt file used to trim primers.
Rq: I figured out later that ngsfilter can be used with an empty column of tags if samples are not multiplexed.
cat add_tag.csh
## #!/bin/tcsh
## #-M cambonmarine@gmail.com
## #-m a
##
## set a = $1
##
## sed 's/^\([actg][actg][actg][actg]*\)$/acacacac\1tgcgacta/g' $a > $a:r_tag.fasta
cat clean_primers.csh
## #!/bin/tcsh
## #-M cambonmarine@gmail.com
## #-m a
##
## set a = $1
## set b = `echo $a | sed 's/_partR1R2_tmp_tag.fasta//'`
##
## #create a ngsfilt with tags for each sample
## echo 'pilote_tenebrio_V3V4 '$b\
## ' acacacac:tagtcgca ACGGRAGGCAGCAG TACCAGGGTATCTAATCCT F @' \
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## > $b:r_ngsfilter.txt
##
## # trim of primers and annotation of sequences with samples name
## ngsfilter -t $b:r_ngsfilter.txt -u $a:r_ngsfilt_nomatch.fasta -e 2 --nuc $a > \
## $a:r_ngsfilt.fasta
## obistat -c error $a:r_ngsfilt_nomatch.fasta | awk -v FILE=$a '{if (NR!=1) {print FILE $0}}' > \
## $a:r_nomatchstat.txt
Sequences cleaning
Removing low quality reads
Low quality reads have an alignment score < 50 and/or have some unknown bases and/have have the wrong
size (shorter than 400 pb or longueur than 470 pb)
cat lowqual.csh
## #!/bin/tcsh
## #$-M cambonmarine@gmail.com
## #$-m a
##
## set a = $1
## obigrep -s '^[acgt]+$' -l 400 -L 470 -p 'score>=50' $a > $a:r_n50ali.fasta
##
## echo "\nNombre de séquence après suppression des read de mauvaise qualité" >> stat_file.txt
## echo "-----------------------------------------------------------------" >> stat_file.txt
##
## obicount $a:r_n50ali.fasta >> stat_file.txt
d <- read.table("nb_read_par_etape")
barplot(d$V1, names.arg = d$V3)
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Reads dereplication and removing singletons
cat derepliq.csh
## #!/bin/tcsh
## #$-M cambonmarine@gmail.com
## #$-m a
## #
##
## set a = $1
##
## obiuniq -m sample $a > $a:r_uniq.fasta
##
##
## echo -e '\nNombre de séquences après déréplication' >> stat_file.txt
## echo -e '-----------------------------------------' >> stat_file.txt
## obicount $a:r_uniq.fasta >> stat_file.txt
##
## echo -e '\nNombre de séquences pour les 10 counts les plus faibles :' >> stat_file.txt
## echo -e '-----------------------------------------------------------' >> stat_file.txt
## obistat -c count $a:r_uniq.fasta | sort -nk1 | head -n 10 >> stat_file.txt
d <- read.table("resume_nb_count_uniq", h=T)
d <- d[order(d$count),]
barplot(d$total, names.arg = d$count)
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A lot of reads are only found once in the dataset (= singleton) and probably correspond to a sequencing
mistake. We remove all the singletons before clustering.
cat noSingleton.csh
## #!/bin/tcsh
## #$-M cambonmarine@gmail.com
## #$-m a
## #
##
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## set a = $1
##
## obigrep -p 'count>1' $a > $a:r_noS.fasta
##
## echo -e '\n Nombre de séquences restantes après suppression des singletons :' >> stat_file.txt
## echo -e '-------------------------------------------------------------------' >> stat_file.txt
## obicount $a:r_noS.fasta >> stat_file.txt
Sequences clustering Sumaclust
97 % similarity threshold
cat clustersumatra_97.csh
## #!/bin/tcsh
## #$-M cambonmarine@gmail.com
## #$-m a
## #$-pe parallel_rr 4
## #$-cwd
##
## set a = $1
##
## /usr/local/bioinfo/src/sumatra/current/sumaclust/sumaclust -t 0.97 -p $NSLOTS $a > $a:r_cl97.fasta
##
## echo '\nNombre de clusters après Sumaclust 97% :' >> stat_file.txt
## echo '----------------------------------------' >> stat_file.txt
## obistat -c cluster $a:r_cl97.fasta | wc -l >> stat_file.txt
d <- read.table("count_par_cluster", h=T)
d <- d[order(d$total),]
barplot(table(d$total), xlab="count per cluster", ylab = "nb of cluster")
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Data formating for sequences analyses and assignation
Table aggregation to have at the end only one sequence per cluster, and fasta file converting to tab format
pool_tmp_tag_ngsfilt_n50ali_uniq_noS_cl97_agg.fasta
cat agg_tab.csh
## #!/bin/tcsh
##
## set a = $1
##
## obiselect -c cluster -n 1 --merge sample -M -f count $a > $a:r_agg.fasta
## obitab -d -o -n NA $a:r_agg.fasta > $a:r_agg.tab
Suppressing annotations on sequences in order to use the regular fasta file on RDPclassifier (sequence
taxonomic assignation)
obiannotate -C pool_tmp_tag_ngsfilt_n50ali_uniq_noS_cl97_agg.fasta >
pool_tmp_tag_ngsfilt_n50ali_uniq_noS_cl97_agg_noAnn.fasta
Assignation
Performed on RDPclassifier with RDPII reference database, using the online tool of RDP
10
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Heterogeneity within infections: the case of Xenor-
habdus nematophila, a vector-borne insect pathogen
Numerous studies have considered infections as pairwise interactions between a single
pathogen and its host, sometimes leading to an incomplete picture of infectious processes.
In this work, we focused on more complex types of interactions that arise because infec-
tions are usually heterogeneous. More precisely, we have investigated two main issues:
(i) how pathogen transmission is impacted by phenotypic heterogeneity which
arises within the pathogen population during the infection, and (ii) how do
pathogens interact with the bacterial community which is naturally associ-
ated to the host before infection? To assess these questions, we have been studying
Xenorhabdus nematophila, an insect-killing bacterial pathogen which is transmitted by a
nematode vector, Steinernema carpocapsae.
One interesting feature of X. nematophila is that it produces different sub-populations
during the course of an infection, each one having distinctive phenotypic features (e.g.
one form produces antibiotics and is mobile, while the other does not produce antibi-
otics nor flagella). In this work, we first tried to identify the molecular mechanisms
responsible for this diversification of phenotypes, and tested if phenotypic heterogeneity
in X. nematophila has some adaptive value. We showed that some of these phenotypic
forms were mutants, which seem to be under strong positive selection during infection.
We also showed, however, that these mutants impair nematodes reproduction, which in
turn reduces transmission. Therefore, the dynamics of phenotypic heterogeneity in X.
nematophila seems to be determined by contradictory short-term and long-term selective
pressures.
A second interesting feature of X. nematophila is that it produces a lot of antimi-
crobial compounds which should allow it to dominate the bacterial community inside
the insect it has killed. This can be key to ensure the re-association of X. nematophila
with its nematode vector inside the insect cadaver. We investigated the bacterial com-
position of the microbial communities present in insects cadavers after infection by X.
nematophila. We found that despite the numerous antibiotics it is able to secrete, X.
nematophila is far from dominating microbial community after host death. It rather co-
habits with microorganisms from the microbiota of both the insect host and the nematode
vector. This raises numerous questions about the impact of these other microorganisms
on Xenorhabdus-Steinernema interactions, and therefore on their potential influence on
how this mutualistic association has evolved.
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